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Abstract 

This report deals with a concept design approach for the brushless PM traction motor, which 

has crucial constraints on volume envelope and on the drive. The concept design of the motor includes 

electromagnetic, thermal and hydraulic analyses. 

The considered motor drive is the three-phase DC/AC converter, which is commercially 

available on the modem market of the standard variable frequency drives. The features of the motor 

design procedure, which are imposed by the peculiarities of an automotive application and commercial 

drive technology, are given. The developed concept design procedure is applied to design of an 80-kW 

in-wheel hub motor of the hybrid truck that achieves wide constant power speed range. 

The considered motor is highly rated electrical machine with power requirement of 

approximately 2 MW/m3
. While in normal machines, which are not strictly constrained in the volume 

envelope, specific power is about of 1 MW/m3
• The synchronous permanent magnet (PM) motors is 

selected as a most suitable electrical machine type due to their well-known high power capability. 

Several types of the PM motor have been studied, including surface-mounted and inset magnets, 

external and internal rotor arrangements, and concentrated and distributed armature windings. 

The description of the basic steps using developed design procedure is given. Selection of the 

most appropriate motor type for the given application is presented. A concept design of the surface

mounted PM (SPM) motor with concentrated armature winding is carried out. Using commercially 

available drives with maximum output frequency of 300 Hz limits possible numbers of the motor pole 

pairs and, therefore, the airgap diameter and output power of the motor. The performance of the 

designed motor does not fully satisfy the required one. The achieved maximum power of 71 kW is less 

then 11% in comparison with a specified level of 80 kW. 

A new motor with higher number of pole pairs has been designed to achieve necessary power 

level. The inverter with maximum output frequency equal to 525 Hz is needed for this motor. 
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Used Symbols and Abbreviations 

List of symbols 

Symbol Unit 
a 

Gfp 

ah 

A1 Aim 

A' m mz 

A's! m2 

Aag mz 

Ach mz 

A; mz 

Am m2 

As mz 

bav m 

bc_av m 

bh 

bN 

bsl m 

bs2 m 

bs3 m 

hso m 

btl m 

bwJ m 

(B'HJmax kJ/m3 

Bam T 

Baqm T 

Bbs T 

Bm T 

Bm(av) T 

Bmi T 

Br T 

Btr T 

Description 
Number of parallel branches 

Number of parallel flow paths 

Hysteresis factor 

Armature electrical loading 

Effective magnet area 

Area of slot that is filled with coils 

Airgap area 

Channel cross section area 

Area of element i 

Average magnet area 

Airgap area per one pole 

Average slot width 

Average coil thickness 

Hysteresis factors 

Numerator of qN 

Slot width at airgap level (assuming opened stator slots) 

Stator slot width at level of coil top 

Stator slot width at level of slot bottom 

Slot opening width 

Stator tooth width 

Water jacket channel width 

Maximum energy product of permanent magnets 

Peak airgap flux density of fundamental harmonic of armature reaction 

flux 

Peak airgap flux density of q-axis armature reaction flux 

Saturation flux density of bridge 

Minimum magnet flux density 

Magnitude of average flux density in magnets 

Magnitude of flux density in element i 

Residual flux density of magnet 

Peak flux density in rotor tooth 

5 
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Symbol 

Bvr 

Bys 

B:m 

Eo 

Borad 

CN 

CI 

Dslbot 

fmax 

fsw 

,t;, 
!v 

Faqlm 

Unit 
T 

T 

T 

T 

T 

W/kg 

J/kg!"C 

W/kg 

m 

m 

m 

m 

m 

m 

m 

m 
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Description 
Magnitude of rotor back-iron flux density 

Magnitude of stator back-iron flux density 

Stator tooth peak flux density 

Airgap peak flux density 

Radial component of airgap flux density 

Denominator of qN 

Supplementary coefficient 

Supplementary coefficient 

Machine (Arnold's) constant 

Coefficients of eddy current losses 

Coolant specific heat 

Coefficient of hysteresis losses 

Geometry and winding data coefficient 

Slot impact factor on vth harmonic of airgap flux density 

Channel hydraulic diameter 

Stator bore diameter 

Average airgap diameter 

Stator diameter at level of coil top 

Stator laminations' outer (or inner in case of external rotor machine) 

diameter 

Rotor back-iron inner (or outer in case of external rotor machine) 

diameter 

Rotor back-iron outer (or inner in case of external rotor machine) 

diameter 

Stator diameter of slot bottom 

p.u. Phase back-emf 

v 
Hz 

Hz 

Hz 

Hz 

Hz 

At 

At 

Phase back-emf 

Drive supply frequency 

Maximum output frequency of drive 

Switching frequency of drive 

Frequency of fundamental harmonic 

Slip frequency of v1
h harmonic 

Fundamental harmonic magnitude of armature winding magnetomotive 

force 

Fundamental harmonic magnitude of q-axis armature winding 

magnetomotive force 
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Symbol 

Gbot 

Gtap 

hbs 

he 

hm 

hrim 

h, 

hso 

hyr 

hys 

hw 

hwJ 

hwJL 

He 

Hcj 

Hmi 

ld 

iq 

ll 

lid 

llq 

l1 

lid 

llq 

h 
I,, 

JJ 

karr 

kbs~tt 

kcomp 

kd 

kdem 

kdv 

kef 

kt 

Unit 

m 

m 

m 

m 

m 

m 

m 

m 

m 

m 

m 

Aim 

Aim 

Aim 

p.u. 

p.u. 

p.u. 

p.u. 

p.u. 

p.u. 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A/m2 

Description 

Vector of winding arrangement for bottom coil sides 

Vector of winding arrangement for top coil sides 

Thickness of saturation bridge 

Coil height (at slot middle) 

Magnet height 

Rotor rim thickness 

Stator slot depth 

Slot opening height 

Rotor back-iron depth 

Stator back-iron depth 

Stator wedge height 

Water jacket channel height 

Thickness of water jacket between stator laminations and channels 

Normal coercivity of permanent magnets 

Intrinsic coercivity of permanent magnets 

Magnitude of field intensity in element i 

Instant of phase armature current 

Instant of d-axis component of phase armature current 

Instant of q-axis component of phase armature current 

Motor phase current 

d-axis component of motor phase current 

q-axis component of motor phase current 

Motor phase current 

d-axis component of motor phase current 

q-axis component of motor phase current 

Rated line current of drive 

Amtature current per slot 

Amtature current density 

Factor of winding arrangement 

Slot width to slot pitch ratio 

end winding compression coefficient 

Distribution factor for fundamental harmonic 

Magnet demagnetization coefficient 

Distribution factor for "'"th harmonic 

Waveform factor of excitation field 

Slot fill factor (without area of wedge region) 

7 
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Symbol 

ksat 

kw 

kA 

kACIDC 

ks 

ksr 

kE 

kFw 

kuo 

kHcj 

kol 

k02 

kw 

KI 

Kr 

II 

/2 

ladd 

lew 

ftpav 

l/i' 

lh 

lm 

foh 

r,pav 
lspc 

!tot 

n 

Unit 

%JOC 

m 

m 

m 

m 

m 

m 

m 

m 

m 

m 

m 

m 

m 

H 

rpm 

rpm 

rpm 
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Description 

Pitch factor for fundamental harmonic 

Pitch factor for v-th harmonic 

Stack factor of stator and rotor cores 

Saturation factor 

Winding factor for fundamental harmonic 

Ratio of electrical loadings 

ACIDC resistance ratio 

Waveform factor ofback-emf 

Temperature coefficient of residual flux density 

Magnitude factor of back-emf 

Field-weakening coefficient 

Coefficient of machine arrangement 

Temperature coefficient of intrinsic coercivity 

Carter's factor that accounts slotted structure of stator 

Carter's factor that accounts slotted structure of rotor 

Waveform factor of excitation flux 

Coefficient of end winding overhang 

Coolant thermal conductivity 

Stator stack length 

Rotor stack length 

Additional length of machine 

End winding length per one side 

Average length of one flow path 

Motor frame length 

Hang length (end adjustment) of end winding 

Length of magnets in axial direction 

Overhang length of end winding 

Average length of one spiral turn 

Length of spiral generating circle 

Motor total length 

Mean length ofturn 

d-axis armature synchronous inductance 

Number of phases 

Rotor speed 

Rotor base speed 

Rotor maximum speed 
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S~mbol Unit Descri_etion 

nv rps Speed of v-th harmonic relatively to rotor 

N'c Number of armature winding coils per space period 

Nc Number of armature winding coils 

Nch Number of flow channels 

Nmp Number of magnet pieces per width 

Nper Number of space periods 

p Number of pole pairs 

p Number of rotor poles per space period 

Pei W/kg Specific eddy current losses in element i 

Ph; W/kg Specific hysteresis losses in element i 

p; W/kg Specific iron losses in element i 

Pma W/m3 Specific eddy current losses in magnets 

Pr; W/kg Total specific iron losses in element i 

p*out p.u. Motor output power 

P1p w Required input power of pump 

Pcu w Ammture winding copper losses 

Pdr w Drive rated power 

Pem w Electromagnetic power 

Prrw; w Friction losses in water jacket 

ph w Heat fluid from stator to water jacket 

P;n w Motor input electrical power 

P;s w Iron and stray motor losses 

Pm Wb/ At Effective permeance of magnet 

Pme w Eddy current losses in permanent magnets 

Pout w Motor output power 

Prs w Rotor iron stray (total) losses 

Psf w Stator iron losses caused by fundamental harmonic 

Pss w Stator iron specific losses 

Pst w Stator iron total losses 

PR w Radiator capacity 

Ps Wb/ At Airgap permeance per one pole 

q Number of stator slots per pole and phase 

qN Number of coils per pole and phase 

Qf m3/s Fluid volume flow rate 

rm. m Average radius of end winding 

Ymin m Minimum radius of end winding banding 
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Symbol 

RI 

Re 

Rfr 

s 

s 
Seal 

Sdr 

St 

lsp 

lzl 

lz2 

T 

T.out 

To 

Tcuav 

Tcumax 

Tern 

Tew 

Trby 

Tsby 

Tst 

TPM 

UJ 

vr 

v·J 

VI 

vld 

VI max 

VIq 

VDc 

VLL 

WJ 

Wa 

Wm 

Wmp 

Unit 

Ohm 

VA 

m2 

VA 

m2 

m 

m 

m 

el. rad. 

p.u. 

oc 
oc 
oc 
Nm 

oc 
oc 
oc 
oc 
oc 
At 

m/s 

p.u. 

v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 

kg/kW 

m 

m 
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Description 

Armature winding resistance 

Reynolds number 

Friction resistance coefficient 

Number of channels (three phase windings) 

Apparent power of motor 

Area of stator cooled surface 

Drive apparent power 

Uninsulated turn area of winding 

Number of space periods per machine 

Spiral pitch 

Stator slot pitch at airgap level 

slot pitch at level of coil top 

Lowest winding period in electrical radians 

Motor output (shaft) torque 

Ambient temperature 

Average copper temperature 

Maximum copper temperature 

Electromagnetic torque 

End winding copper temperature 

Rotor laminations' temperature 

Stator back iron temperature 

Stator teeth temperature 

Permanent magnet temperature 

Magnetic potential of pole face 

Fluid velocity 

Motor phase voltage 

Motor phase voltage 

d-axis component of motor phase voltage 

Maximum phase voltage of motor 

q-axis component of motor phase voltage 

DC-bus maximum voltage 

Three-phase supply line-to-line voltage of drive 

Number of series connected turns of phase 

Specific weight of motor active parts 

Magnet width 

Width of magnet piece 
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Svmbol Unit Description . 
Wt Number of turns per coil 

Wa kg Total motor active weight 

Wr kg Total rotor weight 

wr1 kg Rotor laminations' weight 

Wrm kg Magnets weight 

w, kg Total stator weight 

Wsl kg Stator laminations' weight 

Wsy kg Stator back-iron weight 

Wst kg Stator teeth weight 

Wcu kg Armature copper weight 

X'd p.u. d-axis synchronous reactance 

Xq p.u. q-axis synchronous reactance 

Ohm d-axissynchronousreactance 

Xq Ohm q-axis synchronous reactance 

X ad Ohm d-axis mutual reactance 

Xaq Ohm q-axis mutual reactance 

Xcrc~ Ohm Differential leakage reactance of armature 

Xovw Ohm End winding leakage reactance of armature 

Ohm Slot leakage reactance of armature 

Y1 m Coil pitch 

Yk m Coil width 

z Number of stator teeth 

Z' Number of stator teeth per space period 

ZtP kg/m7 Friction hydraulic resistance of one flow path 

kg/m7 Friction hydraulic resistance of water jacket 
0 Mechanical angle a 

a W/(m2oC) Heat transfer factor 

a/2 el.deg. Angle between two neighbour coils 

a'rr q-rib angle reduction in per units of pole pitch angle 

am el.deg. Magnet span angle 

arr el.deg. q-rib angle 

(l.B el.deg. Phase belt angle in electrical degrees 

as el.deg. Angle between adjacent windings of similar phases and of different 

channels 

a,s Pole overlap factor 

/3J p.u. Coil pitch 
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Symbol 

r 

rr 
Ycu 

YFe 

'lPF 

e 

v 

Pcu_OT 

PmoT 

tp 

Unit 
el.deg. 

kg/m3 

kg/m3 

kg/m3 

kg/m3 

m 

m 

Pa 

w 
p.u. 

el.deg. 

el.deg. 

Him 

Ohm·m 

Ohm·m 

Pa 

m 

m 

el.deg. 
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Description 
Current angle in electrical degrees 

Density of permanent magnets 

Coolant density 

Armature winding copper density 

Iron density of stator and rotor cores 

Mechanical airgap height 

Equivalent non-magnetic air gap 

Coolant pressure drop inlet-outlet 

Total losses in motor 

Discretization step 

Efficiency 

Efficiency of pump 

Inverter utilization factor 

Phase (electrical) angle in electrical degrees 

An electrical angle between EMF vectors of winding 

Temperature rise between stator armature winding and water jacket 

Factor of end winding leakage 

Friction factor 

Total slot leakage factor 

Coil zone leakage coefficient 

Teeth tip leakage coefficient 

Wedge leakage coefficient 

Permeability of vacuum (magnetic constant) 

Magnet recoil permeability 

Harmonic number 

Number of fundamental harmonic 

Saliency ratio 

Copper resistivity at operating temperature 

Magnet resistivity at operating temperature 

Leakage factor of magnet pole 

Shear stress 

Stator pole pitch 

Rotor pole pitch 

Power factor angle 
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Symbol Unit Description 

fPm Wb Magnet flux 

f!Jr Wb Remanent flux of magnet 

fPy Wb Flux in saturation bridge 

f!Ji5 Wb Airgap flux 

fPam Wb Magnet flux leakage 

'Fm Wb Magnitude of magnet flux linkage 

OJ 1/s Cyclic frequency 

OJ radls Angular rotor speed 

. 
OJ p.u. Angular rotor speed 

OJ•I p.u. Angular rotor base speed 

OJ•2 p.u. Minimum angular rotor speed of constant power speed range 

OJ] radls Angular rotor base speed 

OJm radls Angular rotor maximum speed 

Subscripts 

Symbol Description 
d Direct axis 

q Quadrature 

I Internal rotor 

E External rotor 

av Average value 

m Magnitude 

max Maximum value 

min Minimum value 

eq Equivalent value 

Superscripts 

Symbol 
I 

s 
* 
DW;CW 

Description 
Inset type of surface-mounted PM rotor 

Surface-mounted PM rotor 

Value in per unit system 

Distributed and concentrated windings, respectively 

13 
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Acronyms 

Symbol Description 
AC Alternative current 
DC Direct current 

PM Permanent magnet 

FEM Finite-element model 

FEA Finite-element analysis 

VA Volt-Ampere 

MLT Mean length of turn 

CW; DW Concentrated and distributed windings, respectively 

ER; IR External and internal rotor machines, respectively 

rms Root-mean-square value 

PMSM Permanent magnet synchronous machine 

MMF Magnetomotive force 

EMF Electromotive force 

CPSR Constant power speed range 

OC Open circuit (no-load) 

RL Rated load 

MEC Magnetic equivalent circuit 

TEC Thermal equivalent circuit 

GCD Greatest common divisor 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Hybrid cars, which employ a technology combining gasoline and electrical motors, are a hot 

item these days for drivers looking for ways to cut their fuel bills. Could the technology work for larger 

vehicles, i.e. trucks? 

To date, commercial systems implement diesel assisted electrical drives. As such the electrical 

motor is placed in a series or parallel configuration to assist the combustion engine. In the series 

configuration, the generator mounts directly to the engine, and all engine power is converted into 

electric energy to drive the traction motors at the axle/wheel ends. This enables the exclusion of the 

mechanical drive path between the engine and drive wheels. In contrary, the configuration of the 

parallel powertrain, as shown in Fig. 1-1, maintains the conventional· mechanical powertrain 

architecture and adds the ability to augment engine power with electrical torque. This has the advantage 

that, if the electrical power malfunctions, conventional engine-powered operation can continue, which 

allows each system to work independently. 

Soft>¥•r<> 4ppiK•t•OO fu< 
B>d1 Engm~ MfR & True!< OEM 

Fig. 1-1: Parallel hybrid system powertrain 

Most commercial systems are based on building parallel hybrid systems with induction motors, 

as they provide the best balance between costs and fault tolerance. However, although that this is a very 

attractive economical solution, it does not allow for a redesign of current trucks, i.e. for specialised 

applications. Therefore, a more technologically advanced electrical motor design is necessary to 

increase the power density, hence, reduce the needed space envelope. 

This has been achieved by using permanent magnet (PM) motor inside the wheel attached to a 

swing arm, as shown in Fig. 1-2(a). This development has enabled a complete redesign of current truck 

applications, where, for example, the complete loading floor can be lowered to the street level, which 

enables easy access to the cargo, as shown in Fig. i -2(b ). 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 1-2: (a)- in-wheel hub motor (b)- demonstration vehicle 

1.1. Project tasks 

Currently, the in-wheel motors are limited in their power output envelope. This has lead to the 

vehicle not being able to attain the maximum torque and velocity, e.g. this vehicle is not able to climb a 

12% slop road. Further, this motor utilizes oil-cooling, which is very environmentally unfriendly, 

therefore, it is required to increase the power envelope by using water cooling. This is a very 

challenging task, since the space envelope is limited (power requirement is approximately 2.3MW/m3
) 

and an extended field weakening capability of five times base speed is necessary. In order to enable the 

practical implementation of the design a commercial drive is selected, which, although augmenting 

practical implementation, requires innovative motor designs, since the switching frequency of these 

devices is limited. 

For fuel economy purposes, the combustion engine speed range is approximately within the 

range of 1100 - 2200 . rpm, which translates into a 50% variation of the frequency and voltage. This 

cannot be dealt with by the commercial drives and hence a rectifier would be beneficial, which directly 

connects to the DC-link of the drive, to solve the variable frequency. 

The motor speed is adjusted by the drive in specified range with the constant output power, 

accordingly with conventional characteristics for traction applications [ 1]. The feature of these 

characteristics is that the output power does not depend on speed. This task can be resolved by the 

several ways which differ from the motor type. In order to select most appropriate control method the 

minimum drive V A-capability is considered to be advantageous. 

The field-weakening operation of PM machines offers a practical method to hold output power 

and voltage at fixed level. This greatly reduces the VA requirement of the inverter that drives the motor. 
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1.2. Deliverables 

The results of this project consist of the description of the concept design methodology of the 

inverter driven PM synchronous motor for traction application and will generate various publications, 

which will be submitted to international conferences and journals. 

A prototype in-wheel hub motor of 80kW equipped with water-cooling will be delivered. The 

report concerns only the concept design of this motor. 
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2. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 

2.1. Truck powertrain description 

Truck drive top-level schematic is presented in Fig. 2-1. This schematic represents the series 

hybrid configuration, which consists of diesel engine, as a prime mover, PM synchronous generator, 

active rectifier, two independent P\VM inverters and two AC traction motors, which rotate driving

wheels. In the motor mode mechanical power from the diesel engine, which is rotated with relatively 

fixed speed range of 1100 - 2200 rpm, is transferred to the generator, which, in a turn, has PMs on a 

rotor and generates electrical power with variable output voltage and frequency. In order to supply the 

inverters with electrical energy having fixed parameters, as it is required, the active rectifier is installed 

next to the genemtor. This active rectifier uses forced commutation to supply the generator with 

reactive power and to keep output DC voltage near constant (rated) level. 

Further electrical energy conveys through DC-bus to the inverters, which feed the traction 

motors. The control systems of the inverters measure speed and output torque of the motors and, by 

regulation of the phase current and frequency, adjust these parameters accordingly with the given torque 

versus speed characteristic, which is shown in Fig. 2-3. 

During braking, kinetic energy of the truck is sequentially converted by the motors and 

inverters, which act as generators and rectifiers respectively, in DC electrical energy (as shown in Fig. 

2-1 by thick brown line). Then this energy could be delivered by two independent paths: 1) to the brake 

resistors; 2) to the engine. It should be noted that these braking modes are enabled only up to certain 

velocity level (about 16-19 km/h) after that the truck slows down by normal pneumatic brakes mounted 

inside each wheel. 

The first braking mode is rheostatic braking shown in Fig. 2-1 by thick blue line. In this mode 

electrical energy from the DC-bus is transferred through brake chopper to the brake resistors, where it is 

dissipated in a form of thermal losses. 

Another braking mode incorporates an engine kinetic energy, as shown in Fig. 2-1 by the thick 

green line, when an exhaust pipe is closed and the diesel engine is revved up by motor torque of the 

generator [2]. 

These two braking modes could be used simultaneously. The dissipative energy, which is 

flowing by the first and/or second ways, could be regulated by the driver by means of corresponding 

controls (brake pedals and exhaust pipe regulator) [2]. 
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2.2. Motor and wheel assembly 

The drawing of the vehicle wheel is shown in Fig. 2-2. The motor volume envelope is filled by 

red colour. From the drawing the motor main dimensions should be: 

- Outlet outer diameter Do 500 rnm; 

- Outlet length L 0 204 rnm; 

- Active part outer diameter (the sizes are chosen in order to install designed motor into the 

existing truck construction): 

-For internal rotor machine Don 

-For external rotor machine Don 

460 rnm; 

440 rnm. 

Fig. 2-2: Assembly of the motor and wheel 
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2.3. Motor design specifications 

The required torque and output power versus speed characteristics are shown in Fig. 2-3. The 

continuous operation mode is the nominal (rated) regime with the torque curve indicated with square 

labels (Fig. 2-3) and with the output power curve with triangular labels. Peak torque and output power 

motor performance are required for non-continuous operation during one minute. 

The motor should be sized for the so-called base speed field-weakening (FW) point, which is 

near the knee of the curves (Fig. 2-3). The base speed FW point has the following parameters: 1000 

rpm, 80 kW, 750 Nm. 
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400 40 ::1 0 c. 1- -::1 
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0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 
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Fig. 2-3: Required torque and output power versus speed characteristics 

The B-H loop and demagnetization characteristics of the permanent magnet (PM) BM35H are 

shown in Fig. 2-4 [3]. The basic data retrieved from Fig. 2-4 is given in Table 1. The temperature of 

100 °C is considered as the maximum allowable operation temperature for the magnets. 
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Fig. 2-4: The hysteresis loops and demagnetization curves of the BM35H permanent magnet 

Table 1: BM35H magnet data 

Value 
Description Symbol Unit 

20°C 60°C 100°C 120°C 

Residual flux density Br 1.175 1.077 1.058 1.03 T 

Normal coercivity He 894.4 778 655 513 kA/m 

Intrinsic coercivity Hcj 1390.7 1164 704 541 kA/m 

Relative recoil permeability J.lr 1.045 1.045 1.045 1.045 -

Temperature coefficient of 
kBr -0.12 * * * %/oC 

remanence 

Temperature coefficient of 
kHcj -0.6 * * * %/oC 

intrinsic coercivity 

Density Ym 7350 * * * kg/m3 

Maximum energy product (BH)max 279 * * * kJ/m3 

* - it is considered that this data is not influenced on temperature 

Stator and rotor laminations are made from a non-oriented electric steel m270-35A with a sheet 

thickness of 0.35 mm. The DC B-H curve of this steel is shown in Fig. 2-5; specific losses and 

mechanical, electrical and thermal properties are presented in [ 4]. 
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Fig. 2-5: B-H curve of the stator and rotor laminations 

The details on armature winding wires are not considered. Selection of the wire insulation 

thickness, etc. should be carried out on the stage of the further motor design, which is not in the 

objective of this report. Since the maximum allowable temperature of the winding copper must be 

specified, an insulation of the class F to be considered as the preliminary solution for the armature 

winding insulation, which has the maximum temperature of 180 °C. 

2.4. Inverter data 

With the purpose to decrease the truck cost the commercially available drive ABB 

ACP601-0120-3 with the following parameters is selected [5]: 

Cooling system 

Three-phase supply line-to-line voltage, V u-

Rated line current, Ir 

Apparent power, S 

Rated power, P 

Maximum output frequency,fmax 

Switching frequency,fsw 

water-cooled; 

380 V (rms), 400 V (rms), 

415 V (rms); 

178 A (rms) for 4/5 min; 

196 A (rms) for 1/5 min; 

120 kVA; 

90kW; 

300Hz; 

2kHz; 
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Converter supply frequency,/~ 

DC-bus maximum voltage, Vnc 

2.5. Cooling system 

Motor cooling system data: 

- Totally-enclosed with water jacket: 

-Internal rotor 

- External rotor 

-Radiator capacity PR 

in stator housing; 

in stator hub; 

4 kW per motor; 

2.6. Summary of the motor specifications 

50 Hz or 60 Hz. 

690 v 
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On the basis of the above mentioned design requirements the motor design specifications could 

be summarized, as presented in Table 2. 

Table 2: Motor specification features for the given application 

# Technical Specifications Motor design constraints 

1 Limited volume envelope High specific power. High saturation level 

2 Wide constant power speed range (CPSR) 1000 Needs an extended FW operation at a limited 

-4500 rpm inverter V A-capability 

3 Given torque and output power versus speed An extra inverter V A-capability at the speeds 

characteristics are the ideal ones [6], [7] near base one is required. As an alternative 

solution the base speed could be decreased in 

order to achieve almost ideal FW performance 

at given VA-capability 

4 Maximum inverter output frequency - 300 Hz Maximum number of motor pole pairs- 8 

5 Indirect cooling system m the stator Limits armature electrical loading and current 

density 

6 Inverter continuous rms current- ILL= 178 A Line rms current of the motor less or equal 178 

A 

7 Drive apparent power S==120 kVA Power factor of the motor at base speed must 

be not less than 80 kW/120 kVA = 0.67 
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3. DESCRIPTION OF PM MOTOR FIELD .. WEAKENING OPERATION 

Traction drives generally require operation at constant torque up to a speed co1 that is at knee 

point of torque-speed characteristic and constant power up to the maximum speed, COm, as shown in 

Fig. 3-1. The ratio of COm to OJ1 is normally referred to as the speed range. For machines with variable 

rotor field excitation, such as wound-field synchronous motors, the speed at which the transition from 

constant torque to constant power operation occurs has been traditionally referred to as the base speed 

[8]. This speed normally corresponds to that at which the back-emf of the motor at full field equals to 

the DC bus voltage. 

To make a better utilization of the inverter power semiconductor devices, the field current is 

made inversely proportional to the motor speed within the constant power region to reduce the airgap 

flux so as to keep the phase voltage of the motor constant with speed, as also shown in Fig. 3-1. 

Unlike the wound-field synchronous motor, where the field current can be reduced to decrease 

the back-emf of the motor for constant power operation, PM synchronous machines (PMSMs) operate 

with a fixed airgap flux. Therefore, the back-emf grows linearly with speed and, consequently, makes 

PMSMs maximum-speed-limited up to the level of the DC supply voltage. 

In order to extend the speed range of the PMSMs a field-weakening control is used [ 6], [7]. The 

basic idea of field-weakening control is to use additional armature current to create a magnetic field that 

opposes or weakens the airgap flux so that the motor back-emf can be kept constant. 
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Fig. 3-1: Qualitative motor performance characteristics at flux-weakening operation 
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In the d-q coordinate system (notations based on the generalized machine theory), which rotates 

synchronously with an electrical angular velocity m, the steady-state equations are expressed as follows: 

(3.1) 

The vector diagram, which is built by using (3.1), is shown in Fig. 3-2. The d- and q-axes 

components of armature current are represented as follows: 

11d = -11 • siny, 
(3.2) 

The output power, P011 , and the terminal voltage, V1, are given by: 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

q-aXlS 

Fig. 3-2: The vector diagram of the PM synchronous motor 

In the per-unit (3.3) and (3.4) could be rewritten as follows [7]: 

. . ( . ( ) .. •) 
pout = OJ • Eo · JJq + 1- q ·X d • JJd 'JJq ; 

(3.5) 
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(3.6) 

In (3.5) and (3.6) the armature resistance is neglected. It is valid for relatively high speed range 

when the resistance drop could be assumed to be equal to zero. 

Considering the inverter capability, the armature current, l 1, and the terminal phase voltage, 

v·J, are limited as following: 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

The current limit, lum, is determined by the continuous armature current rating and the available 

output current of the inverter. The voltage limit, v"lim, is determined by the available maximum output 

voltage of the inverter. It is conventional to assign the current and voltage limits with the ratings: 

llim = 1 [p.u.], Vlim = 1 [p.u.). 

From (3.2) and (3.7) the current limit circle (in the p.u. system) is given by: 

( .)2 (•)2 (•)2 
Jld + ]Jq = ]Jim · 

(3.9) 

From (3.6) and (3.8) the voltage limit ellipse (in the p.u. system) is given by: 

(3.10) 

The current limit circle and voltage limit ellipse are shown in Fig. 3-3 in the i,riq plane. The 

voltage limit ellipse is decreased with increasing the speed m. In order to satisfy the conditions (3.9) and 

(3.10) the armature current vector i(id;iq) should be inside the current limit circle and voltage limit 

ellipse (in Fig. 3-3 it is shaded area). 

From (3.5) the torque could be expressed as: 

(3.11) 
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Fig. 3-3: Current limir circle and voltage limit ellipse for the general case of the PMSM (at 

The armature current vector i1(id1;iq1) producing maximum torque per ampere of a current could 

be derived from (3 .11) as follows [7]: 

at~= I; 
(3.12) 

where 

(3.13) 

The maximum torque-per-ampere current vector trajectory is shown in Fig. 3-4. This 

characteristic is shown only for SPM machine as an example; the corresponding characteristic for IPM 

machine could be retrieved in a similar manner. 
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Fig. 3-4: Maximum torque-per-ampere current trajectory and maximum-output current vector 

trajectory for the SPM with E0 <X/ 

The maximum torque is obtained at the point A, as shown in Fig. 3-4. The d- and q-axes 

components of this point derived by substituting li=I\m in (3.12) and (3.13). Until the terminal voltage 

v*I does not reach Vlim at m=mi, the motor could be accelerated by the maximum torque. The limit 

speed m I of the constant torque operation is defined by: 

(3.14) 

Using (3.5) and (3.10), the armature current vector i2(id2;iq2), which produces maximum output 

power under the voltage limit condition (the current limit condition is not considered), could be 

expressed as: 

Eo . 
id2 = --- l.lzd x· , 

d 

(3.15) 

where 
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(3.16) 

The maximum output current vector trajectory is shown in Fig. 3-4. The current vector 

approaches the point C (id=-Er/X/; iq=O) as the rotor speed increases, and reaches the current limit 

circle at m=o]]. 

The rotor speed, OJj, is the maximum speed of the constant torque operation with the maximum 

torque considering the current limit. The rotor speed, OJ;, is the minimum speed of the maximum output 

operation. Below this speed the maximum output operation can not be achieved, because the maximum 

output trajectory is outside of the current limit circle. 

In order to produce the maximum output power in whole speed range considering the both 

conditions of the current and voltage limits, the current vector must be chosen as follows: 

Interval I (tD$iDJ) 

id and iq are constant values given by (3.12). The current vector is fixed at point A (Fig. 3-4). 

Interval 2 ( m1 <m $ o.>z) 

id and iq are chosen as the cross point of the current limit circle and voltage limit ellipse. The 

current vector moves from A to B along the current limit circle as the rotor speed increases. 

Interval 3 ( m > OJ.?) 

id and iq are given by (3.15). The current vector moves from B to C along the maximum output 

trajectory. 

In Fig. 3-5 the output power and armature current characteristics for the SPM motor are shown. 

The motor parameters, which are used in Fig. 3-5, are the same as the parameters which are utilized in 

Fig. 3-4. 
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Fig. 3-5: Output power and armature current characteristics for the SPM 

withE0 <Xd• 

Fig. 3-6 shows the impact of the Xd • on motor performance at FW operation [7]. When E0 :S X/, 

that are for curves withX/=0.7, 0.8 in Fig. 3-6, the output power does not decrease at high speed range. 

The output power decreases as the rotor speed increases, if Eo> X/ (X/=0.5, 0.6 in Fig. 3-6). As for an 

example, within the speed range of Fig. 3-6, it can be seen that the output characteristics for xd*=0.6 is 

the best. 

It is convenient to use the FW coefficient to characterize the power versus speed curve of the 

motor. This coefficient is defined as follows: 

(3.17) 

By using this factor the p*out versus speed characteristics of SPM motor (~1) for the fixed 

back-emf, E0, and d-axis armature reactance, x·d, will be represented as shown in Fig. 3-7 and Fig. 3-8, 

respectively. 

The coefficient, kFw, is a characteristic current in per unit system that defines the minimum 

possible armature current, which can provide optimal field-weakening in the PM machines [9]. In case 

of the SPM motor the optimal FW is achieved at kFw = 1, when the rated armature current is equal to the 

characteristic current. 
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At fixed Eo decreasing the kFw increases the x·d, and gives a better FW performance, as shown 

in Fig. 3-7. However, the output power, p*our. and, therefore, the power factor of the motor are 

decreased. So, the motor requires a larger inverter V A-capability. 

At fixed x•d increasing the kFw gives rise to the Eo, and correspondingly produces a better FW 

performance at kFw = 0.8- 1.2, as shown in Fig. 3-8. At higher values of the kFw > 1.2 the output power 

at base speed is increased significantly, but the FW operation is drastically degraded. 

Thus, the high output power of the motor and its capability to operate over the wide CPSR are 

in a contradiction. The wide CPSR and high output power could be achieved at kFw = 0.8 - 1.2, as 

shown in Fig. 3-7 and Fig. 3-8. 

As it is well-known, in order to increase p*out the airgap flux density and electrical loading of 

the motor should be increased. At the same time, as it is mentioned above, it is necessary to have kFw 

near the unity. By means of the proper design of the PM motor it is possible to satisfy the both 

contradictory requirements. 
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Fig. 3-7: Output power versus speed characteristics at fixed Eo 
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4. CONCEPT DESIGN APPROACH 

4.1. Possible types of the motor 

In Table 3 the data of possible traction motor types are presented and their advantages and 

disadvantages are considered. 

Table 3: Comparison of different traction motor types for automotive application 

Motor types Advantageous Disadvantageous 

DC motors - high power capability; - low reliability because ofbrushes; 

- easy control of speed and excitation - higher maintenance cost 

flux - needs additional space for a collector 

Induction motors - high reliability; - low power capability; 

- easy to manufacture; - is not suitable for wide CPSR; 

-low cost - large losses 

Synchronous -low cost; - low specific power; 

reluctance - easy to cool (high rotor - low power factor, requires high 

temperatures are acceptable) inverter V A-capability 

Synchronous PM - high efficiency (no losses on - relatively high cost; 

motors excitation); - difficult to assemble the rotor 

- high specific power; 

- easy to cool (heat losses are mainly 

on stator) 

The electrical motor types that are commonly used as electrical drives in the vehicles, are 

described in numerous reference sources ([6], [10]). Different types of traction motors for automotive 

applications are shown in Fig. 4-1. 
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Traction Motors 

c::::J -motor types that are considered as strong 
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* including switched reluctance drives 
ld"'k '~J -motor types that are not considered because of low 

power capability or low reliability 

Fig. 4-1: Possible types of traction motors 

In accordance with the design requirements PM motors are considered as more suitable 

candidates for the given application (Fig. 4-2). The main reasons for this choice are low volume 

envelope and high required output power, which is needed for the wide CPSR, thus, as it is dedicated in 

Table 3, synchronous PM motors have the properties, which allow to solve that problem easier. 

The developed design methodology is based on the analysis of the pre-selected PM motor 

configurations. The considered PM motor types are shown in Fig. 4-2 and a brief comparison of those 

configurations is given in Table 4 . 

.--------4 PM Motors 

Rotor type ~ 
SPM 

IPM * 

,-j Internal 

Rotor arrangement 

''~ Externa! 

rl Distributed 

l~ Con centra tee 

Armature winding 

*-Only inset type of PM rotor with (or without) saturation bridges is considered 

Fig. 4-2: PM motor configurations 

The PM motors are classified in three different categories. The first of them is the rotor type, 

which defines the non-salient surface-mounted PM (SPM) and salient interior PM (IPM) rotors. It 
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should be noted that, although some authors referred an inset type of the rotor to the SPM rotors [10], in 

this report it is considered as the IPM rotor because of the saliency. The second category is the rotor 

arrangement that defines the position of the rotor relatively to the stator (Fig. 4-2). The last motor 

category is the type of the annature winding. The concentrated and distributed armature windings have 

been studied (Fig. 4-2). 

Table 4: Comparison of different configurations of PM motor types 

Motor configuration Advantageous Disadvantageous 

SPM rotor - higher power capability; - relatively high cost; 

- lower rotor losses -difficult to cool (magnets) 

IPM rotor - higher performance at FW - FW performance is limited by steel 

operation; saturation especially in high rated 

- low rotor losses electrical machines 

Internal rotor - easier to assemble; - lower specific power (lower airgap 

- better cooling conditions (larger diameter) 

cooled surface) 

External rotor - higher specific power - difficult to assemble; 

- larger risk of vibrations; 

- worse cooling conditions 

Distributed armature - lower number of high order - longer end winding overhang; 

winding harmonics in airgap flux; - more difficult to operate at FW 

- less rotor losses (needs more phase current) 

Concentrated - shorter end winding overhang; - large subharmonics; 

armature winding - better operation at FW (higher d- - larger rotor losses, especially magnet 

axis armature reactance) eddy current losses 

The considered rotor configurations with the SPM and IPM types in case of external 

arrangement are shown in Fig. 4-3. In order to minimize rotor eddy current losses at higher speeds in 

the both configurations back-irons are laminated. As the permeability of iron-neodymium-boron 

magnets is close to the permeability of air (Table 1 ), the SPM motor is non-salient and operates on the 

magnet alignment torque. Due to large equivalent air gap, higher level of magnetic flux density could 

be selected in that configuration without causing significant saturation in the rotor. In the IPM design 

the magnets are placed in special rotor opened or closed (by saturation bridges) slots, as shown in 

Fig. 4-3(b). The air gap under the magnets and, so-called, q-ribs (rotor teeth), is different that makes the 

IPM motor as a salient one. Thus, the IPM motor operates on reluctance torque and magnet alignment 

torque as well, that leads, in general, to the better performance in a wide range of CPSR applications 
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[ 6]. Higher level of torque ripples and higher rotor core losses are the main drawbacks of the IPM 

design [ 12]. 

The different SPM rotor arrangements with respect to the stator are shown in Fig. 4-4. Main 

advantage of the external rotor is that the motor could be designed with larger airgap diameter, since the 

magnet height is usually sufficiently less than a height of the stator slot. As it is well-known, the output 

power of the electrical machine is proportional to the airgap diameter squared, so it is favourable to 

have the airgap diameter as large as possible. 

(a) 

(a) 

I 

I 
I 

-----+----

Fig. 4-3: Considered external rotor configurations: 

(a) SPM rotor and (b)- IPM rotor 

(b) 

(b) 

Fig. 4-4: Considered rotor configurations with SPM: 

(a) external rotor and (b)- internal rotor 

Another item of the motor configuration to be observed is an armature winding type. Three 

phase double or single layer distributed lap winding and three phase double layer concentrated winding 

have been considered. The sketches of these windings are shown in 4-5. 
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Phase 8 Phase 8 

Phase C Phase C 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 4-5: Annature winding types for an internal rotor machine: 

a) distributed winding; b)- concentrated winding 
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The only full-pitch double-layer or single layer (that is in principle the same) distributed lap 

windings have been considered, as shown in Fig. 4-5. Distributed windings (DW), in general case, have 

lower number of the high order flux harmonics in the air gap that causes better performance at high 

speeds because of lower iron losses and torque ripple; and at base speed, owing to lower armature 

leakage reactance. However, how it is mentioned in section 3, for the better motor performance within 

wide CPSR armature d-axis reactance, X/, should be higher than back-emf, E0. In case of the SPM 

motor with distributed winding it is very difficult to achieve such a requirement, but using this type of 

winding with the IPM rotor is probably only a single design alternative [15]. Long end winding 

overhangs (coil end lengths) is the next kind of disadvantages of the distributed windings. In order to 

have these lengths as short as possible the distributed winding could be implemented as a single-layered 

or double-layered with short-pitches. In addition, using the distributed winding does not allow for 

significant increasing a number of poles at fixed outer diameter of the motor and technologically limited 

minimum stator tooth width. At some certain higher number of the poles the distributed winding could 

be done only as full-pitched with winding factors for each harmonic equal to unity, that makes a 

waveform of the back-emf replicating a waveform of the airgap flux density gap, having near 

rectangular shape in many cases, and, therefore, worse harmonic distortion of the armature reaction flux 

and, consequently, higher iron losses and torque ripple. 

Considered concentrated winding (CW) consists of multi-tum coils with every coil wound 

around one stator tooth only, as shown in Fig. 4-5(b ). It is wise to note that the single layer concentrated 

winding is not observed, because of longer end winding overhangs [13]. This concentrated winding is 

short-pitched, therefore, it have various winding factors for different magnetomotive force harmonics. 
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This results in a back-emf of concentrated winding being close to the sine, even if airgap flux density 

distribution is far from the sinusoidal. It should be noted, that it is crucial to make a correct choice of 

ratio between the number of rotor poles and the number of stator teeth, since this has a significant effect 

on electromagnetic properties of windings [13], [14]. With the same number of poles as in distributed 

windings, concentrated windings require a lot less slots, because, in these windings, the number of slots 

per pole and phase is 1/4 - 112 (Appendix C). This allows concentrated winding machines to have a 

large number of poles. The advantage of concentrated windings is their ease of manufacturing and 

assembly. The probably main advantage of the concentrated windings is that they have significantly 

shorter end winding overhangs than distributed windings. For vehicles, where basically "short" axial 

length electrical machines are used, that is one of the most important issues. A level of high order 

harmonics in these windings is usually higher than in distributed windings, and, moreover, in some 

configurations low order harmonics (sub harmonics), which have pole pitches larger than pole pitch of 

the fundamental harmonic, are also exist. These harmonics and, specifically sub harmonics, distinctly 

increase leakage reactance and, accordingly, armature reactance of the motor. For the proper designed 

machine with the concentrated winding it is quite easy to achieve xd·::::: Eo even with SPM on rotor, 

where Eo is usually higher than in IPM solution [15]. This circumstance, on the one hand, makes worse 

the motor performance at base speed, but, on the other hand, provides better motor wide-speed 

operation by means of more effective field-weakening (higher d-axis armature reaction flux per an 

ampere of the phase current). 

As drawbacks of the concentrated winding machines it could be mentioned the relatively high 

torque ripple and high magnet losses, owing to reach airgap flux harmonic distortion [11]. 

While many authors [10], [16] prefer the inset or even interior, which is not considered as an 

objective of this paper, PM machines for the FW operation over wide CPSR, high required specific 

power of the considered motor, and, therefore, high level of iron saturation can eliminate the attractive 

benefits of these machines. In addition, low motor outlet length applies the constraint on the possible 

armature winding type. Selection of the most appropriate motor configuration among considered types 

is highly challenging task that could not be done without detailed electromagnetic and thermal designs. 

In next sections the main aspects of the developed design methodology are given. 

4.2. Algorithm of concept design approach 

As it is well-known, a design of the electrical machine is multi-parametric task that could be 

done by the combination of the electromagnetic, thermal and hydraulic, or ventilation, in general case, 

analyses and by following experimental on the real-world examples. The objective of this work is only 

a concept design of the motor, which should show the most appropriate motor type, its basic dimensions 

and maximum achievable performance characteristics. 
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A flow-chart of the developed motor design strategy is shown in Fig. 4-6. This strategy is the 

iterative procedure that increases at each step the accuracy and detailing results. At the first stage the 

analytical design is conducted (Fig. 4-6). The description of the developed analytical model is given in 

the following section. At this stage the motor could be initially sized with approximately calculated 

parameters and performance indexes, assuming the infinite permeabilities of the stator and rotor cores. 

Further, at the second stage the base speed operation mode of the initially sized motor is 

calculated by means of the transient finite element (FE) analysis, which includes iron saturation, rotor 

movement, and iron and magnet losses calculation. The description of the FE model and losses 

computation procedure is given in Appendix H. In the case when the motor performance indexes 

calculated by analytical and FE methods are not matched with required accuracy, the analytical analysis 

is repeated with an employment of the correction factors, which take into account iron saturation. This 

intermediate loop in the design procedure is shown in Fig. 4-6 by dotted line. When the accuracy of the 

analytical model is reached the third stage is initialized. At this stage the thermal and hydraulic analyses 

are carried out. The motor temperatures should be within the maximum levels mentioned in the design 

requirements. At this stage the maximum possible electric loading, current density and airgap flux 

density of the motor could be defined. Thus, the main operation mode data, which defines the output 

power at fixed motor sizes, could be selected. 

Once the performance and temperature conditions of the designed motor satisfy all design 

requirements, it is possible to make a preliminary optimization of the motor with the aim to minimize a 

torque ripple and magnet eddy current losses (fourth stage in Fig. 4-6). The concept motor design is 

done when all four stages are successfully conducted. 

1. Analytical electromagnetic design 

2. FEA- Checking results 

3. Thermal and hydraulic analyses 

4. FEA- Preliminary optimization 

Fig. 4-6: Concept design strategy 

Correction of 
input data 

A flow-chart of analytical design algorithm is shown in Fig. 4-7. It is based on the phasor

diagram analysis of the base speed and other field-weakening operation points. 

The basic assumptions of the analytical model are the following: 
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I) Iron saturation is neglected; 

2) Stator and rotor iron losses are neglected; 

3) Magnet eddy current losses are neglected; 

4) Due to negligible saliency of the SPM motor design the equivalent air gaps along d- and q

axes are assumed to be equal. Thus, the synchronous reactances along those axes are also 

equal. 

Basic input data: 

n, A1, hm, o, J1, 11, 

Jl,, D 1 , k1 , p , q , am 
L._ ____ _ 

-, 
B, k-~-

Motor parameters calculation 

Phasor diagram analysis I 
Field-weakening performance assessment I 

Correction 
factors 

Are they 
matched with 

required accuracy? 

Yes 

No 

FEA Correction of the analytical model 

Fig. 4-7: Flow-chart of analytical method 

In Fig. 4-7 the following symbols are used: 

n rotor speed, [rpm]; 

A1 armature electrical loading, [Aim]; 

hm magnet height, [m]; 

8- airgap height, [m]; 

J1 armature current density, [A/mm2
]; 

11 stator stack length, [m]; 

Data 
correction 

B, and J.l, residual flux density and recoil permeability of the magnet, [T], [p.u.], respectively; 

D1 stator bore diameter, [m]; 
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net slot fill factor (without area of the wedge region); 

p number of pole pairs; 

q - number of slots per pole and phase; 

am magnet span angle, [electrical degrees]; 
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The analytical method is an iterative process which uses subsequent corrections of input data for 

the achieving the required motor performance over the whole speed range, and motor parameters (d-axis 

and q-axes armature reactances) corrections by using FE analysis results. 

This design method is implemented as a set of analytical formulas which are described in 

synchronous motors design books [17], [18], [34]. The routine sequence of these formulas and sizing 

procedure as well, which have been developed for the design of the considered PM motors, are given in 

Appendix D and Appendix E. The only difference from those methods is the calculation of the armature 

mutual and differential leakage~ reactances of the concentrated winding machine with fractional number 

of slots per pole and phase. The so-called "slot impact factors, Cv " have been used in order to more 

accurately, than in conventional approach, calculate these armature reactances by taking into account an 

impact of the stator slots and a reach harmonic distortion of this kind of machines [19], [20]. The slot 

impact factors, Cv, allow to consider, how it suggested by the name, the impact of the stator slots on the 

airgap flux density separately for each harmonic component of the airgap flux. These factors are 

calculated by using tooth-contour method (TCM) [21] and Schwartz-Christoffel (SC) conformal 

mapping [22]. The TCM is based on representation of the total magnetic field in the air-gap region of an 

electrical machine as the sum of local magnetic fields of the particular elements of the electrical 

machine magnetic system, the so-called tooth contours. The main assumptions of this method are that 

the real circumferential shape of the air gap is replaced by the rectangular one and the rotor core is 

considered as a smooth surface. In the case ofthe IPM rotor (Fig. 4-2(b)) slotted core is replaced by the 

smoothed one by using the Carter's factor. In this method an airgap flux density is estimated separately 

for each harmonic component by the calculation of the relative specific permeances of the tooth 

contours with taking into account stator slotted structure. These permeances are calculated by means of 

the SC mapping and further are resolved on the harmonic components. By using these permeances the 

harmonic components of the airgap flux density could be defined and, consequently, mutual armature 

reactances caused by these harmonics could be calculated as well. It makes possible to separate 

fundamental harmonic, which produces the main torque, from the high order harmonics and 

subharmonics, which have a larger pole pitch than that of the fundamental one. The high order 

harmonics and sub harmonics of the mutual armature reactance are recognized as differential leakage 

reactance of the machine. 

The calculation of the airgap magnetic field with an absence of iron saturation is carried out by 

this method with a small number of the non-critical assumptions. That makes it possible to calculate 

differential reactance with the accuracy, which is permitted for the analytical model. Iron saturation 
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basically increases the slot opening of the stator, which could be taken into account during above 

mentioned iterative procedure (Fig. 4-6). 

Thus, this method makes it possible to use classical analytical design techniques, including the 

d-q-phasor diagrams, in the same manner as for the conventional distributed winding machines. 

Computation algorithm of the method (Fig. 4-7) is done by means of an analytical tool using 

the Excel workbook functions and programming on visual basic language as well. The main advantage 

of this simple analytical tool is a very fast assessment of the motor FW performance. By using a short 

list of input data (Fig. 4-7) and relatively simple analytical equations it is possible to define the main 

motor dimensions, calculate the rated performance and select the best design parameters of the motor 

configuration: pole and stator teeth numbers, magnet dimensions and electromagnetic loads. 

After finishing the electromagnetic design by using the algorithm, which is shown in Fig. 4-7, 

the thermal and ventilation analyses should be performed. The description of these procedures is given 

in Appendix I. If armature winding and permanent magnet temperatures are within the design 

requirements, the draft design procedure is completed; otherwise a correction of the input data is 

required (Fig. 4-6). The main input data, that affect the motor temperatures, are the electrical loading, 

armature current density and airgap flux density. 
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5. DESCRIPTION OF IN-WHEEL MOTOR DESIGN STEPS 

5.1. Motor constraints defined by the drive 

The main motor design constraint is a maximum number of poles which is limited by the 

maximum value of the frequency of the drive. It is well known that the output power of the electrical 

machine is proportional to the airgap diameter squared [8]. In order to maximize the airgap diameter at 

limited outer diameter the number of poles should be as large as possible. 

The maximum rotor speed is nm = 4500 rpm and maximum inverter output frequency IS 

!max= 300Hz. Consequently, the maximum number of pole pairs would be: 

60 'fmax = 60 · 300 = 4 . 
Pmax ~ nm 4500 (5.1) 

The number of pole pairs (less or equal to 4) is quite low that leads to the larger stator and rotor 

back iron depths. The armature reaction flux is inversely proportional to the number of pole pairs. In 

case of large electrical loading the armature reaction flux saturates the back iron parts at rated load 

condition. That is why the back iron height should be increased in order to eliminate steel saturation. 

Thus, the airgap diameter is limited by the back iron heights and will be as lower as less a number of 

pole pairs. 

Another motor constraint defined by the drive is the terminal input voltage of the motor. As it is 

mentioned in the design requirements DC-bus voltage is equal to 690 V and the inverters use the sine

triangle PWM. Therefore, maximum motor phase voltage (rms) is defined as follows [17]: 

1 1 
~max ~ -----r:; · V DC = -----r:; · 690 = 244 

2·'\/2 2·'\/2 
V. (5.2) 

5.2. Initial sizing 

As it is mentioned in the previous section the number of pole pairs should be as high as 

possible. The machine winding parameters for the number of pole pairs equal to 4 and with winding 

factors larger than 0.9 are presented in Table 5. 

The DW#2 winding is not considered because of the lower winding factor and, therefore, lower 

output power and FW operation capabilities. 
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In order to start with the design procedure (Fig. 4-7) it is necessary to define basic input data of 

the motor designs. For the initial sizing, as a first step of the motor concept design 

(Fig. 4-6), this data could be given relatively free, and is defined more precisely during iterative process, 

as shown in Fig. 4-7. Below this data is considered. 

Table 5: Motor winding arrangments 

Number of Number of 
Winding Number of Number Coil pitch, Winding 

slots per pole parallel 
type pole pairs of slots p.u. factor 

and phase branches 

DW#l 4 24 1 1 2 1.0 

DW#2 4 48 2 5/6 2 0.933 

CW#l 4 9 3/8 8/9 1 0.945 

The motor base speed is chosen at 850 rpm, which is lower than the given one of 1000 rpm. It is 

done in order to best fulfil the required FW characteristics. 

To maximize the output power the airgap length should be minimized. For the given motor 

dimensions the minimum possible airgap length is equal to 1 mm. 

The preliminary electrical loading is equal to 50000 Aim (rms), armature current density 4 

A/mm2 (rms), and magnet height 6 mm. Because the thermal conditions of the motor are unknown for 

a while yet, the magnet properties are chosen for room temperature (20 °C). The magnet temperature 

will be calculated during motor design procedure. From Fig. 2-4 the magnet remanence is estimated as 

Br 1.175 T and the relative recoil permeability fJr 1.05. 

The slot fill factor for a concentrated armature winding could be about 0.6 [10] and net slot fill 

factor, which does not account wedge area, will be of 0.75. For a distributed winding a slot fill factor of 

0.3-0.45 could be achieved and, respectively, net slot fill factor 0.5. As a result, a net slot fill factor 

equal to k1=0.5 is chosen for both concentrated and distributed winding variants with an aim to make 

more visible comparison. 

Using the developed algorithm (Fig. 4-7) four machine variants with two different armature 

windings DW#l and CW#l (Table 5) and two types of rotors (SPM and IPM, as shown in Fig. 4-3 and 

Fig. 4-4) have been designed and compared to each other. For the complete results of this comparison 

see Appendix A. The basic concentrated winding CW#l motor dimensions and performance 

characteristics are presented in Table 6 and Table 7, respectively. 
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Table 6: The CW#1 motor geometry and 

winding data 

Description Value 

Number of pole pairs 4 

Number of slots 9 

Number of slot per pole 
3/8 

and phase 

Stator outer diameter 460 

Stator back iron height 35.3 

Slot height 46.1 

Slot opening width 5 

Rotor outer diameter 295 

Air gap 1 

Magnet height 6 

Rotor back iron height 35.3 

Unit 

-

-

-

mm 

mm 

mm 

mm 

mm 

mm 

mm 

mm 

Magnet span angle 126 el.deg. 

Stator stack length 100 mm 

Number of turns per coil 24 

Net slot fill factor 0.5 p.u. 
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Table 7: Base speed mode performance data for 

the CW#1 motor 

Description Value Unit 

Shaft torque 548.1 Nm 

Output power 48.8 kW 

Speed 850 rpm 

Frequency 56.67 Hz 

Phase voltage (rms) 217.9 v 
Phase current (rms) 115.3 A 

Current angle 0 el.deg. 

Back -emf (rms) 138.7 v 
Airgap peak flux density at 

0.961 T 
open circuit conditions 

Airgap peak flux density at 
1.426 T 

rated load conditions 

Power factor 0.648 p.u. 

Efficiency 0.98 -

d-axis inductance 4.046 mH 

q-axis inductance 4.046 mH 

Leakage inductance 1.441 mH 
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Fig. 5-l: Preliminary design geometry of the SPM internal rotor motor with concentrated winding 
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Fig. 5-2: Variable speed motor operation characteristics: 
(a) output power; (b)- shaft torque 

4000 5000 

The initially sized motor does not achieve the required output power and torque within the 

whole speed range. It is necessary to increase the electrical loading and to check the thermal conditions 

ofthe machine. 
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5.3. Concept design of the SPM motor with concentrated winding 

After several iterations within the developed algorithm the intermediate SPM concentrated 

winding motor with internal rotor has been achieved. It is concluded that with a maximum stator outer 

diameter of 460 mm the motor could not be designed with required performance (Appendix B). The 

technical requirements hase been revised and outer stator diameter has been increased up to 500 mm. 

The motor cross section drawing of the redesigned motor is shown in Fig. 5-3 and the basic dimensions 

and performance data is presented in Table 8 and Table 9, respectively. 

Fig. 5-3: Cross-section of the SPM internal rotor motor with concentrated windings 

The machine configuration has the number of slots per pole and phase q=3/8 and has only one 

spatial period per whole circumference (Fig. 5-3). That circumstance leads to necessity to model by FE 

method an entire machine without a possibility to exploit symmetry. 

The FE analysis is conducted by means of FLUX 2D software. Some aspects of the used FEM 

are described in Appendix H. The main assumption of the developed FE model is that the armature 

current contains only fundamental harmonic and the armature coils are fed by this current. The main 

results derived from this model are presented in Table 9 and compared with the results of the analytical 

model. The calculated performance data of the both methods is in the good agreement, considering even 

simplicity of the developed analytical model. The main differences in the results are in the phase voltage 

and output power. It could be explained by the effect of iron saturation, especially of stator and rotor 
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back irons and also by the stator tooth tips. For the illustration of this a vector sum of the flux density 

and flux lines are shown in Fig. 5-4. 

Table 8: Motor geometry and winding data Table 9: Rated load operation data 

Description Value Unit Value 

Pole pairs 4 - Description Analytical Unit 
FEA 

Number of slots 9 - tool 

Number of slot 
3/8 -

Speed 800 800 rpm 

per pole and phase Output power 68.9 60.9 kW 

Stator outer 
501.3 mm 

Shaft torque 823 726.5 Nm 

diameter Frequency 53.33 53.33 Hz 

Stator back iron 
36.8 mm 

rms phase voltage 219.5 208.2 v 
height rms phase current 138.3 138.3 A 

Slot depth 44.9 mm Current angle 0 0 el.deg. 

Slot opening 
20 mm 

rms back-emf 162.6 160.7 v 
width Airgap peak flux 

Rotor outer 
336 mm 

density at open 0.947 0.984 T 

diameter circuit conditions 

Stator pole pitch 132.7 mm Power factor 0.757 0.725 p.u. 

Air gap 1 mm Armature copper 
1458 1457 w 

Magnet height 7.5 mm losses 

Rotor back iron Stator teeth losses 73 60 w 
36.8 mm 

height Stator back iron 
84 119 w 

Magnet span angle 132 el.deg. losses 

Stator stack length 100 mm Efficiency 0.975 0.974 -
End winding 

45 mm 
d-axis inductance 3.093 3.095 mH 

overhang length q-axis inductance 3.093 3.095 mH 

Number of turns 
26 -

Leakage 
2.008 mH -

per coil inductance 

Number of turns 
78 

FW coefficient kFW 1.134 1.120 -
per branch Peak-peak cogging 

1.23 % -
Net slot fill factor 0.65 p.u. torque 

Peak-peak torque 
5.22 % -

ripple 
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As a result of such saturation the back-emf of the motor calculated at open circuit differs from 

that which calculated at a rated load. Due to high armature reaction flux, that oriented at base speed 

along q-axis and is not weaken by the magnet flux, the magnetic core of the machine becomes higher 

saturated. Although in less rated PM synchronous motors this does not occur. However, it is 

conventional to define the back-emf exactly at open circuit conditions. The back-emfs, which are 

calculated in that way by analytical method and FEA, are in a quite good agreement (Table 9). 

Color Shade Results 
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2 6461 I ! 2.82251 

Fig. 5-4: Colour map of flux density vector sum and 2D flux lines 

for arbitrary instant of time 

The distribution of the airgap flux density along the whole motor circumference is shown in 

Fig. 5-5. It could be seen that the peak airgap flux densities at the open circuit is about 0.984 T, while at 

the rated load 1.2-1.6 T. 
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Fig. 5-5: Airgap flux density distribution along whole motor circumference 

at open circuit (OC) and rated load (RL) conditions at base speed 

The phase current, back-emf and phase voltage at base speed of 800 rpm and maximum speed 

of 4500 rpm are shown in Fig. 5-6 and Fig. 5-7, respectively. It can be observed that phase back-emf is 

quite close to the sine waveform and is slightly influenced by the iron saturation (some flattening the 

waveform). In contrast, the phase voltage waveform is significantly distorted that is caused, as it is 

mentioned before, by the saturation of the machine and by impact of stator slots, which distort 

waveform of the total airgap flux. 

In Fig. 5-8 the required, analytically and FEA calculated output power and torque versus speed 

characteristics are shown. It can be seen that required CPSR is achieved, but power level does not 

satisfy design requirements. The possibility to increase of the output power should be investigated by 

means of the thermal analysis, basic results of which are given further. 

The fact that the calculated power versus speed envelope is in a quite good agreement with the 

required one is consistent with achieved near optimal FW coefficient .12 (Table 9). This correlates 

with the analysis of the FW operation of the SPM machine that has been given in section 3. 
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Fig. 5-6: Phase back-emf, voltage and current waveforms at 800 rpm 
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Fig. 5-7: Phase back-emf, voltage and current waveforms at 4500 rpm 
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Fig. 5-8: Field-weakening motor performance: (a) output power; (b) shaft torque 
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Thermal analysis is done by Motor-CAD software. The longitudinal section of the motor with a 

water jacket (WJ) in stator housing is shown in Fig. 5-9. The dimensions of the channels, coolant 

properties and results of thermal and hydraulic analyses are presented in Table 10, Table 11 and Table 

12, respectively. Hydraulic analysis is done by means of analytical method described in [23]. The details 

of this method and other results are presented in Appendix I. 

Table 10: Water jacket dimensions 

Description Symbol Value Unit 

WJ channel width bw.J 20 mm 

WJ channel height hw.1 9.5 mm 

Number of flow channels 11/ch 7.143 -

Number of parallel flow paths Gtp 2 -

Front 
Flow direction - -

Rear 

Table 11: Fluid data 

Description Symbol Value I Unit 

Inlet temperature T;n 40 oc 
- Water-

Coolant type -
glycol 

Coolant specific heat cf 2400 JfkgjOC 

Coolant thermal conductivity Kf 0.125 W/m/°C 

Coolant density Y! 1110 kg/m3 

Fluid volume flow rate Qf 0.00016 m3/s 

Fluid velocity vl 0.421 m/s 
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Table 12: Thermal and hydraulic analyses results 

Description 

Ambient temperature 

Average copper temperature 

Maximum copper temperature 

End winding copper temperature 

Stator teeth temperature 

Stator back iron temperature 

Magnet temperature 

Rotor laminations' temperature 

Reynolds number 

Average length of one flow path 

Friction losses in the WJ 

Efficiency of the pump 

Required input power of the pump 

Plate 

Stator 
lamination 

Symbol Value Unit 

To 40 oc 

Tcuav 152.9 oc 

Tcumax 180.9 oc 

Tew 134.3 oc 

Tst 84.5 oc 

Tsby 76.8 oc 

TPM 91.3 oc 
Trby 91.6 oc 
Re 493.1 -

ltpav 5.75 m 

PrrwJ 3.8 kW 

T/p 0.5 -

P1p 7.6 kW 

Water jacket 

End cap 

Rotor shaft 

Bearings 

Rotor 
lamination 

PM 

End winding 

Fig. 5-9: Axial cross section of the motor 
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The required input power of the pump, P1p, which is needed to organize a circulation of the 

coolant in the WJ with required velocity, is equal to 7.6 kW that is almost 10% of the motor output 

power (Table 12 and Table 9). In order to reduce the P1P, the channel width of the WJ, bwJ, should be 

increased. At the same time with increasing the bw:~ the fluid volume flow rate, Qfi should be also 

increased to keep the fluid velocity, v1; at the constant level. The constant level of the v1 is needed to 

hold the approximately same cooling capability of the WJ and to have the same laminar fluid of the 

coolant. The impact of the bwJ on the electrical power of the pump, P1p, and the motor temperatures is 

shown in Fig. 5-l 0. 
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Fig. 5-10: The pump electrical power and the motor temperatures versus WJ channel width 

Increasing the bwJ two times leads to the reduction of the required electrical power of the pump 

by 3.6 times (from 7.6 kW up to 2.1 kW). Besides reducing P1P, the motor temperatures are also slightly 

decreased, as shown in Fig. 5-10. It means that it is possible to achieve an acceptable level of P1p by 

means of a proper selection of the WJ dimensions or even by changing the channel configuration. The 

design of the WJ is not in the project goal. 
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5.4. External or internal rotor configuration 

In this section considerations on the rotor arrangement are conducted. It is necessary to check 

that external rotor machine could be effectively cooled by given cooling system. As it is mentioned in 

the section 2.3, in case of the external rotor configuration water jacket is placed in the stator hub 

(instead of the stator housing), where cooled surface has low area and, therefore, cooling capability. 

In the previous section the basic geometry data and performance of the designed surface

mounted PM motor with internal rotor (IR) and concentrated winding are presented. Some data of this 

machine, which is required for the current section, is given in Table 13. Some symbols in the table 

contain an index "F', which shows that they correspond only to the internal rotor machine and are 

different in the case of external rotor machine. The values, which symbols are not containing the "F', 

will be the same for the both rotor arrangements. 

Table 13: The SPM motor data with internal rotor structure and concentrated winding 

Description Symbol Value Unit 

Stator outer diameter DoDI 0.5013 m 

Stack length In 0.1 m 

Rotor back iron height hvrl 0.0368 m 

Magnet height hm 0.0075 m 

Stator bore diameter Dn 0.338 m 

Stator slot depth hs 0.045 m 

Coil height (at the slot middle ) hcl 0.0299 m 

Slot opening height h.w 0.003 m 

Air gap t5 0.001 m 

Electrical loading (rms) An 56000 Aim 

Current density JJ 5·106 Alm2 

End winding length per side few 0.045 mm 

Armature copper losses Pcul 1458 w 

Slot width to slot pitch ratio kbs~tz 0.45 -

It is possible to aplly these results for external rotor (ER) machine with the same armature 

winding and rotor type. It could be done by the fact that the output power of the machine with ER is 

kept the same as the output power of the machine with ER. The airgap length, magnet height, power 

factor, rotor back iron height (hyr£=hv,.1) and armature current density could be assumed to be equal to 

the same data of IR machine. 
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Stack length of the ER machine should be decreased by a rim thickness. The rim thickness 

could be assumed equal to a half of rotor back iron height. So, stator stack length is: 

I l = 0.1-
0

·
0368 

0 0816 l£ = ll - 2 2 . m. 
(5.3) 

Stator bore diameter of the ER machine follows as: 

(5.4) 
0.5013 2·(0.0075+0.0368+0.001)=0.4107 m. 

Because the ER machine has larger airgap diameter the electrical loading could be decreased. 

Using equation for machine constant it is possible to define the electrical loading. Machine constant is 

formulated as [18]: 

2 D1 ·11 ·n 2 
----'-----;---"--- = -----
P/ tr·C ·A ·B ' I coscp w 1 5 

(5.5) 

where Cw 
a ·k ·k 5 

" B - geometry and winding data coefficient; a5 - pole overlap factor; 
kE 

k" - winding factor; ks back -emf waveform factor; kE - back -emf magnitude factor; B 8 airgap peak 

flux density, [T]. 

Assuming that Cw coefficient and B8 are the same in bothER and IR machine designs, electrical 

loading ER machine yields: 

46500 
A 

m 

( 
0.338 )

2 

0.4107 

0
•
1 

. 56000 = 
0.0816 

(5.6) 

The temperature rise oetween stator armature winding and water jacket channel could be 

defined as [23]: 

e = --"-
a a ·Seal 

(5.7) 
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where Ph- heat fluid, which goes from stator to the water jacket, [W]; a- heat transfer factor 

between stator back iron and water jacket, [W/(m20C)]; Scot- area of the cooled surface of the stator, 

[m2]. 

At base speed a fundamental frequency is equal to 60 Hz and armature winding losses are the 

largest component of the total motor losses (rotor back iron and magnet losses are negligible). 

Therefore, it could be assumed that almost all armature copper losses are taken away through water 

jacket. Thus, the heat fluid Ph is approximately equal to Pcu, which is defined by (5.8): 

(5.8) 

where 11 - phase rms armature current, [A]; R1 - armature winding phase resistance, [Ohm] 

Phase armature current is formulated as: 

where S1 - uninsulated tum area; a - a number of parallel branches. 

Phase resistance is described as: 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

where kAc!Dc=l.05 - AC/DC resistance ratio; Pcu_OT - copper resistance at operating 

temperature, [Ohm ·m]. 

Taking into account (5.9) and (5.10), the expression (5.8) could be rewritten as following: 

(5.11) 

Electrical loading three phase machine is given by: 

6·w ·1 A_ 1 1 
1-

rc·D1 
(5.12) 

Using ( 5 .12) the equation ( 5.11) is expressed as: 

(5.13) 
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Assuming that end winding length of the ER machine is approximately equal to the same value 

of theIR machine, armature copper losses of the ER motor could be found out from the equation (5.13): 

~uE :: 465 ·1 02 
· 5 ·106 ·1.05 · 2.17 ·1 0 8 

• 

0.4107. (0.0816 + 0.045) ·1l" 865 w. 
(5.14) 

Now it is possible to define required cooled surface of the ER machine. In order to have the 

same armature winding temperature rise the following equation should be satisfied (according to (5.7)): 

(5.15) 

If coolant speed in water jacket channels is the same in both designs, than the heat transfer 

factors a1 and aE are approximately equal to each other [23]. Thus, expression (5.15) could be 

rewritten: 

sco/1 Sco/E 

(5.16) 

By using equation (5.16) cooled surface of the ER motor could be defined as following: 

'> ~uE 865 
Sco/E "- --. Scoll = 

1458
. Sco/1 ~ 0.6. Scoll 

pcul 
(5.17) 

In fact, the cooled surface is proportional to the outer (inner for ER motor) diameter of the 

stator. It could be written the following expression: 

scolE 

sco/1 DOD! 
(5.18) 

where DanE- inner diameter of the ER machine: 

(5.19) 

where hysE- stator back iron height, it is assumed that hysrhvri; hsE- slot depth. 

Stator slot depth of the ER motor is normally larger than stator slot depth of the IR machine. 

The sketches of stator slots of an ER and IR machine types are shown in Fig. 5-11. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 5-11: The sketches of the stator slot and tooth: 

(a)- internal rotor machine; (b) - external rotor machine 

The hs£ is defined as (Fig. 5-11 (b)): 

(5.20) 
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where hcE- coil height [m]. It is necessary now to define the hcE· 

An area of the ER machine slot that is filled with the coils is expressed as (Fig. 5-ll(b)): 

(5.21) 

On the other hand this area could be defined as, (according to the equations (D.l7) and (D.l8) 

in the Appendix D): 

(5.22) 

where f:2E- slot pitch at the level of the coil top. The tz2E is given by: 

(5.23) 

where DeE stator diameter, [m], which is measured at the level of the coil top and is given by 

the equation (5.24): 

DeE= DIE -2·(hw +h,J=0.4l07 

2 · (0.012 + 0.003) = 0.3807 m. 

Substituting DeE into (5.23) the stator slot pitch fz 2E yields: 

In a similar manner tht: coil filled area of the IR machine slot could be written: 

A' _ All · t=2I 
sll - J . k 

1 f 

The tz2J is defined by: 

(5.24) 

(5.25) 

(5.26) 

(5.27) 
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(5.28) 

where Dc1- stator diameter, [ m ], which is measured at the level of the coil top and is defined as 

follows. 

D d = D11 + 2 · (hw + h8J = 0.338 + 2 '(0.012 + 0.003) = (5.29) 

= 0.368m. 

Substituting into (5.28) the stator slot pitch tzlE yields: 

1'C. 0.368 
t.u = 9 0.1284m. (5.30) 

It should be noted that the stator wedge height and slot opening height are assumed to be the 

same in the both machines (according to (5.24) and (5.29)). 

Assuming that J1 and k1 are equal in both IR and ER machine designs and simultaneously 

considering (5.21) (5.22) and (5.26) (5.27), the following expression could be written: 

(5.31) 

where cl Ali ·tz2I 56000·0.1284 
--'-''-----'=-=- = 1.164 ~ supplementary coefficient. 
AlE ·tz2E 46500·0.1329 

By cancellation of 1/2 from (5.31) and by defining the bs3E (Fig. 5-ll(b)) the following system 

of the equations is formulated: 

(5.32) 

where btl£- stator tooth width. The btiE is given by (Appendix D): 



---- ----~----~-~---~~ 
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( ) 
1r ·DIE · (1- kbs tJ 

btl£ =fzlE -bsiE =fzlE · 1-kbs_tz = Z - = 

;rr · 0.4107 · (1- 0.45) = ;rr · 0.3807 . (1- 0.45) = 0.0788 m 

9 9 

(5.33) 

In (5.33) the slot width to slot pitch ratio kbs_rz is taken equal to 0.45, as for the designed IR 

machine (Table 13). 

Stator slot width at the level of the coil top bs2E yields (Fig. 5-11 (b)): 

bs2E = ;rr. DeE -btl£ = ;rr. 03807 -0.0788 = 0.054 m. 
z 9 

(5.34) 

Thus, the system of the equations (5.32) has two equations and two unknowns (he£ and bs3E) and 

could be resolved. By solving (5.32) in respect to he£ the coil height is defined as: 

he£ := __ 1_. [btl£ . z- z. bs2E - ;rr. DeE + c2 ], 
4:rr 

where c2 is defined as follows. 

The coefficient C2 is calculated as: 

C2 = 92 
• (o.o54- o.o788) { o.o54- o.o788 + ¥-. o.3807)

c 9. 0.0299 ·-
1
-. (0.064 + 0.0844 )+ ;rr 2

• 0.3807 2 = t'". 1.164 

0.293 m. 

Substituting C2 into (S .35) one can define he£: 

(5.35) 

(5.36) 

(5.37) 
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1 
he£ = -- · [0.0788 · 9-9 · 0.054- 7r · 0.3807 + 0.293) = 

47r 

1 
--· ( -0.6798) = 0.0541 m. 

47r 

Slot depth of the ER machine yields (according to (5.20)): 

hsE = 0.0541 + 0.012 + 0.003 = 0.0691 m. 

(5.38) 

(5.39) 

Once the stator slot depth of the ER machine is defined, now it is possible to calculate the ratio 

of the cooled surfaces as given in (5.18): 

scalE <DIE -2 ° (hvs£ + hsE) = 
sco/J - DOD] 

(5.40) 

0.4107-2 ° (0.0368 + 0.0691) = 0.1989 = 0.39. 
0.5013 0.5013 

Equation (5.40) shows that the cooled surface of the ER motor is only 39% of cooled surface of 

theIR motor. From equation (5.17) it is seen that required cooled surface should not be less than 60%, 

therefore, electrical load and respectively output power of the ER machine have to be reduced by 60% -

39% = 21% in order to have the same armature copper temperature. 

Thus, the ER machine is not suitable motor type for the given application. 

5.5. SPM or IPM designs 

As it is mentioned in the section 4.1, the IPM motor has the saliency along q-axis and, owing to 

that circumstance, can has more output power as at base speed, so at other FW operation points. 

However, the high performance of the IPM machines is significantly influenced by a steel saturation. 

Especially it occurs in highly rated machines with high level of the airgap flux density. At base speed an 

armature reaction flux is oriented mostly along q-axis, where the lowest air gap exists (Fig. 4-3(b)), and 

peak value of the flux density is increased as much as lower airgap height. While a permanent magnet 

flux is directed along d-axis, one can assume that it does not influence on the q-axis resultant flux. 

In the SPM motor the q-axis airgap flux density could be significantly lower than in the IPM 

motor even at higher level of the armature reaction magnetomotive force (MMF), because of the larger 

equivalent airgap height. This equivalent air gap is mostly formed by the permanent magnets, which 

have relative permeability near of the unity (Fig. 4-3(a)). 
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Since the pole pitch of the motor, which is designed, is much larger than the q-axis air gap (even 

in the SPM machine the pole pitch is 13 8 nun and equivalent air gap is equal to 1 + 7 .5=8 mm, as shown 

in Table 8), the airgap flux is almost not decayed and penetrated into the rotor teeth with approximately 

the same magnitude as it has at stator bore surface. Thus, it could be assumed the following: 

(5.41) 

where Err peak flux density in the rotor tooth due to q-axis armature reaction flux, B
1
aqm peak 

airgap flux density of the q-axis armature reaction flux of the IPM machine. 

If the B1r is higher than saturation flux density of the rotor steel, the rotor teeth becomes as an air 

in magnetic terms, and saliency of the IPM motor will be eliminated and output power will decreased. 

The SPM and IPM machines geometry sketches, the waveforms of the q-axis reaction MMFs 

and airgap flux densities caused by these MMFs are shown in Fig. 5-12. The geometry sketches are 

presented with eliminating a curvature of the real machines. The IPM geometry is shown for the case 

when there is no saturation bridge. A presence of the saturation bridge does not change an analysis of 

the described problem. 

The q-axis MMFs in both machine designs are caused by the q-axis component of the armature 

winding current and have strictly sinusoidal waveform, as shown in Fig. 5-12. The airgap flux density in 

the SPM motor repeats the waveform of the MMF due to uniform air gap. It should be noted that in 

Fig. 5-12 and for further analysis the relative permeability of the permanent magnets is assumed to be 

equal to unity. In contrast to SPM machine the q-axis airgap flux density of the IPM machine notably 

differs from the corresponding MMF waveform. 

It has trapezoidal shape with maximum magnitude under rotor teeth. In Fig. 5-12 it is 

qualitatively shown that peak flux density of the IPM machine, B'aqm• is notably higher than the 

respective value of the SPM machine, Bsaqm· The main purpose of this section is to show how high the 

B1aqm-value will be in comparison with a known value of the Bsaqm• which could be derived from the data 

of the already designed SPM motor (section 5.3). 
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Position, p.u. of pole pitch Position, p.u. of pole pitch 

~------------------~---------------

(a) (b) 

Fig. 5-12: The sketches of the two poles rotor geometries, armature q-axis MMF and airgap flux 

density waveforms: (a)- for SPM machine; (b)- for IPM machine 

It is possible to assess the B
1
aqm and, respectively, maximum flux density in the rotor tooth, by 

extending the data of the SPM motor. For that purpose the IPM motor with the same stator geometry 

and dimensions of the magnets should be considered. The difference between the rotors of the SPM and 

IPM designs is only that the inter-polar space of the IPM machine is filled by the laminations (as rotor 

back-iron). 

The q-axis peak airgap flux density caused by the armature reaction flux is defined as [17], [18]: 

B 
Faqlm 

aqm = f.lo · ---- ' 
oeqq 

(5.42) 

where flo= 4n-l0·7 [H/m]- magnetic constant; Faqim- fundamental harmonic amplitude of the 

q-axis armature MMF, [At]; 5eqq- q-axis equivalent air gap, [m]. 

The Faqim is expressed as [17]: 
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The phase current, h could be formulated as follows: 

Jr· 
11 = ----"--'-

6w1 

Substituting (5.44) into (5.43) the q-axis MMF yields: 

Faqlm :::: ---'-----'"'-. Dl • AI • cos r . 
;r 
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(5.43) 

(5.44) 

(5.45) 

Using the equation (5.45) the q-axis MMFs of the SPM and IPM machines could be written as 

the following: 

l ml . J2. kw 1 l 
F aqlm = ·D1 ·A 1 ·cosy , 

(5.46) 

;r 

where As1 and A1
1 - electrical loadings of the SPM and IPM machines, respectively; I and 1-

armature cnrrent angles of the considered machines. The values in (5.46), which do not have upper 

indexes 'S' and 'I', are the same, as it is mentioned that geometry data of both machines is identical. 

Let us divide the second equation in (5.46) by the first one: 

(5.47) 

At the base speed cnrrent angle of the SPM machine, I, is equal to zero (section 3). Then (5.47) 

could be rewritten as follows: 

F
1 

aqlm 

FS aqlm. = (5.48) 
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express: 
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By expressing the Faqlm from (5.41) and substituting into (5.48) for each motor design one can 

B
1 

aqlm ·0 1
eqq A

1
1 ·cosy1 

Bsaqlm·Oseqq As1 
(5.49) 

where Jeqq and d'eqq - equivalent q-axis air gaps of the IPM and SPM machines, respectively. 

The equivalent air gap of the IPM machine is defined as: 

(5.50) 

The equivalent air gap of the SPM machine is defined as: 

(5.51) 

In (5.51) the assumption is made that relative permeability of the magnets is equal to unity. 

Substituting (5.50) and (5.51) into (5.49) it could be re-written: 

= hm + 0 . A I 1 • cos r I 
o As1 

(5.52) 

Since hm >> J, as shown in Table 8, (5.52) could be rewritten as follows: 

B
1

aqlm hm A
1

1 ·cosy 1 

BsaqJm ~s· As1 
(5.53) 

Using (5.53) the flux density B
1
aqlm yields: 

h AI 1 

B I B s m 1 • cos r 
aqlm ~ aqlm ·-· S o A1 

(5.54) 

As it is seen from equation (5.54) the q-axis airgap flux density of the IPM machine is h,/J 

times larger than the corresponding flux density of the SPM machine. It is observed under condition of 

As1 = A1
1cos;l. In fact, which is not true because of that, on a first hand, at base speed the current angle 

of the IPM machine y>O, therefore, cosy<l (section 3); and, on a second hand, A1
1 could be lower than 

As1• The last circumstance is described by the fact that the IPM machine can have higher output power 
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(section 4.1) and the electrical loading could be decreased in order to keep output power at same 

required level. An assessment of the A1
1 and I is given further. 

The flux density Bsaqim could be found from the equations (5.41), (5.45) and by using the SPM 

motor data, which is given in Table 8 and Table 9 as follows: 

Bs _ f.lo ·m1 . .fi. Wl ·kw .]2. 1 = 
aqln• - 7[ p 1 (hm + b} ko1 

47r 0 1 o-7 
0 3 ° .fi 0 78 ° 0.945 ·138.32 0 (5.55) 

7[ 4 

( ) 
= 0.334 T. 

0.0075 + 0.001 ·1.399 

1 

The ratio of the electrical loadings (according to (5.54)) could be designated as follows: 

AI I 
k = ~ 1 ° cosr 

A As
1 

(5.56) 

Since As1 > A1
1cos/, as it is mentioned before, the coefficient kA is in the range of 

0- 1. Using (5.54) and by taking into account (5.41) the possible rotor tooth flux densities of the IPM 

machine could be calculated for the whole range of the kA. The calculated values of the rotor tooth flux 

densities versus kA are shown in Fig. 5-13. The flux densities, which are in the range of 1.9- 2.5 T, are 

in the zone of the deep saturation (Fig. 2-5). The respective range of the kA is 0.76- 1. At these flux 

densities the rotor teeth become highly saturated and saliency of the motor is eliminated. 

Using the developed analytical model, the flow chart of which is shown in Fig. 4-7, and the 

description in Appendix D, the IPM motor is designed. The stator geometry and winding data is equal to 

the same data of the designed SPM motor (section 5.3). As it is mentioned before, the only difference 

between considering SPM and IPM machines is that the rotor inter-polar space of the IPM motor is 

filled by the laminations. The rotor cross sections of both machines are shown in Fig. 5-14. Below in 

Table 14 the comparison of key parameters of the SPM and IPM machines are presented. 
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Fig. 5-14: Rotor cross sections ofthe (a) SPM and (b) IPM machines 
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Table 14: The key distinctive parameters of the designed machines 

Description Symbol SPM IPM Unit 

Electrical loading (rms) Al 56000 53900 Nm 

Saliency ratio ( 1 1.481 -
Current angle y 0 22.0 () 

Electromagnetic loading, A1
1, of the IPM machine is selected in order to achieve the same output 

power at base speed as in the SPM machine. The steel saturation is not taken into account, therefore, the 

saliency ratio of the IPM motor, ?/ = 1.481, (Table 14) is the maximum possible saliency ratio that could 

be achieved from the considered IPM rotor type, and a product of A1
1 • cos f is the lowest. So, using 

(5.56) and the data from Table 8 the coefficient kA is equal to: 

follows: 

53900. cos 2r = 0_
892

. 

56000 
(5.57) 

Substituting (5.41) and (5.56) into (5.54) the rotor teeth peak flux density could be estimated as 

B
1 

== 0.334 · 0.007
5 

· 0.892 = 2.234 T. 
r 0.001 

(5.58) 

Since the rotor teeth flux density B1, = 2.234 T (i.e. is in the zone of the deep steel saturation), it 

could be assumed that the saliency ratio of the considered IPM motor is near the unity and the motor 

will have a performance of a SPM machine. In order to check this conclusion the steady-state FEA of 

the base speed operation mode is conducted. Vector sum of flux density and flux lines for arbitrary 

instant of time are shown in Fig. 5-15. The distribution of the normal component of the air flux density 

along rotor outer surface at the same instant of time is presented in Fig. 5-16. The airgap flux density is 

given for two rotor poles (90 °). 

As it could be seen (Fig. 5-15 and Fig. 5-16) the rotor teeth flux density reaches the peak value 

near 2 T. This calculated flux density differs from that, which is assumed (2.234 T, as it is mentioned 

above in (5.58)). That difference could be described by the steel saturation and real airgap flux 

distribution, including the magnet fluxes, which have not been taken into account in analytical analysis. 

The main motor performance characteristics which are liable to the rotor steel saturation are given in 

Table 15. Due to the almost saturated rotor teeth the saliency ratio of the motor is approximately equal 

to unity and output power is reduced. Thus, with the considered IPM machine it is not possible to 
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achieve better performance than in designed SPM motor and, therefore, it is not worth to use it in the 

given application. 
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Table 15: Impact of the rotor teeth saturation on the IPM motor parameters 

Analytical model FEA 
Description Symbol Unit 

(without steel saturation) (with steel saturation) 

q-axis armature 
Xq Ohm 1.4776 1.2536 

synchronous reactance 

d-axis armature 
xd Ohm 0.9979 1.2200 

synchronous reactance i 

Saliency ratio ~ - 1.481 1.027 

Back-emf (rms) Eq v 138.9 140.1 

Phase voltage (rms) vi v 224.4 191.1 

Output power Pout kW 70.9 59.5 

It should be noted that a saliency ratio of the inset type of the IPM motor could be higher with 

distributed armature winding, which has less leakage reactance, which reduces the difference between 

q- and d-axes synchronous reactances, as shown in Appendix A. However, the considered machines 

with distributed winding (Fig. 4-5(a)) can not completely satisfy the design requirements. In the 

following section explanations of this are given. 

5.6. Distributed or concentrated armature windings 

5.6.1. End winding overhang 

As it is mentioned in the section 4.1, DWs have longer end winding overhangs than double

layer CWs. It could be explained by the fact that the coil of a phase must cross the other phase coils. In 

addition, in the DW machines the phases at the end winding region are located closely together, 

therefore, more insulation material is used and it increases overhang length. The CW has phase coils 

that are wound around separate teeth, which means that overhang length is short. 

The sketches of the end winding shapes of DW and CW machines are shown in Fig. 5-l 7. The 

shape of DW end winding drastically differs from the technology of winding process and, basically, is 

defined by the shape of a former, on which the winding is wound. For instance, the end winding DW 

machine could have toroidal shape, as shown in Fig. 5-17(a). The coils of the CW machine have also 

toroidal shape but with rectified side in the extremity region (Fig. 5-17(b)). It is assumed that end 
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winding~-~ both machines are formed to have rectangular cross sections with uniform thicknesses 

equal to the average coil thicknesses, bDwc_a v. and, bcwc_av, respectively. 

DW end winding extremity 
after compression 

___ _/____ ---------------::;;-o----'--11----,~ 

fmin 

Stator lamination Armature coil Stator lamination 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 5-17: Sketches ofthe end winding shapes: 

(a) uncompressed lap DW, (b) double-layer CW 

In Fig. 5-17 the following abbreviations are used: 

-for the DW: 

pwh- hang length (end adjustment), [m]; 

zDWoh - overhang length, [ m]; 

kcomp- end winding compression coefficient; 

bDwc_av- average coil thickness, [m]. 

-for the CW: 

zcwh- hang length (end adjustment), [m]; 

fWoh - overhang length, [ m]; 

bDwc_av- average coil thickness, [m]; 

rmin- minimum bending radius, [m] 

Armature coil 

In order to compare end winding overhangs, the DW and CW machines are assumed having the 

same active length, i.e. length of the stator stack. The end winding the DW motor could be compressed 

to reduce overhang and to have the same total motor length as in the designed CW machine (section 

5.3). The DW compression coefficient is defined as: 
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lew oh 

~· l oh 

The end winding overhang length of the CW is defined as follows: 

CW CW CW 
l oh = l h + r min + b c- av . 
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(5.59) 

(5.60) 

For the designed SPM CW machine the end winding overhang length fWoh=45 mm (Table 8). 

The end winding overhang length of the DW is express~d as [24]: 

l DW -[DW K !i·(Dl +hJ fJ 
oh- h+ · · 

I 2p I' 
(5.61) 

; where K1 a coefficient of the end winding overhang, which is dependent on a number of pole 

pairs, as given in Table 16; /31 ~coil pitch, [p.u.], which is defined by (5.62). For the full pitch DW coil 

pitch, /31=1. 

fJ 2i 
l (5.62) 

The hang length, znwh, is defined by the phase voltage of a machine and type of the end winding 

insulation. As it is given in [24] for the voltages less than 380 V (rms) the end winding insulation, lnwh, 

could be selected about of 20 mm. In order to minimize overhang length of the DW machine it is 

possible to decrease the hang length up to 10 mm. This circumstance should be checked by the 

manufacturer. · 

For the considered motor with p=4 the overhang coefficient, K1, is equal to 0.5 for the 

uninsulated end winding and 0.72- for the insulated (Table 16). Using (5.61) and by considering full 

pitch DW winding with q= 1 and a number of slots Z=24, one can calculate DW overhang length and 

compression coefficient, kcomr at different diameters of the n:iddle of slots D1+h5 • The graphs of these 

dependencies are shown in Fig. 5-18. 

The overhang length of the DW machine is as longer as larger the slot middle diameter, and 

more compression of the end winding is needed to keep axial length of the machine at given level (Fig. 

5-1 8). In fact, a possibility of end winding to be compressed without damages, which could lead to 

motor failure, depends on flexibilities of the wires, wire insulation and end winding insulation. This 

could be checked only by experience of the end winding compression on real world prototypes of the 

designed machine. In order to make an assessment of the maximum achievable compression 

coefficients the end winding parts could be assumed having infinite flexibility. 
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Table 16: End winding overhang coefficient, K1 

Armature coils 
Number of pole 

pairs p 
End windings are End windings are 

uninsulated insulated by the tape 

1 0.26 0.44 

2 0.4 0.5 

3 0.5 0.62 

2':4 0.5 0.72 

130 0.7 

--- ~ 
120 --- 0.6 " e 8 -- ...::c 

.§. ..s 
~ -- c .., 110 - 0.5 <II 

:::: .. -- ·;::; 
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Fig. 5-18: DW end winding overhang length and compression factor versus slot middle diameter 

The minimum end winding overhang length can be defined from Fig. 5-17(a) as follows: 

!DW {DW bDW 
ohmin 2': h + c_av. (5.63) 

Substituting in (5.63) the required overhang length zDWoh · kcomp = fWoh (Fig. 5-17) instead of 

[DWohmin, one Can write the following expression: 
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DW CW DW b c_av ~l oh -l h =45-10=35 mm. (5.64) 

Thus, in order to know that the end winding compression is achievable in principle the coil 

thickness of the DW machine should not be thicker than 35 mm. In the next section the three DW 

machines is designed and for each of them the condition (5.64) is checked. 

5.6.2. Comparison of the SPM machine performances with CW and DW armature windings 

In order to compare the DW and CW motors performance at base speed and CPSR the three 

machines with DW have been designed by using only developed analytical method (section 4.2). The 

rotors of all designs are SPM rotors but with different dimensions of the magnets and back-iron. 

Armature windings of the DW machines are conventional full-pitched distributed windings with the 

following parameters: q=l, m 1=3, Z=24, p=4. The motor geometries are shown in Fig. 5-19. These DW 

motors are compared with the designed SPM CW machine, which data is given in section 5.3. 

The comparison ofthe DW motors with designed CW motor is presented in Table 17. The first 

DW design, DWl, is constrained to have the same outer diameter and magnet height; the second motor, 

DW2, has the same airgap diameter and also the same magnet height. The third DW machine, DW3, is 

designed to have the same outer diameter and near the same FW operation. 

Table 17: The targets of the comparison of DW machines variants with CW machine 

Machine variant Comparison with CW design 

DWl Same stator outer diameter and magnet height 

DW2 Same airgap diameter and magnet height 

DW3 
Same stator outer diameter and the FW performance 

should be near the same 

All designed DW machines have been constrained to have the data which is presented in Table 

18. One of the main constraints is output power at the base speed, which is also fixed. This has allowed 

to make the comparison of the electrical loadings of the machines at most loaded operation point in 

terms of armature current and highest flux densities in the motor iron. The last circumstance is described 

under conditions that the armature reaction flux is oriented along q-axis and the demagnetization effect 

is minimized. 
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Table 18: Comparison constraints 

Description Symbol Value Unit 

Output power at base speed Pout 69 kW 

Number of pole pairs p 4 -

Phase voltage (rms) V1 ::::220 v 
Magnet span angle am 132, 126* el.deg. 

Armature current density (rms) Jl 5 A/mm2 

Airgap height t5 1 mm 

Motor active length ll 100 mm 

Motor total length flo/ 204 mm 

Base speed n1 800 rpm 

Magnet remanence Br 1.175 T 

Magnet relative recoil 
f.lr 1.05 -

permeability 

Stator and rotor back-iron flux 
By" Byr 1.65 T 

densities 

Stator tooth peak flux density Bzm :::: 1.84 T 

Net slot fill factor kr 0.5 -

* - the magnet span angle 126° is selected for the distributed winding machines to reduce per 

unit back-emf and, therefore, to improve FW operation. The further reduction of the magnet span angle 

could cause significant increasing the cogging torque and finally is not appropriate. 
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Fig. 5-l 9: Cross-sections of the geometries of the studied PM motors with D W 
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Armature current densities and the copper slot fill factors have been also fixed. The net slot fill 

factor, k1, of the DW machines could not be higher of 0.5, which is less than the net slot fill factor k1 

=0.65 of the designed CW machine (Table 8). In order to limit a number of possible stator core 

dimensions and to keep steel saturation at the same level, as in the CW machine, the flux density values 

in the back-iron and stator teeth have been constrained to 1.65 T and 1.84 T, respectively. 

Table 19 summarizes the basic geometry, winding and performance data of the studied three 

DW motors and the CW motor. First, it should be mentioned that all DW motors satisfy the 

requirements (5.64), that average coil thicknesses are less than 35 mm, which means that their end 

windings could be in principle compressed up to required level (section 5.6.1). 

Table 19: Comparison of the three variants of the DW motors and designed CW motor 

Description Symbol Unit DW1 DW2 DW3 cw 
Stator outer diameter Don mm 500 477 499 501.3 

Average airgap diameter Dlav mm 364 337 351 337 

Magnet height hm mm 7.5 7.5 5 7.5 

Average coil thickness be av mm 31.6 30.2 30 37 

Electrical loading (rms) AJ Aim 48000 56200 54500 56000 

Phase voltage (rms) VJ v 205.8 218 215.4 219.5 

Phase current (rms) 11 A 127.4 124.3 139.5 138.3 

Number of series turns per 
WJ - 72 80 72 78 

phase 

End winding compression 
kcomp 0.558 - 0.53 0.54 -

coefficient 

Apparent power s kVA 78.8 81.2 90.1 91.1 

Power factor at base speed cosrp - 0.876 0.85 0.766 0.757 

Back-emf Eo p.u. 0.847 0.821 0.739 0.741 

d-axis synchronous reactance x·d p.u. 0.483 0.527 0.643 0.653 

Armature leakage reactance x·(Y p.u. 0.18 0.208 0.212 0.424 

Ratio of the E0 and x*d Eo!X*d - 1.75 1.56 1.15 1.13 

Armature copper weight Wcu kg 35 36.5 37.7 22.8 

Lamination weight Ws1+Wrt kg 78.2 72.7 83.6 83.2 

Magnets weight Wrm kg 4.6 4.2 2.9 4.4 

Active specific weight Wa kg/kW 1.7 1.6 1.8 1.6 

Shear stress G"ag kPa 40.8 47.7 44.1 47.1 

Risk of the magnet 

demagnetization at symmetrical - - Yes Yes Yes No 

3-phase short circuit 
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The normalized power and torque versus speed envelopes of the studied machines are shown in 

Fig. 5-20 and Fig. 5-2!, respectively. The output power has been normalized by using apparent power 

S, which is the different for the all four machines, as it could be seen from Table 19. The DWl and 

DW2 machines, having the same magnet height as in the CW machine, have higher power factors at 

low speeds and, therefore, are more efficient considering inverter capacity. It could be explained by that 

these motors have lower leakage reactance (Table 19). However, these DW machine designs are not 

capable to operate in the wide CPSR, since the back-emfs, are significantly higher of the 

corresponding d-axis armature reactances, X a, and ratios Er/X*a notably higher than the unity. 

All four studied motors are finite speed machines, since their ratios Er/Xa are larger than the 

unity [6]. The better FW operation of a PM motor corresponds with lower values of the Er/X*a, and at 

Er/Xa< 1 machine becomes tne infinite speed machine, that potentially is ideal for the CPSR. In a DW 

machine it could be achieved by reducing the magnet height, which is limited by increasing the 

armature reaction flux and, therefore, could lead to the PM demagnetization. For the considered DW 

machines it has been investigated that even at the height of 7.5 mm the magnets are assessed to be 

demagnetized at symmetrical three phase short circuit, which could be happened at the motor terminals. 

This is one of the main disadvantages of such machine type. The designed CW machine also has the 

same magnet height but the demagnetization effect of the armature reaction flux is significantly reduced 

by the notably higher armature leakage reactance (Table 19), which limits the current at short circuit 

conditions. The formulas which allow assessing the risk of the PM demagnetization are given in 

Appendix D and Appendix E, respectively, for the CW and DW machines. 

For the DW3 and CW motors the output power versus speed characteristics are almost matched 

(Fig. 5-20), that could be explained that ratio of the Eo and x·a is practically the same at both machines 

(Table 19). In the DW3 machine the high value of the x* a and the low value of the Eo are reached by 

reducing the PM height from 7.5 mm up to 5 mm. In accordance with the performances given in Fig. 

5-20 and Fig. 5-21 the DW3 machine could be design alternative to the CW motor. 

The electrical loadings, A 1, for the studied machines are given in Fig. 5-22. The DW1 motor 

design has the lowest value of the electrical loading, which is describing by the largest airgap diameter 

of this machine (Table 19). In spite of that the FW operation of the DWl motor is the worst among the 

other machines. Since the output power at base speed and active length of the considered machines are 

fixed, the electrical loading is defined almost only by the airgap diameter (neglecting the differences in 

the airgap flux at open circuit conditions), as given in (5.5). Thus, the electrical loading is as lower as 

larger airgap diameter, as it could be seen from Table 19 and Fig. 5-22. 

The weights of the motors' active parts are presented in Fig. 5-23 and in Table 19 as well. 

Weight of laminations forthe all four machine designs differ in accordance with total airgap flux and 

dimensions of the stator and rotor cores. The DW2 motor, having almost the same electrical loading as 

in the CW machine, has the lowest stator outer diameter and lowest laminations' weight. The main 

reason is that in the considered DW there are no subharmonics in armature reaction flux, which in 
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addition to the fundamental harmonic magnetize the CW machine, and the dimensions of the 

laminations have been decreased. 
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Fig. 5-20: Normalized output power versus speed characteristics of the considered motors 
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The DW3 machine has the largest fundamental harmonic of the armature flux, as it is 

mentioned before, due to lowest magnet height, and it is why laminations' weight is the largest among 

others DW machine designs (Table 19). But the magnet weight in that machine is correspondingly the 

lowest. 

The armature copper weight of the DW machines is notably higher than in the CW machine 

because of longer end windings, as it is shown in the section 5.6.1. From Table 19 the difference 

between copper weights of the DW and CW machines is not less than 13.8 kg. This quite big difference 

makes the CW motor the lightest machine among considered variants. 
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Fig. 5-22: Comparison of the electrical loadings (rms) of the four PM machine designs 
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Summarizing the comparison of the DW and CW machines, which has been conducted in this 

section, it could be concluded the following: 

1) Lap distributed windings have long end winding overhangs which significantly increase the 

axial length of the machine. However, the end windings could be compressed up to the 

same overhang length as in the concentrated winding. As it is observed the compression 

coefficient, kcamp, should not be less than 0.53 (Table 19), i.e. the end winding overhangs 

should be shortened by almost half. The possibility to compress the armature coils, which 

have the limit flexibility of the insulation and the copper wires, can be checked only by 

experiments on real-world windings. Since such of experiments are not done yet, it is 

difficult to define that the DW motor satisfies design requirements specifically in total 

motor length; 

2) The SPM motor with the lap DW could be designed with wide CPSR by selecting the lower 

magnet heights and, therefore, lower magnet volumes; 

3) Due to the high electrical loading and, therefore, high armature reaction flux the PMs in the 

DW machine are demagnetized at possible three phase symmetrical short circuit at the 

motor terminals (Table 19). The additional measures should be implemented in the drive 

and in the whole truck powertrain in order to avoid the failure mode; 

4) Since the axial length of the designing PM motor is significantly limited by the design 

requirements (section 2.3), and the required compression coefficient, kcamp = 0.53, looks 

unrealizable (at least the opposite fact is not checked by the experiment yet), the DW 

machine is not considered as a possible candidate for the given application. 

5.7. Summary on the motor concept design 

The eight pole SPM motor with the concentrated armature winding has been designed (section 

5.3). The motor performance does not completely satisfy the design requirements; specifically the 

output power and torque versus speed characteristics (Fig. 2-3). The main design constraint which 

mostly influences on the motor parameters and performance indexes is the maximum output frequency 

of the inverter. For the designed motor the CPSR of 1000 - 4500 rpm and maximum inverter frequency 

of 300Hz, the maximum possible number of rotor pole pairs is not higher than four (according to (5.1)). 

As it is well known, motor back-iron sizes and other dimensions of the core are dependent on the airgap 

flux per each pole. In its turn, the airgap flux is inversely proportional to the number of poles. So, the 

motor back-iron is as lower as larger the number of poles. In addition to limitation of the number of 

poles, the electrical loading of the designed motor has been selected at quite high level to maximize the 
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output power. This leads to notable rise of the total airgap flux as welL Thus, a necessity to have thick 

back-irons leads to decreasing the airgap diameter and, consequently, the output power. 

It is obvious that the output power can be gained by increasing the armature current or, that the 

same at fixed number of senes connected turns of the winding phase, by increasing the electrical 

loading. As it is shown in section 5.3, the motor temperatures are near of the given maximum limits, 

and the rise of the electrical loading is not possible. This limitation could be overcome if the more 

efficient cooling system is applied to the motor. For instance, the direct water cooling the armature 

winding, instead of the water jacket in the stator housing, could be a possible solution of this problem. 

Besides the designed motor the following design alternatives have been investigated: 

1) The external rotor motor design having potentially more specific power could not be 

cooled enough up to the desired temperatures by the water jacket (section 5.4). It is 

described that the cooled surface inside the stator hub is too low. This motor 

configuration is supposed to be the design alternative if the direct water cooling of 

the armature winding is used; 

2) The motor design with the inset type of the PM rotor has also been studied (section 

5.5). The motor, which has been considered as the IPM machine, is the most suitable 

motor type for the FW operation in the wide CPSR. However, the performances of 

the motor are significantly influenced by the steel saturation. It is investigated that at 

low rotor speeds, near the base speed, the armature reaction flux is oriented mostly 

along q-axis. Having high magnitude, this armature reaction flux almost saturates the 

rotor teeth. Due to high saturation of the teeth the difference between armature 

reaction reactances along q- and d-axes is practically disappeared, and the IPM 

motor performance becomes equal to the performance of the SPM machine. The 

possibility of using the interior type of the IPM motor has not been investigated. It is 

supposed that if the saliency ratio of that kind of PM machine is achieved notably 

higher than the saliency ratio of the considered inset type of IPM machine, than 

lower level of the electrical loading can be selected. If it is so the impact of the steel 

saturation on motor performance probably could be less and, therefore, the motor 

performance could be better; 

3) The distributed winding motors with SPM rotor have been observed (section 5.6). 

The DWs have significantly longer end winding overhangs that the CWs even at the 

same number of poles and stator diameter. It is caused by the necessity to make an 

overlapping of the coils when the DW is wound. End winding of the DW could be 

compressed in order to have shorter overhangs. The required compression 

coefficients are not Jess than 0.53 that looks technologically unrealizable. The 

physical experiment on the manufactured winding with calculated dimensions 

should be conducted to verify a probability of such compression. Another 
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disadvantage of the DW design is its low d-axis armature reactance x·d that 

complicates the achievement of the wide CPSR. In the SPM machine and in the inset 

type of the IPM machine as well the higher values of the x·d increases a risk of the 

PM demagnetization by the armature reaction flux; 

4) The possibility of using the IPM motor with the DW has not been studied separately. 

It is declared that this motor configuration has the disadvantages analogous to the 

IPM CW machine (section 5.5) and the SPM DW machine (section 5.6). Even since 

the saliency ratio of the IPM D W motor is higher than in the IPM CW motor (as it is 

mentioned in section 5.5), the main design limitation of the DW machine is a 

remaining problem with the long end winding overhangs. 

After completion of the comparative analysis of the considered PM motor configurations, the 

designed SPM motor with the CW can be treated as the most suitable design for the given application. 

This motor is able to satisfy all design requirements with a certain evaluation of extended motor outlet 

diameter. 

Finally, it could be concluded that using the most widely distributed commercial drive with the 

maximum output frequency of 300 Hz and with water jacket cooling system the PM motor can not 

achieve the performance specified in the design requirements. It is recommended to undertake at least 

one of the following steps to design the motor with required power versus speed characteristic: 

• Further increasing the motor volume envelope, specifically outlet diameter; 

• Using the direct water cooling of the armature winding; 

• Selecting other inverter with higher output frequency than 300 Hz. 

In the following section the PM motor design with increased maximum frequency and, 

therefore, with higher number of poles is considered. 
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6. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION 

Using the inverter with higher output frequency allows for increasing the motor output power, 

as it is mentioned above, by raising the airgap diameter. In this section the SPM CW motors with a 

number of pole pairs higher than 4 are studied. 

All considered CW machines are constrained to have the data presented in Table 20. One of the 

main constraints is an available range of numbers of pole pairs (between 6 and 9). The lower range 

limit, p=6, is demanded in order to notably increase the airgap diameter of the motor. The upper range 

limit, is selected equal to this value to constrain the required maximum frequency of the inverter at 

a level of 600 Hz. Thus, the all remaining numbers of pole pairs are: 7 and 8. Among these machine 

variants it is considered only those which have winding factors higher than 0.9. 

Table 20: Comparison constraints 

Description Symbol Value Unit 

Base speed nJ 800 rpm 

Winding factor kw >0.9 -
Number of pole pairs p 6<p<9 -
Stator bore diameter D1 353 mm 

Airgap height 5 1 mm 

Motor active length l, 120 mm 

Armature current density Jl 5 A/mm-

Electrical loading (rms) A1 50500 Aim 

Magnet span angle am 130 el.deg. 

Magnet height hm 8.5 mm 

Magnet remanence Br 1.058 T 

Magnet relative recoil permeability Jlr 1.05 -

Stator and rotor back-iron flux 

densities 
BmByr 1.3; 1 T 

Net slot fill factor kr 0.65 -

Armature current densities, electrical loadings and the copper slot fill factors are also fixed, as 

given in Table 20. To make easier the comparison of the different CW motors the following dimensions 

are constrained: stator bore diameter, airgap length, magnet span, and magnet height. The flux densities 

in the stator and rotor back-iron are limited to 1.3 T and 1.0 T, respectively. The magnet temperature is 

taken into account, and selected to be equal to 100 °C as a maximum allowable limit (section 2.3). The 
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residual flux density of magnet becomes equal to Br 1.058 T (Table 1) and have been fixed for all 

designs. 

The comparison of the different combinations of the CW motors is done only by means of 

analytical method. Table 21 summarizes the basic data of the studied machines and their key 

parameters, which define the FW performance. As it is mentioned in section 3, the main parameter 

influencing on the wide CPSR is the FW coefficient, kFw· Among the considered motors (CWI - CW5) 

the most optimal value of kFw=l.051 has the machine CW3, due to the high armature leakage reactance, 

x·,.. Other machines have the kFwsignificantly higher, as given in Table 21. 

Table 21: Concentrated winding arrangements with a number of pole pairs higher than 6 

Description Symbol Value Unit 

Machine designation - CWl CW2 CW3 CW4 CW5 

Number of pole pairs p 7 7 7 8 8 -
Number of slots per pole and phase q 5/14 3/7 217 5/16 3/8 -

Number of stator teeth z 15 18 12 15 18 -
Winding factor (fundamental) kw 0.951 0.902 0.933 0.951 0.945 -
Frequency at 800 rpm f 93.33 93.33 93.33 106.67 106.67 Hz 

Armature winding leakage reactance x·,. 0.377 0.294 0.556 0.469 0.392 p.u. 

d-axis synchronous reactance x·d 0.569 0.486 0.682 0.589 0.519 p.u. 

Back-emf Eo 0.808 0.856 0.717 0.794 0.841 p.u. 

FW coefficient kFw 1.420 1.766 1.051 1.347 1.620 -
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Fig. 6-1: Output power versus speed characteristics (in per unit system) of the four CW machines 
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The output power versus speed characteristics of the studied motors are shown in Fig. 6-1. It 

could be seen, that only the motor CW3 can operate with a sufficient CPSR. As a drawback is that the 

output power at base speed, a/""' 1, is the lowest for this machine. The motor configuration of the CW3 

is selected as the most optimal one among others. 

The calculated performance data done by both methods is in the good agreement. The main 

differences in the results are in the phase back-emf and output power. However, in the designed motor 

with p:7 the level of the iron saturation is quite less than in the motor with p:4. The reason for that is 

explained by the lower values of the flux densities in the back-iron and in the teeth. A vector sum of the 

flux density and flux lines are shown in Fig. 6-5. 

The distribution of the airgap flux density along half of the whole motor circumference is 

shown in Fig. 6-5. It could be seen that the peak airgap flux densities at the open circuit are about 

0.915 T, while at the rated load 0.6-1.243 T. The airgap flux density changes due to impact of the 

armature reaction flux. The reason for that is mainly due to the airgap flux caused by the armature 

current, which contains the subharmonics with less number of periods per the motor than number of 

periods of the fundamental harmonic. Owing to this, the armature reaction field demagnetizes the 

magnet field under some poles and magnetizes under the others. 

The phase current, back-emf and phase voltage at base speed of 800 rpm and maximum speed 

of 4500 rpm are shown on Fig. 6-6 and Fig. 6-7, respectively. It can be observed that phase back-emf is 

quite close to the sine, but slightly worse than in the designed machine with p=4 (Fig. 5-6 and Fig. 5-7). 

The phase voltage waveform is significantly distorted that is caused, as it is mentioned before, by the 

saturation of the machine and by impact of stator slots, which disfigure waveform of the total airgap 

flux. 

Fig. 6-2: Alternative design of concentrated winding SPM motor with p=7, Z=l2 
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Table 22: Motor geometry and winding data Table 23: Rated load operation data at 800 rpm 

Description Value Unit Description Value Unit 

Pole pairs 7 - Analytical FEA 

Number of slots 12 - tool 

Number of slot 
2/7 -

Speed 800 800 rpm 

per pole and phase Output power 72.4 69.0 kW 

Stator outer 
480.6 mm 

Shaft torque 863 825 Nm 

diameter Frequency 93.333 93.333 Hz 

Stator back iron 
21.3 mm 

Phase voltage 
221.5 223.6 v 

height (rms) 

Slot depth 42.5 mm Phase current 
148.9 148.9 A 

Slot opening 
l5 mm 

(rms) 

width Current angle 0 0 el.deg. 

Rotor outer 
_/ 351 mm 

Back-emf (rms) 158.9 166.3 v 
diameter Airgap peak flux 

Air gap 1 mm density at open 0.865 0.918 T 

Magnet height 8.5 mm circuit conditions 

Rotor back iron Power factor 0.731 0.709 -
2'7.7 mm 

height Armature copper 
1376 1376 w 

Magnet span angle 130 el.deg. losses 

Stator stack length 120 mm Stator teeth losses 123 130 w 

Number of turns Stator back iron 
17 - 103 122 w 

per coil losses 

Number of turns 
68 -

Efficiency 0.978 0.975 -

per branch d-axis inductance 1.7303 1.8069 mH 

Net slot fill factor 0.65 p.u. q-axis inductance 1.7303 1.8069 mH 

Leakage 
1.4098 mH -

inductance 

FW coefficient 
1.051 1.054 -

kFw 

Peak-peak 
1.88 % -

cogging torque 

Peak-peak torque 
4.2 % -

ripple 
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The motor performance indexes versus rotor speed are given in Table 24. The presented data is 

derived from the FEA, the basic procedures of which are described in Appendix H. The graphs are 

given in Appendix J (data is specified in Table 24). 

The phase voltage of the motor is increased with the speed which is in the contradiction with 

the analytical method where the voltage is kept to be constant (Fig. D-3 in Appendix D). It is caused 

again by the iron saturation complex which depends on the motor parameters. For instance, the d-axis 

synchronous inductance, Ld, changes with the speed. As it is mentioned in section 5.3, the back-emf of 

the motor calculated at magnetic state of the open circuit (no-load) conditions differs from that which is 

calculated at the rated load one. Thus, the current angles, y, are also calculated by analytical method are 

with errors and their values do not correspond already with the constant voltage. The only way to 

correct all those effects is to provide the motor design by means of a complete FEA analysis for base 

speed mode and other FW operation points. This design approach is very time consuming and could not 

be effectively applied for this task. 

Table 24: Motor performance indexes versus rotor speed calculated by FEA 

n Pout Tout COSqJ s Eq VI II P;n 17 y Ld 
rpm kW Nm - kVA V (rms) V (rms) A (rms) kW % deg mH 

0 0 824 0 0 0 0 149 0 0 0 -
800 69 824 0.709 97 166 224 149 70.7 97.6 0 1.8069 
1000 80.6 770 0.800 101 208 231 149 82.3 97.9 20.4 1.8839 
1600 90.5 540 0.868 104 333 238 149 92.3 98.0 48.3 1.9754 
2400 92.7 369 0.865 107 499 245 149 94.8 97.8 62.6 1.9983 
3200 93.0 278 0.837 111 665 254 149 95.3 97.6 69.6 2.0038 
4500 92.4 196 0.775 119 935 275 149 95.2 97.0 75.7 2.0062 

The components of the calculated motor losses versus speed are given in Table 25. The rotor 

friction and windage losses are not calculated. The main losses in the motor are the copper losses, P cu, 

in the armature winding, which compose almost 83% at 800 rpm and 48% at 4500 rpm. These losses 

are calculated without taking into account skin and proximity effects, which should be taken into 

account at the next stages of the motor design and manufacturing procedures. 

Table 25: Motor iron, copper and magnet losses versus speed 

n Psr Pss Pst Prs Pme Pcu L1Prot 
rpm w w w w w w w 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
800 235 17 252 37 1 1375 1665 
1000 255 17 272 54 - 1375 1701 
1600 337 14 351 105 - 1375 1831 
2400 487 14 501 176 - 1375 2052 
3200 670 17 687 255 - 1375 2317 
4500 1029 22 1051 406 13 1375 2845 
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The motor iron losses are calculated using the method described in Appendix H. The main 

stator iron losses are caused by the fundamental harmonic of the flux, P sf• while the stray losses, Pss. are 

caused by the high order harmonics and can be neglected (Table 25). In contrast, the rotor iron losses, 

Pr., .• produced by the high order harmonics and the subharmonics of the armature reaction flux. The 

fundamental harmonic of the airgap flux synchronously rotates with the rotor, but, due to slotted 

structure of the stator, it is changed with the rotor position and, nevertheless, induces the losses in the 

rotor. However, it is conventional to refer the last type ofthe rotor losses, to the stray motor losses. 

In Table 25 the stator and rotor iron losses are calculated for electric steel N020 with thickness 

of lamination sheets of 0.2 mm. This steel has almost the same BH-curve as the steel rn270-35A (Fig. 

2-5) but less specific losses [25]. The iron losses at 4500 rpm for those electric steels are presented in 

Table 32. The iron losses of the N020 steel are less by 30% of the losses of the m270-35A steel. The 

N020 steel is selected as a proper one for the considered motor. 

Table 26: Stator and rotor iron losses for different steels 

Steel Psi Prs 
- w w 

m270-35A (0.35 mm) 1484 590 
N020 (0.20 mm) 1051 406 

The magnet eddy current losses, P m" are predicted by using the method, which is described in 

Appendix H. These losses are presented in Table 25 for four magnet pieces per width. The impact of the 

number of magnet pieces is shown in Fig. 6-8. 
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The cogging torque versus rotor position is calculated by tbe FEA and is shown in Fig. 6-9. The 

peak-peak cogging torque is equal to 1.88% (Table 24). The motor geometry is preliminary optimized 

in order to have minimum cogging torque. The impacts of the stator slot opening, b.w, and magnet span 

angle, am, are shown in Fig. 6-10 and Fig. 6-11, respectively. 
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For the most loaded motor operation mode, which occurs at 4500 rpm, the thermal and 

ventilation analyses are done. The dimensions of the channels, coolant properties and results are 

presented in Table 27, Table 28 and Table 29, respectively. The results obtained for the motor with p=4 

(section 5.3) are taken into account. Particularly, the WJ channel width, bwJ, is chosen equal to 40 mm 

in order to minimize the required pump power and motor temperatures. 

As it can be seen from Table 29, the maximum winding temperature, Tcumax. is 192 °C, which is 

higher than maximum allowable 180 °C (section 2.3). Also the magnet temperature, TpM, is slightly 

exceeded the upper limit of 100 °C. These high temperatures are calculated for continuous duty cycle 

with output power of 92.4 kW, as given in Table 24. While the required output power is 80 kW. So, it 

could be declared that the motor temperatures will satisfy constrainted ones, when the motor operates 

with the required power. 

The motor concept design with p=7 is done. Other data on the motor design, including 

dimensions, is given in Appendix J. 

Table 27: WJ dimensions 

Description Symbol Value Unit 

WJ channel width bwJ 40 mm 

WJ channel height hwJ 9.5 mm 

Number of flow channels Nch 4 -

Number of parallel flow paths Gjp 2 -

Front-
Flow direction - -

Rear 
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Table 28: Fluid data 

Description Symbol Value Unit 

Inlet temperature Tin 40 c 
- Water-

Coolant type -
glycol 

Coolant specific heat cf 2400 J/kg/C 

Coolant thermal conductivity Kf 0.125 W/m/C 

Coolant density Y.r 1110 kg/m3 

Fluid volume flow rate Qf 0.00032 m3/s 

Fluid velocity Vj 0.421 m/s 

Table 29: Thermal and hydraulic analyses results 

Description Symbol Value Unit 

Ambient temperature To 40 oc 
Average copper temperature Tcuav 152 oc 
Maximum copper temperature Tcumax 192 oc 
End winding copper temperature Tew 118 oc 
Stator teeth temperature Tst 104 oc 
Stator back iron temperature Tsby 92 oc 
Magnet temperature TPM 105 oc 
Rotor laminations' temperature Trby 106 oc 
Renumber Re 588 -

Average length of one flow path ffpav 3.22 m 

Friction losses in the WJ Pji·WJ 1.0 kW 

Efficiency of the pump T/p 0.5 -

Required input power of the pump P1p 2.0 kW 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

This report concerns the design of the in-wheel hub motor for the hybrid heavy truck. The truck 

utilizes the series powertrain with the electrical motors mounted into the hubs of the two independent 

rear wheels. Limited available space for the each machine and high required output power make the 

design of the motor as a very challenging task. The considered motor is highly rated electrical machine 

with power requirement of approximately 2 MW/m3
• While in normal machines, which are not 

constrained in the volume envelope, specific power is about 1 MW/m3
. The synchronous PM motor is 

selected as a most suitable electrical machine type due to their well-known high power capability. 

Among possible configurations of the PM motors the following taxonomy is considered: 

• Rotor types: 

o Surface-mounted PM (SPM), as a non-salient rotor; 

o Inset type of the surface-mounted PM (IPM), as a salient rotor; 

• Rotor arrangement: 

o External rotor; 

o Intemal rotor; 

• Armature winding: 

o Concentrated; 

o Distributed. 

The SPM rotor with concentrated armature winding has been chosen as the most optimal 

configuration according to the design requirements. 

In order to design this kind of motor special attention has been paid for the thermal conditions. 

High power per low volume causes additional difficulties with iron saturation, which influences on the 

motor performance and control issues. It leads to the necessity to combine in one design cycle the 

electromagnetic, thermal and hydraulic analyses. 

In addition, the motor is constrained to have wide constant power speed range of 4.5:1. Since 

the inverter with limited VA-capability is used the motor should operate within an extensive field

weakening range. In order to design the PM machine with such special requirements the magnetic and 

electrical loadings should be adjusted in a proper way. In this report the recommendations on the 

appropriate combination of those loadings is obtained. 

The desire to utilize the commercially available inverters, which in most cases have the output 

frequency not higher than 300 Hz, confines possible number of the motor pole pairs to be equal to 4 

(]7=4). It is probably the main design constraint imposed by the inverter. 

The main contribution of this research project is the developed and verified (with FE method) 

design methodology of the inverter driven PM synchronous motor for traction application. This method 

includes the analytical and FEM electromagnetic analyses, thermal and hydraulic designs. 
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The four pole pairs' SPM motor with the concentrated armature winding has been designed 

using this methodology. The motor performance does not fully satisfy the design requirements and 

specifically the output power and torque versus speed characteristics. The achieved maximum power at 

the speed of 1000 rpm is equal to 71 kW that is by 11% less than required 80 kW. Since the motor 

temperatures are near the maximum allowable levels, increasing the output power seems to be not 

possible. 

The motor concept design with p=7 and Z= 12 has been designed to achieve a necessary power 

level. This design has lower electrical and magnetic loadings than motor design with p=4, that leads to 

better thermal conditions. The inverter with maximum output frequency of 525 Hz is needed for this 

motor. 

At the next stages, the design of the motor should be optimized by means of more detailed 

MEC model. For that reason it is planned to use tooth-contour method (TCM) [21], [19], which gives 

quite a good accuracy (comparible with FEA results) and requires less computational time, which is 

very important for the optimization procedure. 

This analytical method takes into account with enough accuracy such phenomena as a double

side slotting, real structure of armature winding, steel saturation, armature reaction, rotor rotation and 

non-sinusoidal space distribution of airgap flux density. 

It is also important to underline that according to the author's knowledge the TCM method had 

not been yet applied for the PM synchronous motor design and optimization. 

The transient simulations of the inverter and motor are needed for further development of the 

motor design. More detailed design of the water jacket and improved thermal analysis are required in 

order to make next steps to manufacture the physical motor-prototype. 
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Appendices 
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Appendix A. Comparison of initially sized different type motors 

The main purpose of this appendix is to show how to start with developed design procedure 

(Fig. 4-6) and how the basic input data (Fig. 4-7) could be chosen. The analytical method is used just for 

the first step of design procedure. Four different motors, described in the section 4.1, are initially sized, 

using this analytical method. Additionally, first comparison between considered motors is conducted. 

Mainly, this comparison is dedicated to show the parametric differences of the considered motor types, 

which have a main impact on a machine FW operation with the wide CPSR. 

It is important to stare the constraints that are applied four the four machine designs. These 

constraints are given in Table 30. The machines are all constrained to have outer diameters of 0.46 m or 

less, a maximum total motor length of 0.204 m, an active length (stator and rotor stack length) of 0.1 m. 

The same airgap length of lmm is selected. Just for a first design iteration the following motor 

parameters are chosen: an electrical loading of 50000 Aim (rms), base speed 850 rpm, armature current 

density 4 A/mm2 (rms), stator and rotor back-iron flux density 1.5 T, magnet span angle 126 electrical 

degrees. A net slot fill factor of 0.5 is chosen to satisfy the both concentrated and distributed windings 

(section 4.1 ). A number of pole pairs of 4 is selected as maximum possible number (according to (5.1)). 

The motor phase voltage is constrained to be equal to 220V (rms) that satisfies (5.2). 

Table 30: Comparison constraints 

Description Value Unit 
Number of pole pairs 4 -
Phase voltage (rms) :s 220 v 
Magnet span angle 126 el.deg. 
Stator outer diameter 0.46 m 
Airgap height 1 mrn 
Motor active length 0.1 m 
Motor total length* 0.204 m 
Base speed 850 rpm 
Electrical loading ( rms) 50000 Aim 
Armature current density (rms) 4 A/mm2 

Stator and rotor back-iron flux density L; T 
Net slot fill factor 0.5 -

* - It is assumed that end winding overhangs should be shortened by 46% by means of pressing 

to have the total motor length of near constrained value at the same active length. 

The radial cross sections of the observed motor types with internal rotor are shown in Fig. A-1. 

The basic geometry data and performance indexes for the base speed FW point is presented in Table 31 

and in Fig. A-2 power versus speed envelopes are depicted. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Fig. A-1. Cross-sections of the different motors with: (a) concentrated winding and SPM rotor (SPMl); 

(b) concentrated winding and IPM rotor (IPMl); (b) distributed winding and SPM rotor (SPM2); (b) 

distributed winding and IPM rotor (IPM2) 
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Table 31: Summary of the basic geometry and winding data and 

performance indexes for the PM machine designs 

Description Unit SPMl IPMl SPM2 

Basic geometry and winding data 

Number of slots - 9 9 24 

Number of slot per pole and phase - 3/8 3/8 1 

Number of turns per coil - 24 22 19 

Number of series turns per phase - 72 66 76 

Number of parallel branches - 1 1 2 

Magnet height m 0.006 0.006 0.004 

Stator bore diameter m 0.297 0.296 0.314 

Stator slot height m 0.0461 0.0461 0.0402 

Tooth width m 0.0467 0.0465 0.0185 

Motor performance data at base speed 

Back -emf ( rms) v 138.7 121.5 151.9 

Phase voltage (rms) v 217.9 215.7 214.2 

Output power kW 48.8 52.5 50.6 

Shaft torque N·m 548 590 568.8 

Armature phase current (rms) A 115.3 125.3 108 

Armature winding losses w 818 814 1411 

Armature phase resistance Ohm 0.0205 0.0173 0.0403 

Synchronous d-axis reactance Ohm 1.4406 1.2214 1.3559 

Synchronous q-axis reactance Ohm 1.4406 1.7889 1.3559 

Saliency ratio - 1 1.465 1 

Armature d-axis leakage reactance Ohm 0.8869 0.8184 0.3518 

Armature q-axis leakage reactance Ohm 0.8869 0.7660 0.3518 

Back-emf p.u. 0.637 0.5634 0.709 

Synchronous d-axis reactance p.u. 0.762 0.710 0.684 

Synchronous q-axis reactance p.u. 0.762 1.040 0.684 

Armature d-axis leakage reactance p.u. 0.469 0.476 0.177 

Armature q-axis leakage reactance p.u. 0.469 0.445 0.177 

Airgap shear stress kPa 40.5 43.8 38.1 

Risk of the magnet demagnetization 
No No - Yes 

at symmetrical 3-phase short circuit 
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Fig. A-2. Required and calculated power versus speed envelope of the initial sized motors 

As it could be seen from Fig. A-1 and Table 31, the motor designs with different rotors have 

practically the same stators. For example, the motors SPM1 and IPMl with concentrated windings. This 

similarity is explained by the fact that motor volume envelope is constrained and electrical loading, 

armature current density and slot fill factor are fixed. 

Since the motors are designed to have a wide CPSR, all calculated power versus speed 

envelopes show quite a good dependency on the speed, however, required output power has not been 

achieved by any of these motors, as shown in Fig. A-2. The SPM2 and IPM2 motor designs with 

distributed windings have better performance, than the motors SPMl and IPMl with concentrated 

windings. It comes because that the SPM2 and IPM2 motors have larger stator bore diameters and, 

therefore, larger airgap diameters. The IPM2 motor has the best performance among the others. It could 

be explained by the high saliency ratio of this motor, which increases the output power by means of 

additional reluctance torque (Table 31). The IPM1 motor has also a saliency ratio larger than the unity, 

but smaller than IPM2 design because of the larger value of armature leakage reactance, which 

decreases the difference between q- and d-axes reactances caused by a saliency of the rotor. The other 

physical phenomenon that acts on the saliency ratio is a steel saturation, which is not taken account in 

the analytical model for a while yet. The impact of the steel saturation on the IPM motor performances 

can be investigated only after finite element analysis and this is implemented at the next stages of the 

developed design procedure (section 5.5). 
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It should be noted that end winding overhangs of the SPM2 and IPM2 motor designs are 

shortened by 46%. In practice, it is very difficult to achieve without of damaging the coil and wire 

insulations. Thus, this assumption should be considered as non-realistic one. It is done only to make the 

comparison of the motors with approximately identical dimensions of the active parts. The more 

concrete investigation of the distributed winding motors should be done to define the possibility of 

using such types of the machine for given application (section 5.6). 

In addition, the SPM2 and IPM2 motors are designed with the less magnet heights (Table 31) in 

order to increase d-axis reactance and to achieve a wider CPSR (section 3). It increases a risk of the 

permanent magnet demagnetization within three phase short circuit conditions, which could happen at 

the motor terminals. 

As it has been shown by the initial sizing, the motor configuration can not satisfy all design 

requirements. For the further stages of the design procedure the SPMI motor is chosen. In the Appendix 

B the results of designing process are given. 
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Appendix B. Intermediate SPM CW internal rotor motor design 

The initially sized SPM CW motor, which is described in section 5.2, is re-designed to achieve 

required output power. The motor cross section is shown in Fig. B-1. The geometry and winding data, 

and base speed performance indexes is presented in Table 32 and Table 33, respectively. The output 

power and torque versus speed characteristics are given in Fig. B-2. 
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Fig. B-1. Cross-section of the intermediate designed SPM motor with concentrated winding 
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Table 32: Motor geometry and winding data Table 33: Base speed mode performance data 

Description Unit Value Description Unit Value 

Pole pairs - 4 

Number of slots - 9 Speed rpm 800 

Number of slot per 
3/8 - Output power kW 65.3 

pole and phase Shaft torque Nm 779.5 

Stator outer 
mm 460 Frequency Hz 53.33 

diameter 

Stator back iron 
mm 33.9 

Phase voltage 
v 221 

(rms) 

height Phase current 

Slot depth mm 40.6 A 131.8 
(rms) 

Slot opening width mm 20 Current angle el.deg. 0 

Rotor outer 
mm 309 Back-emf (rms) v 160.4 

diameter Airgap peak flux 

Air gap mm 1 density at open T 0.943 

Magnet height mm 7.5 circuit conditions 

Rotor back iron 
mm 33.9 

Power factor p.u. 0.757 

height 

Magnet span angle el.deg. 132 

Armature copper 
w 1878 

losses 

Stator stack length mm 100 

Number of turns 
- 26 

Current density 
Nmm2 6.5 

(rms) 

per coil 

Number of turns 
- 78 

Electrical loading 
Nm 62000 

(rms) 

per branch Efficiency - 0.967 

Net slot fill factor - 0.65 d-axis inductance mH 3.335 

Saturation factor - 1.45 q-axis inductance mH 3.335 

Leakage 
mH 2.180 

inductance 

From Table 33 it is seen that the electrical loading and current density are very large and look 

not realisable in terms of motor temperatures. Before checking results of the analytical model by means 

of the FEA the thermal analysis of the base speed mode should be done, just in order to define the 

suitability of the designed motor for the application. 

Since the main source of the motor losses at rated load is the armature winding losses, iron 

losses are not calculated and thermal analysis is done only with heating losses in the winding. Thermal 
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analysis approach is described in Appendix I. The basic results of this thermal analysis are given in 

Table 34. 

Table 34: Steady-state thermal analysis results of the base speed mode 

Description Symbol Value Unit 

Average copper temperature Tcuav 180 oc 
Maximum copper temperature (in 

the middle of the slot) 
Tcumax 238 oc 

End winding copper temperature Tew 135 oc 
Stator teeth temperature Tst 97 oc 
Stator back iron temperature Tsby 87.5 oc 
Magnet temperature TPM 97.2 oc 
Rotor laminations' temperature Trby 97.2 oc 

The calculated armature winding temperatures are higher than maximum allowable 180 °C in 

the motor design specifications (section 2.3). Thus, it leads to the conclusion that the SPMl motor with 

concentrated winding and given volume envelope with cooling system (WJ in the stator housing) is not 

an appropriate motor design. 

In order to achieve a required motor performance, it is decided to increase outer diameter of the 

motor laminations from 460 mm up to 500 mm, and to make the corresponding constructive 

modifications in a motor-wheel arrangement. The SPMl motor has been redesigned. The motor FW 

performance has been checked by the FEA, and thermal and hydraulic analyses have been performed. 

The main data of the redesigned motor is presented in the section 5.3. 

The following motor parameters have been changed: 

Electrical loading of the motor has been decreased from 62000 A!m to 50000 A!m (both 

rms); 

Current density has been decreased from 6.5 A/mm2 to 5 A/mm2 (both rms) that has been 

allowed to decline motor temperatures (Fig. B-3); 

Maximum armature winding temperature is 164 °C; average armature winding temperature 

is 136 °C, and permanent magnets- 78 °C. 
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Appendix C. Theory of symmetrical concentrated windings 

This Appendix concerns the theory of symmetrical three phases concentrated windings with a 

fractional number of slots per pole and phase less the unity, its construction principles and winding data. 

This theory is described in [26] and can be extended also to the fractional distributed windings with 

some changes in input data. 

Nomenclature: 

Z number of slots; 

p number of pole pairs; 

m1 number of phases (could be equal to 3, 6, 9, etc.); 

s number of channels (could be equal to I, 2, or 3 ); 

Nc number of coils; 

q %-number of slots per pole and phase, where b and c are the integer numbers; 

qN = bXv- number of coils per pole and phase, where bN and eN are the integer numbers; 

aB 7!/mi -phase belt angle, [el.rad.]; 

as angle between adjacent windings of similar phases but of the different channels, [el.rad.]; 

a12 angle between two neighbouring coils, [el.rad.]; 

a1" angle between the first and last coils of the one phase of one channel, [ el.rad. ]; 

coil pitch of slot pitches; 

/]1 per unit coil pitch; 

rr pole pitch of slot pitches; 

Brief theory 

Armature winding consists of s three phase windings, where sis a number of channels. Total 

number of phases in an armature winding equals m1 = 3·s. Three phase windings are shifted to each 

other by the angle of 1r I m 1 electrical radias. 

Every three phase winding is a symmetrical one with the spatial phase shift of 120° electrical 

degrees. The phasor diagram in Fig. C-1 shows the phase belt angles for two channel option (m1 6). 

All coil EMFs of the first three phase winding (Al, Bl, Cl) have to occupy the dark blue and 

light blue sectors, and coil EMFs of the second three phase winding (A2, B2, C2) have to occupy dark 

yellow and light yellow sectors. 

None of any three phase concentrated windings with given number of q could be realized in 

two- and three channel designs. For example, a three phase winding with a number of q equal to 112 can 
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not be built, because an angle between two any coils is multiplied by 120° electrical degrees. So, there is 

no coils which EMF's occupy "yellow" sectors and could belong to second three phase winding. 

Some equations which define necessary conditions for the concentrated windings are presented 

in the following section. 

Fig. C-1: MMF-phasor diagram of the two channels six phases synnnetrical winding 

Basic equations 

Number of stator slots 

Z 2· p·q ·m1 , 

Number of armature coils: 

Nc =2·p·m·qN, 

Number of coils per pole and phase: 

for two layers winding 

(C.l) 

(C.2) 

(C.3) 
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for single layer winding 
(C.4) 

Pole pitch, p.u. of slot pitches: 

z (C.5) 
--=mJ ·q. 
2·p 

Coil pitch, p.u. of slot pitches: 

(C.6) 
=--.-

In order to have the pitch factor ofthe fundamental harmonic kp 2': 0.866 coil pitch should be: 

(C.7) 

In accordance with (C.6) and (C.7) required number of slots per pole phase: 

(C.8) 

So, it is possible to write the following expressions for q at the different number of channels s: 

single channel winding (m1=3): )'i>q> ~ (C.9) 
- - 4' 

two channel winding (m1=6): ~>q~Ys, (C.lO) 

three channel winding (m1=9): ~>q>){ (C.ll) 
- - 12' 

Phase belt angle and shift angle between Al and A2 (Fig. C-1), [el.rad.]: 

(C.12) 

Electrical angle between the neighbouring coils I and 2, [el.rad.]: 

2·tr·p 7r _ ____;:._ = --- (C.13) 

Electrical angle between the coil I and coil (n + 1), [el.rad.]: 

tr. n (C.l4) 
aln aJ2 ·n =---

m!·qN 

To have a shift angle as = 7flm 1 between three phase windings there should exist a coil number 

(n+ 1) of the phase let say A2 shifted from the coil 1 of the phase Al by a such an angle a1n given by 

(C.l4) which satisfies the following equation: 

k . tr = _tr_· _n_ (C. IS) 

where mod(a1n. 7f) is a remainder operator, which returns the remainder of the integer division; k 

is an integer number. 
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From (C.l5) one can derive an equation for a coil number (n+ 1) which belongs to the phase A2, 

and which is shifted from the first coil of the phase A 1 by the angle n I m 1: 

(C.l6) 

where k is such a minimal integer number for which n is an integer as well. 

Equation (C.l6) is very important, as it identifies the necessary conditions for symmetrical mr 

phase winding. Indeed, as bN I eN is simplified fraction, then (m1·k + 1) I eN must be integer, and that 

follows to a deduction: 

eN and m1 should not have the common multipliers. (C.17) 

The sentence (C.l7) means that eN can not be an even number if m1 is even. For example, for six 

phase winding the qN = 114 which is an analogy of qN = 112 for 3-phase winding, is not permissible. 

Let us rewrite (C.2) for the number of coils: 

(C.l8) 

From (C.17) and (C.l8) follows that eN should be a multiplier of a number of poles 2p, and m1 is 

a multiplier of Nc, i.e. Nc I m1 should be an integer number. 

For the double layer windings, number of coils, N"' equals to a number of slots Z, and so, the 

number of slots must be divisible by m1 as well (Z I m1 - integer number). 

For the single layer windings, number of coils, Nc, equals to half a number of slots Zl2, and so, 

the number of slots must be divisible by 2m1 (Z I 2m1 - integer number), and Z should be an even 

number. 

Periodicity of a Concentrated Winding 

Let us appoint t as a greatest common divisor (GCD) of a number of coils and number of pole 

pairs, i.e. 

Then, it is possible to introduce new parameters: 

N' = Nc. 
c t ' 

Z'= z; 
t 

, p 
p =-. 

t 

Using (C.18) the equation (C.20) yields: 

(C.l9) 

(C.20) 

(C.21) 

(C.22) 
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(C.23) 

From (C.I4) and (C.23) it is easy to see that the electrical angle between any k-th coil and a coil 

with a number (N'c + k) is divisible by 2ff: 

(C.24) 

That means that the coil number (N'c + k) belongs to the same phase as the coil number k, and 

the angle T 2-p'·ff is the lowest winding period. The total number of the winding periods equals to t, 

which is defined by (C.l9). 

From (C.l9) it follows that 2-p' is divisible by eN. Accounting that tis the greatest common 

divisor of Nc andp, it is easy to find the following relations for two possible options: 

1. CN is odd number 2. c,v is odd number Eq.# 

f 
eN :::::::2· p' (C.25) c" = p 

T 2·p'·1C=2·cN·ff T = 2 · p' · ff = eN · ff (C.26) 

N' 
::::: 2·bN _c =bN (C.27) 

ml ml 

where N'c I m1 is a number of coils per phase per one period. 

The winding which has Z' slots, N'c coils and p' pole pairs could be considered as a prime 

winding, as it has exactly the same properties as a whole winding. 

The same as it is mentioned above for whole winding, it is possible to write the necessary 

conditions for a prime winding: 

N'c I m1 - must be integer, Z' I m1 - should be an integer, and for single layer option Z' I 2m1 

should be an integer. 

A winding with an odd c,v has an even number of coils per phase per period. It means that it is 

repeated twice along the period with the opposite sign. It also means, the coils in a prime winding could 

be connected as two parallel paths. The total maximum number of parallel branches equals: 

0 max 
2·t=2·p=2·p. 

p' eN 

(C.28) 

A winding with an even eN has an odd number of coils per phase per period. It repeates only 

once in a period and only one parallel path could be done, i.e. all coils in a prime winding should be 

connected in series. The total maximum number of parallel branches equals: 

0 max t 
2·p 

2·p' 

2·p (C.29) 
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MMF Harmonics Generated by Concentrated Winding 

The integer windings with a tr/ mrphase belt angle generate MMF-harmonics only with 

number of periods, p, and higher, because an integer winding is repeated every two poles, and the 

number of winding periods equals to the number of pole pairs, t = p. The prime winding contains one 

pole pair only, and the number of prime windings equals to a number of periods, i.e. t p. Therefore, 

usually at the beginning the harmonics are counted from the fundamental harmonic, i.e. it is accepted 

that fundamental harmonic has a number v I. In this case, the number of harmonic periods (pole 

pairs) is calculated asp, vp. The v-th harmonic rotates with the speed/pi Pv ,[pi vp (where.!;, is a 

frequency of the fundamental harmonic), and the speed relative to the rotor is calculated by equation, 

[rps]: 

(C.30) 

where the rotor speed, nn is, [rps]: 

(C.31) 

p 

With such a definition of the harmonic number, the integer winding generates harmonics with 

the numbers: 

v = 2 · m1 • s ± 1 , (C.32) 

where s is any integer number including zero, ( +) for forward, and (-) for backward rotating 

harmonics. 

Using (C.30)-(C.32) one can obtain the speed of harmonic relatively to a rotor and the 

corresponding slip frequency: 

f f 2·m ·s· f 
nv _P_(V+l)=-_L(2·m

1
·s±l+l)= l P, 

(C.33) 

V·p V·p V·p 

J~ = nv · Pv = 2 · ml · S · fr · (C.34) 

The fractional windings can generate MMF-harmonics with a less number of periods than p. 

These harmonics are called subharmonics. The number of winding periods, t, depends on the term of 

fraction, eN, of the number of coils per pole and phase, as it is described above. 

A harmonic which has the lowest number and the largest pole pitch has the same period T 

2·1l'p' as a prime winding. It is convenient to assign to this harmonic a number v I. 

Then the fundamental harmonic will have a number: 

v = p 
p t 

I p. 
(C.35) 

It means that a harmonic number, v, equals to a number of pole pairs per period of the prime 

winding, T. So, a conce:ntrated winding generates subharmonics which numbers are: 
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1 :::; v < vP, fundamental harmonic, vP, and high order harmonics with numbers, v > vP. The numbers of 

harmonics depend on the denominator of the number of coils per pole and phase, eN. 

If eN is the odd number, then p' =eN, and the winding consists of even number of coils, and does 

not have an odd symmetry. Such a winding generates only odd harmonics with the following numbers: 

v = 2·m1 ·s ±eN= 2·m1 ·s ±p', (C.36) 

where sis an integer number including zero for which v > 0. The sign(+) relates to the forward, 

and(-) to the backward rotating harmonics. 

If eN is the even number, then p' =eN I 2, and the winding consists of odd number of coils, and 

so doesn't have an odd symmetry. Such a winding generates the even harmonics as well: 

eN I 

v = m1 • s ±-= m1 • s ± p , 
2 

(C.37) 

where s is any integer number including zero for which v > 0. The sign (+) relates to the 

forward, and (-) to the backward rotating harmonics. 

yields: 

Looking at (C.36) and (C.37) it is possible to derive some conclusions: 

1. Windings with even denominator eN generate much more additional harmonics; 

2. As a harmonic's MMF is inversely proportional to harmonics number it is better to have a 

higher number of p 1 (less number of periods t). However, it decreases a possible number of 

parallel branches- according to (C.28) and (C.29). 

Slip Frequency 

The slip frequency of the v-th harmonic could be calculated from the following equation: 

2·m ·s·f {' = 1 p 
lv · 

(C.38) 

eN 

By using (C.25) the equation (C.38) could be rewritten as the following: 

2·m ·s·f 
fv = 1 

, p; 
p 

- for windings with odd number eN: 
(C.39) 

- for windings with even number eN: 
m ·s·f 

fv = 1 
, p; 

p 

(C.40) 

Winding Coefficients 

The pitch factor kP for v-th harmonic is calculated by conventional equation [17]: 

. ( v Tr Y1 J k =Slll -·-·- . pv 1 2 p T1 

(C.41) 

Substituting the per unit coil pitch from (C.6) counting of (C.21)-(C.22) the equation (C.41) 
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. (V·Jr) kpv :;:::;sm Z, . 
(C.42) 

To calculate a distribution factor let us take a look at coils EMF phasor-diagram (Fig. C-2). 

A distribution factor in general case could be calculated by an equation [27]: 

. [v r·aliR+t): sm ----·-

k,, = p( 2 J' 
. V ai(R+I) 

r·sm ---
p' 2 

(C.43) 

where r is a number of EMF vectors in a phase belt, and a1R is an angle between EMF vectors 

(for the fundamental harmonic). 

If eN is an odd number, than the number of coils per period, N'c = 2·mtbN, is an even number

according to (C.27). The coils .. which EMF vectors occupy the belt [ Jr, 7C + 7C I mJ] should be connected 

counter to the coils which EMF-vectors occupy the belt [0, 7C I mJ]. So, if eN is odd number the number 

of EMF vectors shifted with respect to each other in the phase belt equals to bN. It means that in (C.43) 

(C.44) 

Fig. C-2: EMF Phasor diagram 
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An electrical angle 012 (for fundamental harmonic) between EMF vectors equals: 

2·1! 1l 
812 = =---

2·ml ·bN m1 ·bN 

(C.45) 

Substituting n = (R+ 1) the equation (C.l4) could be rewritten as follows: 

1l·C"~·R (C.46) 
= 

m1 ·bN 

The number R could be found from the following equation: 

(C.47) 

From (C.46) and (C.47) follows: 

(C.48) 

From (C.48}one can derive: 

R= (2m1 ·bN ·L+l)_ (C.49) 

eN 

In (C.48) and (C.49) Lis such a minimum integer number for which R is an integer. 

Substituting (C.44) and (C.46) into the equation (C.43) and using (C.25) for odd number eN = 

p', a fmal equation for distribution factor yields: 

sin(pv' r·a2J<R+J)) sin(-v __ bA_' 1l·cN ·RJ sin(v·R_!!_J 
p' 2 m1 ·bN 2m1 

_...;;_-:----7- = = --"--;-----'---;c-

r. sin[-v _a_I(R_+_I)) b sin( v 1l· c"~ . R) bN sin(-v_· R __ 1l_) 
p' 2 N p' 2m1 ·bN b"~ 2m1 

(C. 50) 

If CN is an even number, then the number of coils per period N'c mrbN is an odd number 

(C.27). The coils which EMF vectors occupy the belt [ 10 1r: + 1r: I mJ] must be connected counter to a 

coils which EMF vectors occupy the belt {0, 1r: I mJ]. Because the number of coils is an odd number, the 

EMF vectors of counter connected coils are situated between EMF vectors of the direct connected coils, 

and total number of EMF-vectors in the phase belt is bN. It means that in (C.43) 

(C.51) 

An electrical angle 812 (for fundamental harmonic) between EMF vectors will be the same as 

for odd number of c"~: 

2·7r 1l (C.52) 
----=---
2·m1 ·bN m1 ·bN 

Assuming n (R+ 1) the equation (C.l4) could be rewritten as follows: 

(C.53) 
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The number R could be found from the following equation: 

From (C.53) and (C.54) follows: 

From (C.55) one can derive: 

(2m1 ·bN ·L+l) 
R 

c N 

In (C. 55) and (C.56) Lis such a minimum an integer number for which R is an integer. 

It should be noted that the coil number (R + 1) is in a phase belt [ 1r, 1r + 1r I m J]. 
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(C. 54) 

(C.55) 

(C. 56) 

Substituting (C. 51) and (C. 53) into the equation (C.43) and using (C.25) for even number eN = 

2p ', a final equation for distribution factor yields: 

sin(-v _r_· a_I_:_<R_+: l J 
p' 2 

k d ::: --'--:----

v • ( v ai(R+n : r·sm ---'-
p' 2 

. ( V b,v [Jr·CN ·R ]J sm ---· +;r 
p' 2 m1 ·bN 

b . ( V [ 7l" ·eN · R ]; 
N sm --; · + 1r 

p ml·bN 

Winding factor of /h harmonic is: 

kwv = kpv ·kdv· 

(C. 57) 

(C.58) 
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Appendix D. Description of analytical electromagnetic design of PM 
synchronous machine with concentrated armature winding 

The surface-mounted non-salient and salient (inset type) PM machines with concentrated 

armature windings are considered. The internal and external rotor arrangements are taken into account. 

The differences in calculation of the parameters are shown. 

Basic input data: 

n - rotor base speed, [rpm]; 

A1 - armature electrical loading, [Aim]; 

hm- magnet height, [m]; 

J- airgap height, [m]; 

J,- armature current density, [A/mm2
]; 

11 - stator stack length, [m]; 

B, and Jlr - residual flux density and recoil permeability of the magnet, [T], [p.u.], 

respectively, 

D 1av- average airgap diameter, [m]; 

kt- net slot fill factor (without area of the wedge region); 

Bys, Bvr- flux densities in the stator and rotor yoke, [T], respectively; 

ksios - coefficient of a ratio of the iron and stray losses to total machine losses; 

k1 ;0 - coefficient that defines machine arrangement (for internal rotor k110 = 1; for outer 

(external) rotor kilo = -1 ); 

Pcu_or- copper resistivity at operating temperature, [Ohmm]; 

m 1 -number of the phases. 

Design variable data: 

p -number of pole pairs; 

q- number of slots per pole and phase; 

w1 - number of turns per coil; 

j31 - p.u. coil pitch; 

a- number of parallel branches; 

am- magnet span angle, [el. deg.] (Fig. D-2); 

hbs- thickness of a saturation bridge, [ m]; 

a'n-- q-rib angle reduction in p.u. ofthe pole pitch angle; 

Bbs- saturation level of the bridge, [T]; 

b_, 0 - slot opening width (Fig. D-1), [m]; 

hso- slot opening height, [m]; 
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hw - stator wedge height, [ m]; 

kbs_tz- slot width to slot pitch ratio; 

!add- additional length of the machine, [m]; 

r min - minimum radius of the end winding banding, [ m]; 

h -end winding hang length, [m]; 

kwt - saturation factor of the machine core; 

kAc!DC - armature AC/DC resistivity ratio. 

Back-iron 

o, 

Fig. D .. l: Stator geometry ofthe internal rotor machine 
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Fig. D-2: External rotor configuration: 
(a)~ SPM rotor; (b) -IPM rotor (inset type) 
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Basic geometry data 

Number of stator slots: 

Z=2pqm 1 , 

where m 1 number of phases. 

Number of armature coils for two-layer winding: 

Number of space periods: 

where GCD(Nc,p) the greatest common divisor for Nc and p. 

Rotor pole pitch, [m]: 

1r. (Diav kilo. o) 
Tr 

2p 

Stator bore diameter, [m]: 

DI =Diav+ki;o·o. 

Stator pole pitch, [ m]: 

Stator slot pitch at airgap level, [m]: 

;r·Dl 

z 
Slot width at airgap level (assuming opened stator slots), [m]: 
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(D.l) 

(D.2) 

(D.3) 

(D.4) 

(D.5) 

(D.6) 

(D.7) 

(D.8) 

Considering that one tooth tip of each tooth could be saturated slot opening width yields, [m]: 

(D.9) 

Notice that the tooth tip could be saturated should be observed by means of the finite element 

analysis at the rated load conditiOns. If an armature reaction flux is not very high the tooth tip would not 

be saturated and bso_eq would be equal to b.,·o· 

Stator tooth width, [m]: 

Stator slot pitch at coil top, [m]: 

Jr·(Dl +kuo ·2·(hw +hsJ) 

z 
Slot width at coil top, [m]: 

(D.l 0) 

(D.ll) 
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Armature current per slot could be defined as, [A] (rrns ): 

] s/ = AI . f z2 • 

Area of the slot that fulfilled by the coils, [m2
]: 

A'=~ 
s/ J ·k 

I I 

The following system of equations is satisfied: 

A's! = ~ · (bs2 + bsJ· he' 

7r·(D]+kl/O·(hw+hso+hJ)=b b 
Z s3 + tl' 

(D.l2) 

(D.l3) 

(D.l4) 

(D.l5) 

(D.l6) 

where he- coil height at the middle of the slot, [m]; bs3 - slot width at the bottom, [m]. 

In (D.l5) and (D.l6) all widths of the slot and tooth are parts of the arcs, but the area of slot is 

calculated as an area of a trapezium with straight bases. This is an assumption of the analytical method. 

By solving (D.l5) and (D.l6) in respect to bs3 the value of slot width at bottom is, [m]: 

where 

c = btl 2 - 2 . (2 . btl + 16 . 1r • k II 0 . A',,. ~ 

Average slot width is, [m]: 

Slot depth could be defined as, [ m]: 

A' 
h =-5

-
1 +h +h s b w so • 

av 

Average coil thickness is, [ m]: 

b =~ c av 
2 

Stator slot bottom diameter is, [m]: 

Pitch factor of the fundamental harmonic: 

(D.l7) 

(D.l8) 

(D.l9) 

(D.20) 

(D.21) 

(D.22) 

(D.23) 

(D.24) 
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(D.25) 

where Z' - number of stator slots per period of the fundamental harmonic. Z · could be defined 

as: 

Z' 
z (D.26) 

N per 

Let us say qN is a number of coils per pole and phase and could be expressed as the simplified 

fraction: 

(D.27) 

In accordance with Appendix C, a distribution factor of the fundamental harmonic is: 

if eN is an odd number then 

sin(R · __!!_) 
2·m1 

kd b . ( R rr ) ' 
N·sm -·--

bN 2·m1 

where R = (2. m1 . bN . L + 1) . 
' 

if eN is an even number then 

where R 

In (D.29) and (D.31) Lis such a minimum integer number for which R is an integer. 

Fundamental harmonic winding factor is: 

k,,:::: kp ·kd. 

Magnitude of the armature fundamental harmonic MMF could be defined as, [At]: 

J2 1 
-·A ·D ·k · 2 l ] \V p. 

Rotor parameters calculation 

IPM rotor with saturation bridge 

q-rib angle is, [ el.deg.] 

(D.28) 

(D.29) 

(D.30) 

(D.31) 

(D.32) 

(D.33) 
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arr =(180-aJ·(l-a~). 

Saturation bridge flux per one pole is [8] , [Wb]: 

<J> y = 2 'B bs • hbs .[1 • 

Magnet width at a level of 113 from the magnet bottom (Fig. D-2): 

k. ·(5+2·h ·(1-.!.)))· a, . 11 0 
m 3 2 p · 180 

Then the magnet average area could be defined as, [m2
]: 

Am Wm.[l. 

Magnet remanent flux is, [Wb]: 

(D.34) 

(D.35) 

(D.36) 

(D.37) 

(D.38) 

Effective magnet area, which accounts a leakage flux through the magnet walls, is, [m2
]: 

Effective permeance of the magnet could be defined as, [Wb/ A t]: 

A' 
pm = /Jo · /Jr · ~ · 

hm 

The airgap area per one pole is, [m2
]: 

A 
- Jr·a, ·DI .[I 

s-
2p·180 

The Carter's factor which accounts stator slots is: 

The airgap permeance per one pole yields, [Wb/ At]: 

Po= /Jo · 
koi ·5 

Magnetic potential of the pole face is, [At]: 

<1>,. -<1>1' 
ul = .. 

pm +Po 

No-load airgap peak flux density could be defined as, [T]: 

/Jo. UI 

klil ·5 

Airgap flux is, [Wb]: 

(D.39) 

(D.40) 

(D.41) 

(D.42) 

(D.43) 

(D.44) 

(D.45) 

(D.46) 
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Magnet flux leakage yields, [Wb]: 

(D.47) 

Magnet flux is, [Wb]: 

(D.48) 

Magnet pole leakage factor: 

(D.49) 

Overlap factor of the pole: 

(D.50) 
a = 0 180. 

SPM rotor or IPM rotor without saturation bridge 

No-load airgap peak nux density could be defined as, [T]: 

(D.51) 

where a=0.7 - 1 - magnet pole leakage factor, for the considered motor it is assumed that 

a=l; ag- overlap factor (D.50); k81 - Carter's factor (D.42). 

The formulas, which are written further, are true for all considered rotor types. 

Excitation field waveform factor is: 

Excitation flux waveform factor: 

Back -emf waveform factor: 

Equivalent airgap height, [m]: 

8+ hm. 

(D.52) 

(D.53) 

(D.54) 

(D.55) 

Notice that in case of an IPM machine (D.55) defines equivalent air gap along d-axis. 

Airgap peak flux density of the armature fundamental harmonic, [T]: 
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Bam = J.io · 
0 eq 
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(D.56) 

Assuming that the magnet flux and armature fundamental harmonic flux are algebraically (it is 

conservative assessment) summed in the stator and rotor back-iron, the height of those back-irons could 

be defined, respectively, as, [m]: 

(D.57) 

p·(Bs +BaJ (D.58) 

IT· Byr 

In (D.57) and (D.58) the back-iron depths are calculated only from an electromagnetic point of 

view, i.e. they are defined in such a way that the given (in basic input data) flux densities are reached. 

Additional investigation should be done in order to define minimum back-iron height for providing 

enough stator structural stiffness and strength. It could be implemented by means of a structural analysis 

of the machine. 

Using the same assumption about resultant flux superposition, which is made in (D.57) and 

(D.58), stator teeth peak flux density yields, [T]: 

B = (B, +B0 .)· 2 · p ·sin(;;.) 
zm 

(D.59) 

Rotor back-iron inner (or outer in case of the external rotor machine) diameter is, [m]: 

Drl =Diav -k110 ·(2·hm +2·hvr +2·hbs +o). (D.60) 

Rotor back-iron outer (or inner in case of the external rotor machine) diameter is, [m]: 

(D.61) 

Stator laminations' outer (or inner in case of the external rotor machine) diameter is, [m]: 

D0D = Dlav + ki!O · (3 + 2 · h51 + 2 · hJ. (D.62) 

The rotor rim thickness could be assumed, [m]: 

in case of internal rotor machine hrim = 0 

in case of external rotor machine: 

2 

Average radius of the end winding is, [m]: 

End winding overhang per one side, [m]: 

(D.63) 

(D.64) 
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Total machine length, [m]: 

/tot = /1 + 2 ·/ oh + hrim + /add · 

Average end winding length per one side, [ m]: 

Mean length of the turn of the armature winding, [ m]: 

/ MLT = 2 · (/ ew + !J 

Stator parameters calculation 

Fundamental frequency, [Hz]: 

p·n 
f=r;o· 

Number of series connected turns per armature phase: 

a 

Armature winding current (rms), [A]: 

I 
_Is/ ·a 

1- . 
2·w1 

rms value of the phase back-emf [8] , [V]: 

E 2n k f A 8 . ( 1r · am J 
q = J2 . w • • w1 . B 0 . 0 . 2 am . Sill ~ . 

Tr ·-
180 

Equivalent air gap along d-axis, [m]: 

for the SPM 

for the IPM 

Equivalent airgap along q-axis, [m]: 

for the SPM t5 =6 . 
eqq eq' 

for the IPM 

(D.65) 

(D.66) 

(D.67) 

(D.68) 

(D.69) 

(D.70) 

(D.71) 

(D.72) 

(D.73) 

(D.74) 

(D.75) 

(D.76) 
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The equivalent air gaps along d- and q-axes of the SPM design are considered to be the same. In 

(D.76) the assumption is made that saturation bridge along q-axis also is saturated. 

Calculation of the mutual reactances 

d-axis mutual reactance [27], [Ohm]: 
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(D.77) 

where Kc, = C,_ {~J 
(D.78) 

Cpd - so-called d-axis slot impact factor of the fundamental harmonic, which is calculated using 

a VBA programming, listing of which is given in Appendix F; vP- fundamental harmonic number. 

q-axis mutual reactance [27], [Ohm]: 

for the SPM 

for the IPM 4p +2·8 ( w )
2 

X =-0 ·m ·r ·p· f· · - 1 ·K 
aq TC 1 1 • k ·8 N Cq' 

sat eqq per 

where Kc, =C~ {~J 
Cpq - q-axis slot impact factor of the fundamental harmonic (Appendix F). 

Calculation of the differential leakage reactances 

Differential leakage reactance along d-axis [27], [Ohm]: 

4po 
X =-·m ·r ·p·f· odd '! I 

TC ( )

2 

+2·8. _3._ ·K 
Chd' 

8eqd N per 

where Kcw = ~[c. ( k; n 

(D.79) 

(D.80) 

(D.81) 

(D.82) 

(D.83) 

Cvd d-axis slot impact factor of the v-th harmonic (excluding fundamental harmonic) 

(Appendix F); v- harmonic number; kwv winding factor of the v-order harmonic (Appendix C). 

Differential leakage reactance along q-axis [27], [Ohm]: 

for the SPM xodq = xodd; 

for the IPM 

2 

4 Jlo /1 + 2 · 8 ( W 1 ) X crdq = -- . ml . rl . p . f . 8 . -:;:;-- . K Chq ' 

TC eqq lV per 

(D.84) 

(D.85) 

(D.86) 

Cvq q-axis slot impact factor of the v-th harmonic (excluding fundamental harmonic) 

(Appendix F). 
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Calculation of the end winding leakage reactance 

The end winding leakage reactance of a concentrated winding machine could be defined by the 

method which is described in the [28]. 

Coil width, [ m]: 

(D.87) 

Coil overhang at the ievel of the end winding centre line, [m]:: 

(D.88) 

Some coefficient: 

(D.89) 

Factor of the end winding leakage: 

( 
Yk J [ be av) [ Aew = kh · 0.6+0.8·-

1
- · I 1.4·--- · 1+0.55· 

oh_av Yk 

(D.90) 

End winding leakage reactance, [Ohm]: 

X = 2rr·" .L_. w 2 ·l ·A 
ot>w ro I oh av ew · 

(D.91) 

p·q -

Calculation of the slot leakage reactance 

Some supplementary coefficient: 

b C=0.25· so_eq 

(D.92) 

seq 
Teeth tip leakage factor: 

(D.93) 

Wedge leakage factor: 

(D.94) 

Coil zone leakage factor: 

A = hsl- hw . 
sc 3. b 

s2 

(D.95) 

Total slot leakage factor: 

(D.96) 
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Factor of the winding arrangement: 

karr = function(G,op,GboJ 
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(D.97) 

where G10p, Ghar - are the vectors of the winding arrangement. The algorithm of the calculation 

of the Grop, Gbor and karr is presented in Appendix G. 

Slot leakage reactance, [Ohm]: 

7r · Jlo W1 

[ )

2 

X =--·f·l ·k ·N · - ·/L as 2 1 arr per s · p·q 

Total leakage reactance along d-axis, [Ohm]: 

Xoo =Xood +X""w +Xas. 

Total leakage reactance along q-axis, [Ohm]: 

Xaq =Xooq +XOPW+Xas. 

Synchronous reactance along d-axis, [Ohm]: 

Xd =Xad +Xoo. 

Synchronous reactance along q-axis, [Ohm]: 

Xq =Xaq +Xm;. 

Saliency ratio: 

Armature winding phase resistance, [Ohm]: 

2·w 
RJ = k AC I DC • p Cu OT ·l MLT • wl . A, . k I . 

st I a 

(D.98) 

(D.99) 

(D.lOO) 

(D.lOl) 

(D.102) 

(D.103) 

(D.104) 

Armature current angle, which is defined as the angle by which the stator current leads the q

axis [8]: 

for the SPM r = 0 ; 

for the IPM 

d-axis component of the armature phase current (rms), [A]: 

11d = -11 • sin(r). 

q-axis component of the armature phase current (rms), [A]: 

(D.105) 

(D.106) 
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I 1q = I 1 • cos(r ). 

d-axis component of the phase voltage (rms), [V]: 

V1d = R1 ·I d -X q ·I". 

q-axis component of the phase voltage (rms), [V]: 

~q =Eq +R1 ·Iq +Xd ·ld. 

Phase voltage (rms), [V]: 

~ =~~~ + ~~. 
Power factor angle (angle between phase voltage and current): 

rp = +arctg[ vld J -r . 
vlq 

In (D.lll) sign(-) is used then Vq::::O; otherwise-(+). 

Motor output power, [W]: 

Armature winding joule losses, [W]: 

Pcu = ml . 1]2 . Rl . 

Total motor losses (excluding all mechanical and cooling losses), [W]: 

f.,p = Pcu · (1 + k,/os) · 

Iron and stray motor losses, [W]: 

P;,. = f.,p · k slos · 

Motor input power, [W]: 
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(D.107) 

(D.l08) 

(D.l09) 

(D.llO) 

(D.lll) 

(D.ll2) 

(D.ll3) 

(D.ll4) 

(D.ll5) 

(D.ll6) 

Using the assumption, which has been made in (D.ll4), electromagnetic (air gap) power of the 

motor, [W]: 

Electromagnetic torque, [Nm]: 
60·P T = em 

em 2tr. n 

Motor efficiency: 

Inverter utilization factor: 

17 PF = 17 . COS ({J . 

(D.ll7) 

(D.ll8) 

(D.ll9) 

(D.l20) 
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Calculation of the weights of the motor active parts 

Parameters: 

Ycu armature winding copper density; 

YFe steel density of the stator and rotor cores; 

Ym - permanent magnet density; 

k, - stack factor of the stator and rotor cores; 

Stator teeth weight, [kg]: 

ws/ = z {btl. h, + ~ ·(bs) -bsJ· (hso + hJ}z ·I,. YFe ·ks. 

Stator back-iron weight, [kg]: 

Stator total laminations' weight, [kg]: 

Wsi = W,t + W,.v . 

Armature winding copper weight, [kg]: 

wcu = A;/ . kr ·I MLT • z . r Cu . 

Rotor length, [m]: 

!2 II. 

Rotor laminations' weight, [kg]: 

;r ·ID?2 D?~! 
Wrl = 

2 
·/2 . Y Fe • k, · 

Magnets weight, [kg]: 

w =am ·7: ·h ·2·p·l ·r . 
rm lSO r m 2 m 

Total stator weight, [kg]: 

Total rotor weight, [kg]: 

Total motor active weight, [kg]: 

Wa =Ws +Wr. 

(D.l21) 

(D.l22) 

(D.123) 

(D.l24) 

(D.l25) 

(D.l26) 

(D.l27) 

(D.l28) 

(D.l29) 

(D.130) 
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Motor specific quantities 

Airgap area, [ m2
]: 

Aag = ;rr • Dlav ·fl · (D.l31) 

Shear stress, [Pa]: 

2·Tem 
(J =--.:::::.._-

ag D ·A 
lav ag 

(D.l32) 

Active specific weight, [kg/kW]: 

(D.133) 

Checking the magnet protection against inversely demagnetization 
(it is valid only for the SPM) at symmetrical 3-phase short circuit 
conditions 

Parameter: 

Bm_min- minimal flux density in the permanent magnet that could be achieved without a risk 

of the demagnetization, T. 

Low limit of the demagnetization coefficient [33]: 

(D.l34) 

kdem min 

Demagnetization coefficient in fact: 

(D.135) 

If kdem?. kdem_min, then the magnets are not be inversely demagnetized. 

Assessment of the field-weakening performance 

It is considered the field-weakening operation with limited inverter V A-capability when at 

CPSR phase voltage of the motor is constant, and rms value and angle of the phase current are variables 

[6], [7]. 
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Parameters calculation 

Armature winding d-axis reactance, [p.u.]: 

X
• _xd-11 
d-

~ 

Phase back-emf, [p.u.]: 

Eq 
E=o V, 

1 

Base angular rotor speed, [lis]: 

27r · n 
{J) = -~---

1 60 . 

Base angular rotor speed, [p.u.]: 

(JJ1. = 1. 
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(D.l36) 

(D.l37) 

(D.l38) 

(D.l39) 

Minimum angular rotor speed of the CPSR, [p.u.]: 

* {J) -2 -

.E 
oo, if---+ > 1 

xd 

1 . E0 < -;=====--,if-. _1 

J~(~;)' x; x, 

(D.l40) 

It should be noted that in (D.l40) the ideal CPSR is not reachable if Eo > X/, but field

weakening performance with near constant power could be obtained. 

Armature phase current at field-weakening point, [p.u.]: 

1 FW 
* 1 11 =--, 

11 

(D.l41) 

where I/w- armature phase current at FW point, [A] (rms). 

Field-weakening performance calculation 

A flow-chart of the algorithm of the FW performance calculation is shown in Fig. D-3. The 

algorithm is a linear optimization with one target function VI·, which is p.u. phase voltage at FW point, 

and one variable y, which is corresponding armature current angle. During a cycle process for the given 

rotor speed a/ (p.u. rotor speed at FW point) the current angle yis selected to keep phase voltage, VI·, 

equal to unity. A tolerance, &, of the phase voltage definition is predefined variable. 

As an example in Fig. D-3 the FW performance curves are shown. 
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Next a/ 

Llt21 • - discretization step 

Fig. D-3: Flow-chart of the FW performance calculation 
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Fig. D-4: The FW performance curves 
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Appendix E. Description of analytical electromagnetic design of PM 
synchronous machine with distributed armature winding 

The surface-mounted non-salient and salient (inset type) PM machines with distributed 

armature windings are considered. The internal and external rotor arrangements are taken into account. 

The differences in calculation of the parameters are shown. 

Basic input data: 

n- rotor base speed, [rpm]; 

A1 - armature electrical loading, [A/m]; 

hm- magnet height, [m]; 

8- airgap height, [ m]; 

J1 - armature current density, [A/mm2
]; 

11 - stator stack length, [m]; 

Br and f-lr - residual flux density and recoil permeability of the magnet, [T], [p.u.], 

respectively, 

D1av- average airgap diameter, [m]; 

k1 - net slot fill factor (without area of the wedge region); 

Bys, Byr- flux densities in the stator and rotor yoke, [T], respectively; 

kstos- coefficient of a ratio of the iron and stray losses to total machine losses; 

k1 10 - coefficient that defines machine arrangement (for internal rotor k110 = 1; for outer 

(external) rotor k1 10 = -1); 

Pcu_or -copper resistivity at operating temperature, [Ohm-m]; 

m 1 -number of the phases. 

Design variable data: 

p- number of pole pairs; 

q - number of slots per pole and phase; 

w1 - number of turns per coil; 

f31 - p.u. coil pitch; 

a- number of parallel branches; 

am- magnet span angle, [el. deg.] (Fig. D-2); 

hbs- thickness of a saturation bridge, [ m]; 

a'rr- q-rib angle reduction in p.u. of the pole pitch angle; 

B bs - saturation level of the bridge, [T]; 

bso- slot opening width (Fig. D-1), [m]; 

hw - slot opening height, [ m]; 
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hw- stator wedge height, [m]; 

kbs_tz- slot width to slot pitch ratio; 

ladd- additional length of the machine, [m]; 

rmin- minimum radius of the end winding banding, [m]; 

h - end winding hang length, [ m]; 

ksat - saturation factor of the machine core; 

kAc!DC - armature AC/DC resistivity ratio. 

Back-iron 

Slot 
Tooth 

Dslbot 

Doo 

Fig. E-1: Stator geometry of the internal rotor machine 

The rotors of the machines with the distributed armature windings are the same as for the 

machines with the concentrated armature windings. The rotor geoemtries are shown in Fig. D-2. 

Basic geometry data 

Number of stator slots: 

Z =2pqm1 , (E.l) 

where m1 - number of phases. 

Rotor pole pitch, [ m]: 
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Stator bore diameter, [m]: 

Dl =Dlav +kilO .J. 

Stator slot pitch at airgap level, [ m ]: 

tr·D 
t =--~ 

zl Z 

Slot width at airgap level (assuming opened stator slots) , [ m]: 
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(E.2) 

(E.3) 

(E.4) 

(E.5) 

Considering that one tooth tip of each tooth could be saturated slot opening width yields, [ m]: 

b = bso + bsl 
so _eq 

2 
(E.6) 

Notice that the tooth tip could be saturated should be observed by means of the finite element 

analysis at the rated load conditions. If an armature reaction flux is not very high the tooth tip would not 

be saturated and hso_eq would be equal to bsa· 

Stator tooth width, [m]: 

(E.7) 

Stator slot pitch at coil top, [m]: 

!_
2 

= !r·(Dl +k110 ·2·(hw +hsJ). 
. z (E.8) 

Slot width at coil top, [ m]: 

(E.9) 

Armature current per slot could be defined as, [A] (rms): 

Js/=Al·lz2· (E.lO) 

Area of the slot that fulfilled by the coils, [m2
]: 

A'=~ 
sl J ·k 

1 l 
(E.ll) 

The following system of equations is satisfied: 

(E.l2) 

(E.13) 

where he- coil height at the middle of the slot, [m]; b53 - slot width at the bottom, [m]. 

In (E.12) and (E.13) all widths of the slot and tooth are parts of the arcs, but the area of slot is 

calculated as an area of a trapezium with straight bases. This is an assumption of the analytical method. 

By solving (E.l2) and (E.13) in respect to bs3 the value of slot width at bottom is, [m]: 
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b,.3 (E.14) 

where 

(E. IS) 

(E.l6) 

C=b/ -2·t=2 ·h11 +16·;r·k110 ·A',,·~ (E.17) 

Average slot width [ m]: 

1 
bav l·(b,2 +bs3). (E.18) 

Slot depth could be defined as, [m]: 

h A's! h h 
s =b+ w+ so' 

av 
(E.l9) 

Average coil thickness is, [ m]: 

(E.20) 

Stator slot bottom diameter is, [m]: 

Ds/bot = Dl + kl/0 · h,. · (E.21) 

Pitch factor of the fundamental harmonic: 

(E.22) 

Distribution factor of the fundamental harmonic: 

sin(_!!_] 
2m1 

(E.23) 

Fundamental harmonic winding factor is: 

kw=kp·kd. (E.24) 

Magnitude of the armature fundamental harmonic MMF could be defined as, [At]: 

J2 1 
F =-·A ·D ·k · am 2 J l w p. (E.25) 
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Rotor parameters calculation 

IPM rotor with saturation bridge 

q-rib angle is, [el.deg.]: 

a =(180-a )·(1--a') rr m rr · 

Saturation bridge flux per one pole is [8], [Wb]: 

<l> y = 2 · Bbs · hbs .fl · 

Magnet width at a level of 113 from the magnet bottom (Fig. D-2): 

W = 7r · (D -k · [6 + 2 · h . (1 -.!.J)J. am . 
m lav II 0 m 3 ) 2 p . 180 

Then the magnet average area could be defined as, [m2
): 

Magnet remanent flux 1s, [Wb]: 
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(E.26) 

(E.27) 

(E.28) 

(E.29) 

(E.30) 

Effective magnet area, which accounts a leakage flux through the magnet walls, is, [m2
]: 

<l> =B ·A . r r m (E.31) 

Effective magnet area, which accounts a leakage flux through the magnet walls, is, [m2
]: 

Effective permeance of the magnet could be defined as, [Wb/ A t]: 

A' p - m 
m - f.lo · f.lr · hm · 

The airgap area per one pole is, [m2
]: 

A - tr . am . Dl ·I~ 
5-

2p ·180 

The Carter's factor which accounts stator slots is: 

The airgap permeance per one pole yields, [Wb/ At]: 

As 
Ps = f.lo ·-- · 

k51 ·6 

Magnetic potential of the pole face is, [A t]: 

(E.32) 

(E.33) 

(E.34) 

(E.35) 

(E.36) 
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<l>r -<l>v 
ul = - -

pm +Ps 

No-load airgap peak flux density could be defined as, [T]: 

B _ f-Lo · ul 
s-

ksl ·5 

Airgap flux is, [Wb]: 

<I> s = B s ·As· 

Magnet flux leakage yields, [Wb ]: 

Magnet flux is, [Wb]: 

Magnet pole leakage factor: 

<l>s (j=--
<I>m 

Overlap factor of the pole: 

a 
a =-m 

s 180. 

SPM rotor or IPM rotor without saturation bridge 

No-load airgap peak flux density could be defined as, [T]: 

B 
_ 2Br 

s- ' 180 ·a" 2 f-L t5 · k "l 1 + u + __ r ---=u-'-

am·(j hm 

(E.37) 

(E.38) 

(E.39) 

(E.40) 

(E.41) 

(E.42) 

(E.43) 

(E.44) 

where o=O. 7 - 1 - magnet pole leakage factor, for the considered motor it was assumed that 

a=l; as- overlap factor (E.43); ks1 - Carter's factor (E.35). 

The formulas, which are written further, are true for all considered rotor types. 

Excitation field waveform factor is: 

Excitation flux waveform factor: 

Back-emf waveform factor: 

(E.45) 

(E.46) 
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Equivalent airgap height, [m]: 

6 = 6 + hm. 
eq 

J.lr 

Notice that in case of an IPM machine (E.48) defines equivalent air gap along d-axis. 

Airgap peak flux density of the armature fundamental harmonic, [T]: 

Fam 
Bam = J.lo · -- · 

6eq 
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(E.47) 

(E.48) 

(E.49) 

Assuming that the magnet flux and armature fundamental harmonic flux are algebraically (it is 

conservative assessment) summed in the stator and rotor back-iron, the height of those back-irons could 

be defined, respectively, as, [ml: 

Heights of the stator and rotor back-iron, respectively, [m]: 

(E. 50) 

(E.51) 

In (E.50) and (E.51) the back-iron depths are calculated only from an electromagnetic point of 

view, i.e. they are defined in such a way that the given (in basic input data) flux densities are reached. 

Additional investigation should be done in order to define minimum back-iron height for providing 

enough stator structural stiffness and strength. It could be implemented by means of a structural analysis 

of the machine. 

Stator teeth peak flux density, [T]: 

(E. 52) 

Rotor back-iron inner (or outer in case of the external rotor machine) diameter is, [ m]: 

D,.1 =Dlav -kl/0 ·(2·hm +2·hyr +2·hbs +6). (E. 53) 

Rotor back-iron outer (or inner in case of the external rotor machine) diameter is, [ m]: 

D,-2 =D,.] +kilO ·2·hyr· (E. 54) 

Stator laminations' outer (or inner in case of the external rotor machine) diameter is, [ m]: 

DoD = Dlav + kuo . (c> + 2. hsl + 2. hvJ (E.55) 

The rotor rim thickness could be assumed, [ m]: 

in case of internal rotor machine h,.;m = 0 

in case of external rotor machine: 
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Average radius of the end winding is, [m]: 

End winding overhang per one side is expressed as [24], [m]: 

l = l K . Jr. (Dl + h.}. fJ 
oh h + 1 2p 1' 

(E.56) 

(E. 57) 

(E.58) 

where K1 - coefficient of the end winding overhang, which is dependent on a number of pole 

pairs, as given in Table 16. 

Total machine length, [m]: 

(E.59) 

Average end winding length per one side, [m): 

(E.60) 

where Kew- coefficient of the end winding overhang, which is dependent on a number of pole 

pairs, as given in Table 35. 

Table 35: End winding length coefficient, Kew 

Armature coils 
Number of pole 

End windings are 
pmrsp 

uninsulated 

I 1.2 

2 1.3 

3 1.4 

2:4 1.5 

Mean length of the tum of the armature winding, [m]: 

21 + K . Jr . (Dl + h, ) . fJ 
h ew 2p I' 

End windings are 

insulated by the tape 

1.45 

1.55 

1.75 

1.9 

(E.61) 
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Stator parameters calculation 

Fundamental frequency, [Hz]: 

p·n 
f=(j), 

Number of series connected turns per armature phase: 

2·p·q·w1 

WI= ' 
a 

Armature winding cmTent (rms), [A]: 

I ·a I =-s_l_ 
1 2·w ' 

t 

rms value ofthe phase back-emf[8], [V]: 

E = 2;r · k · f · w · B ·A · 
8 

· sin(;r. am) 
q '2 w 

1 5 5 a 360 ' -.J L 7r 2 • _____!!!_ 

180 

Equivalent air gap along d-axis, [m]: 

for the SPM 

for the IPM 

Equivalent airgap along q-axis, [m]: 

for the SPM 

for the IPM 

(E.62) 

(E.63) 

(E.64) 

(E.65) 

(E.66) 

(E.67) 

(E.68) 

(E.69) 
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The equivalent air gaps along d- and q-axes of the SPM design are considered to be the same. 

In (E.69) the assumption is made that saturation bridge along q-axis also is saturated. 

Calculation of the mutual reactances 

d-axis mutual reactance [27], [Ohm]: 

4,LJ0 / 1 +2·5 W 1 ( J
2 

X =-·m ·r ·p·f· · - ·K ad I I s: Cd' 
1r ksat · Ueqd P 

where Ked= C d ·(~w]
2

, 
p l! 

p 

(E.70) 

(E.71) 

Cpd- so-called d-axis slot impact factor of the fundamental harmonic, which is calculated using 

a VBA programming, listing of which is given in the Appendix F; vP- fundamental harmonic number. 

For distributed winding machine vp=l. 

q-axis mutual reactance [27], [Ohm]: 
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for the SPM Xaq =Xad' (E.72) 

for the IPM 

0 

4 )10 / 1 + 2 · 0 [ w1 J-X =-·m ·r ·p·f· · - ·K aq I I k s; Cq' 
1r sat · Ueqq P 

(E.73) 

whc'c Kc, =CN (~J (E.74) 

Cpq - q-axis slot impact factor of the fundamental harmonic (Appendix F). 

Calculation of the differential leakage reactances 

Differential leakage reactance along d-axis [27], [Ohm]: 

(E.75) 

(E.76) 

Cvd - d-axis slot impact factor of the v-order harmonic (excluding fundamental harmonic) 

(Appendix F); v - harmonic number; kwv - winding factor of v-th harmonic, which are defined by 

(E.81). 

For distributed windings the harmonic composition of armature MMF is defined as follows: 

v = ±(2 · i · m1 ± 1), (E.77) 

where sign (±) in both cases means rotation direction of v1
h harmonic of the MMF: (+) -

forward-rotating (the same direction with the rotor) harmonics; (-) - backward-rotating (opposite 

direction) ones; i=O, 1, ... , v,/2- integer number; vm- number of the highest considered harmonic. In 

many cases it is enough to observe harmonics, which are not higher than third teeth harmonic [ 18]: 

3Z 
V3z =-+1. (E.78) 

p 

Pitch factor of v1
h harmonic: 

(E.79) 

Distribution factor of v1
h harmonic: 

. [ VTr: sm --
2m1 

kdv = . [ VTr J . 
q·sm --

2m1q 

(E.80) 

Winding factor of v1
h harmonic: 
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(E.81) 

Differential leakage reactance along q-axis [27], [Ohm]: 

-for the SPM Xadq ==Xood' (E.82) 

-for the IPM (E.83) 

(E.84) 

Cvq - q-axis slot impact factor of the v-th harmonic (excluding fundamental harmonic) 

(Appendix F). 

Calculation of the end winding leakage reactance 

The end winding leakage reactance of a distributed winding machine could be defined by the 

method which is described in the [35]. 

Factor of the end winding leakage: 

End winding leakage reactance, [Ohm]: 

X = 4f.1 m f (w1k~A 
ot?W 0 I £-'W • 

p 

Calculation of the slot leakage reactance 

Slot leakage factor: 

1 = hs - (hw + h,J. k [~ 3hw J. k' 
As fJ + + fJ' 

3bs2 bw_eq bs2 + 2bso_eq 

where 

k~ = 0.25(1 + 3,81)' 

k~ = 0.25(1 + 3k~ ). 

Slot leakage reactance, [Ohm]: 

2 

X as = 4trf.10f .25..._ 11 A,. . 
pq 

(E.85) 

(E.86) 

(E.87) 

(E.88) 

(E.89) 

(E.90) 
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axis [8]: 
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Total leakage reactance along d-axis, [Ohm]: 

X <Jd = X odd + X mcw + X (JS • (E.91) 

Total leakage reactance along q-axis, [Ohm]: 

X"'~ =X<Jdq +X""" +X"'. (E.92) 

Synchronous reactance along d-axis, [Ohm]: 

Xd =X ad +X <Jd. (E.93) 

Synchronous reactance along q-axis, [Ohm]: 

X9 =Xa9 +X"'~, (E.94) 

Saliency ratio: 

(E.95) 

Armature winding phase resistance, [Ohm]: 

2· 
Rt =kACIDC 'Pcu OT ·fMLT ·Wl ·A' ·k . 

sf f a 
(E.96) 

Armature current angle, which is defined as the angle by which the stator current leads the q-

for the SPM r=O, 

for the IPM 

d-axis component of the armature phase current (rms), [A]: 

I 1d = -/1 • sin(r). 

q-axis component of the armature phase current (rms), [A]: 

/ 19 = / 1 ·cos(r). 

d-axis component of the phase voltage (rms), [V]: 

~d =Rt ·fd -Xq ·19 . 

q-axis component of the phase voltage (rms), [V]: 

~9 =£9 +R1 ·/9 
+Xd ·fd. 

(E.97) 

(E.98) 

(E.99) 

(E.lOO) 

(E.lOl) 

(E.l02) 
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Phase voltage (rms), [V]: 

vi = ~~~ + v~~ . 
Power factor angle (angle between phase voltage and current): 

cp +arctg( ~d ] y . 
~q 

In (E.104) sign(-) is used then Vq:;:O; otherwise-(+). 

Motor output power, [W]: 

Armature winding joule losses, [W]: 

Pcu = ml ·/1
2 

·Rl. 

Total motor losses (excluding all mechanical and cooling losses) , [W]: 

!::J>=Pcu ·(l+kslos). 

Iron and stray motor losses, [W]: 

Motor input power, [W]: 

~n = pout + P.:n · 
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(E.l03) 

(E.l04) 

(E. lOS) 

106) 

(E.l07) 

(E.l 08) 

(E.l09) 

Using the assumption, which has been made in (D.l14), electromagnetic (air gap) power of the 

motor, [W]: 

Electromagnetic torque, [Nm]: 

60· 
Tem = _ __:;;.~ 

21l' · n 

Motor efficiency: 

Inverter utilization factor: 

1J PF 1J • COS (/J. 

Calculation of the weights of the motor active parts 

Parameters: 

Ycu- armature winding copper density; 

YFc -- steel density of the stator and rotor cores; 

Ym permanent magnet density; 

(E.llO) 

(E.lll) 

(E.ll2) 

(E.l13) 
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ks - stack factor of the stator and rotor cores; 

Stator teeth weight, [kg]: 

w = z . (b . h + .!.. . (b - b ) . (h + h )) . z .f . r . k . st tl s 
2 

s1 so so w 1 Fe s 

Stator back-iron weight, [kg]: 

Jr ·IDan 2 - (Ds,bat + kuo . h_vJ21 
Wsy = 4 .fl . r Fe . k s . 

Stator total laminations weight, [kg]: 

Armature winding copper weight, [kg]: 

A' 
Wcu = __sl__ 0 k I ·I MLT 0 z 0 r Cu 0 

2 

Rotor length, [m]: 

12 = ']· 
Rotor laminations weight, [kg]: 

Jr·ID;2 -D:~I 
wrl = .f2 ° YFe ·ks 0 

2 

Magnets weight, [kg]: 

w = am 0 r 0 h 0 2 0 p ·I 0 r 0 

rm 180 r m 2 m 

Total stator weight, [kg]: 

Total rotor weight, [kg]: 

Total motor active weight, [kg]: 

Wa = Ws +Wr. 

Motor specific quantities 

Air gap area, [ m2
]: 

Shear stress, [Pa]: 

2·Tem 
(Jag = 

D ·A lav ag 

Active specific weight, [kg/kW]: 

(E.ll4) 

(E.ll5) 

(E.ll6) 

(E.ll7) 

(E.ll8) 

(E.ll9) 

(E.l20) 

(E.l21) 

(E.l22) 

(E.l23) 

(E.l24) 

(E.l25) 
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w a (E.l26) 

Checking the magnet protection against inversely demagnetization 
(it is valid only for the SPM} at symmetrical 3-phase short circuit 
conditions 

Parameter: 

Bm_min minimal flux density in the permanent magnet that could be achieved without a risk of 

the demagnetization, T. 

Low limit of the demagnetization coefficient [33]: 

kdem_ min 

Demagnetization coefficient in fact: 

k =Xo-d 
dem X 

ad 

If kdem?:. kdem_min, then the magnets are not be inversely demagnetized. 

Assessment of the field-weakening performance 

(E.127) 

(E.128) 

The algorithm of the field-weakening assessment of the distributed winding machine 1s 

identical to the given one in Appendix D. 
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Appendix F. Slot impact factors calculation method (VBA-code 
listing. File: 'Cv Calculation VBA-code.xls') 

-·-·-··-····-·-·- -·-· ······ -·· Cornp_ Cv --·-·-·-·-
1 CalC"1J.lat i=:(!i. of t.he c:oEff ic ients c-.; r}rhlch accou:r.tt 2lot nnpact. 
1 on harnonics of the air gz ... p flux d~nsit-~; at single z.tlotted c::ore 

Input d"'lc,a: 
1 Lrunbd<5. - a "._.rector of relat i·o.,.re s:pe=::'ifie perr::1eance5 (R3P) 

for the n)agnet ie field Df t.he to=Jt h cc::r~t cu.r (::may be prepared 
b7 rr1eans of mcdule Bet.ta Tc:~ ~ar-ray .slze: [21!NL::ur~:da+1J :: 

1 NL::unbda - a nmnber of dcuble int.ervals ('{=Jt-nch ln general case s.re not equal) 
o:t a se~;~:r::1ent div·isions on "£oJhlch the RSP-fu.ncticn is g::?·en. 

Each dcuble interval is de-:lided on t.1!Jo equal inte:cva..:..a. Thuc, t.he: F.SF-func::tion 
is IJ'i ven tor (:: 1:NLarrlbda+1) po int:.s. 

! Kat - a ntufil'Jt::r tJf dlffe.re:nt .. scepa of the: dcnll:..lle intervals (?.:he equal steJ:::~, 

:.\rhlt.:.::b Ei.J.:t:: fr.Jllc1,!inQ n'Jt..:. in a ro~.<J, ar-e differe:rtt) 
~ Nst., ::~t - ".rect.DLS r;r:th diwension K3t .. The eler:'lent. rJST (I) is equal t.o a nun'iber cf the 

in:.::.ervals lJhict... are foll=:)t~nng in a rcq~: &nd rJrhich hs.-.. n= ::::he ,s.:une step ~3t. (i) 
Yc: 1 a coord:nate u;. respect tCJ contour 6.X i~, TJJhich 13 equal t.o the Le.uubd;::-,. ( 1) 

posse3s t.b.e.: value: 1 if the cont.our is .: .. 3~1!r.rnetr 1c:z..l one; 
2 - if t .. he contou.r 1s synu:netr1cal one. In case of the :=:-snnrnetrical cor .. tour 
::::.he RSP-funct.ion is calculat.ed only on the segment [Yc1'" 0], 
2n case. of th.e aej"ml:netri::::-51 one - [""~"'cl" ''fc-2] l l:il"hlC'h is related. to tt.e interval 
~There wa1;rne:t 1c- field of t.he contour is present. .At. t.he saJ:ne time t t.e fo llo"t,Jin=;r express l~:Jn 
should e sat J..Ef ied: 
Larrd:-n:ia ::Yc: 1.) =Laml:=cla ( 1) =CJ; L~~rrlbdR C'":tc2:) =LatrlJda (2 7.NI..a:rrbda+J) =D. 

1 f.lag_v - ~ fJ.Rg: .TRUE.- t,he ea.l=::~ul.s.t.io·n u::.J . .l be dcne for t.he ha!::-:tr1Dn:Lr::s: N"..,-(1.) 1 HV(2) 1 •• • ~N ... _,~(J.,"':"",.l) 
,fALSE.- for the harmon1c5: \'1 1 -;/1+1, .... ,vl+J.:::l-1 

1 ~,.71 - a nu.rnber of the 1st obser:-·.ted harwonlc (f:lag_ .... r = .FAL::JE.) 
1 N·v - a. \tect.:Jr of the harmoni=:; n:..rrdJers ::tlaq_·v = • TRUE.) 

! k"'l 

~ el 

the si=e [>:v] 

- t.o'!".:al n·;..mfl:::.:er c=f th~ c.t.bser:··li:tlg· !J.ar:n1onic:.:::: 

- ct coefficieht that 1s ~qual ~o PI=t~/T, ~here: PI=3.14159:7; 
!_:.z - slot pitch fa.:.:.~t.r.:n:·; T - :.:.he spettial :t::.=er-iod of t:be pr:llflt::-uindir.._r,;r, lJJhich is 

l.:"e lB.tecl. tc t.he harn=Unlc r~rit.ll nun1ber ~v· = 1 

! NCTE: Lhe coordinate Ycl fl.nd ,::tep;:: St. ( l) L..:. being def1ned. in p::·r un1.t. sy3tern 
The base is tz/2=1. 

Out.p1.1.t da::::a: 
C"" .. tRe.al a ··;,;•e;-:-:r,or cf re&..l nutr:k'J•:::t:s ="Jf ;:.he c:omp 1.ex coeffic:ients Cv 

for the gj.ve~ harmonics 
! (~.,tltL18.9 - -~ <:,rector Of ilil&~nn-:::ry l'.i.\."Ut"ibet"S Df the CDmp lex coeff ic ient:.S ("._r 

fer the t;Jiven harwonic:s. lt. is not calculated for the BS>"'rrG:net.rie::al contour 

Ret:.u:-n =~cd.es: U - the funct.l.C.ill par-~meters are correct; 

- '!'."h".'.' errc~r:=: in T<T:'Jr~:.;.ng ~.l·ec:to-t:s a.llc~t=:ftr: ion: 
if Ns'!",.:. f 1) +N9t. ~2~ + ... +Nm::. (Kst.3 < NL::unbda; 

3 - :.f LaJJ"lbd.a ( :) #C. 

4 - if J~s is Let equal to 1 or 2; 

If return code lS no~ equal to C, Cv ~~ nc~ calculated 

Public Function Comp Cv(Lambda() As Double, NLambda As Long, Kst As Long, 
Nst() As Long, St() As Double, Ycl As Double, 

Dim dYi As Double 

Jcs As Long, vl As Long, kv As Long, Nv () As Long, 
el As Double, CvReal() As Double, Cvimag() As Double, 
flag_v As Boolean) As Integer 

Dim Al() As Double, Bl() As Double 

IJim Yi As Double, Step As Double, Ai As Double, Bi As Double 
Dim argl As Double, arg2 As Double, arg3 As Double 
Dim fl As Double, f2 As Double, f3 As Double, Ev As Double 
Dim rl As Double, r2 As Double, r3 As Double, Ael As Double, Bel As Double 
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Dim i As Lon~:r, j As Lon~:r, i2 As Lon<;~, v As Lon<;~, inst As Lang, Jst As Long 

Comp_Cv ~ 0 
1 
----- Check: ir ... put. dat-a 

inst ~ 0 
For i 1 To Kst 

inst = inst + Nst(i) 
Next i 

If NLambda > inst Then 
Comp_Cv = 2 
Ex~t Function 

End If 

If Lambda(1) <> 0# Then 
Comp_Cv = 3 
Exit Function 

End If 

If Jcs <> 1 And Jcs <> 2 ~hen 
Comp_Cv 'I 
E><it Function 

End If 

If Jcs 1 And Lambda(2 T NLambda + 1) <> 0# Then 

Comp_Cv = S 
Exit Functlon 

End If 

ReDlm A1(1 To NLambda), Bl.;l To NLambda) 

dYi = Yc1 
inst Nst (l) 

Step= St(l) 
Jst 1 

For i = 1 Tc NLambda 
If i > inst Then 

Jst = Jst + 1 

Step St(Jst) 
inst = inst + Nst (Jst) 

End If 

dYi = dYi + Step 
Yi 
i2 
fl 
f2 
f3 
Ai 
Al ( i) 

Bl (i) 

Ne><t i 

For j 

If 

dYi 
2 .. i 

Lambda( i2 - l) 
Lambda(i2) 
Lambda(~2 + 1) 
2# "' (fl 2# • f2 + f3) I (Step • Step) 

Ai 
(f3 - fl) I Step - Ai .. (2# "' Yi - Step) 

Then 

v vl + j 

End If 
l 

Ev = el . v 
rl = 2# I Ev 
dYi = Ycl 
1nst Nst (l) 
Step St (1) 
Jst l 
Ael 0# 
Bel 0# 

For i = l To NLambda 
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If (i > inst) Then 
Jst = Jst + 1 
inst inst + Nst(Jst) 
Step= St(Jst) 

End If 

dYi = dYi + Step 
Yi dYi 
Ai = Al (i) 
Bi = 2# ~ Ai ~ Yi + Bl I i) 
argl Ev . (Yi - Step . 
arg2 = Ev . (Yi - Step) 
arg3 = Step I rl 
r2 rl ~ Ai 
r3 = Ai ~ Step 
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0.5) 

Ael = Ael + ((r2 • Cos(argl) + Bi • Sin(argl)) ~ Sin(arg3) - r3 • Cos(arg2)) 

If (Jcs = 1) Then 
l ---------------------- A2yrnt(letTlC ccnu:.uur - imft!Jins.I:"y part 

Bel = Bel + ( (r2 • Sin(argl) - Bi • Cos (argl)) ~ Sin(arg3) - r3 ~ Sin(arg2)) 
End If 

Next i 

r2 = Sin(Ev) 

CvReal(j) = -0.5 • Jcs ~ rl • Ael 

If (Abs(r2) < 0.00001) Then 
CvReal(j) 9.99E+30 infinity 

Else 
CvReal (j) CvReal (j) I r2 

End If 

If (Jcs = 1) Then 
~ ---------------- A:=cylH.r:et.t: iG ccnt-O=lr - ut:ct!Jlll&.ry f'-lctr:t 

Cvimag(j) = -0.5 ' Rl ' Bel 

If (Abs(r2) < 0.00001) Then 
Cvimag(j) 9.99E+30 i:nflnit.~:;-

Else 
Cvimag (j) 

End If 
End If 

Erase Al, Bl 

End Function 

Cvimag(j) I r2 

Private Sub Cycle(Hl As Long, H2 As Long, HJ As Long, Ibs As Double, 
Ll As Long, L2 As Long, LJ As Long, 
Lambda() As Double, Bs() As Double, Be() As Double) 

1
----------- Cycle---------------------------------------------------

1 Supple:rnent ar~r su.bruot ~ne tor bui ld:nq of Be:t t a_ T~:. F ,:~rr(B arar}l La.rd:o:!a 
1 frcn1 ar ays B2 and Be. 

~---------------------------------------------------------------------
Dim i,. j 

For i = Hl To H2 
j = HJ - i 
Lambda(i) 

Next i 

0.5 • (Bc(j) - Ibs ~ Bs(j) I 

For i = Ll To L2 
j = i - LJ 
Lambda(i) 0.5 • (Bc(j) + Ibs • Bs(j)) 

Next i 

_E=n=dc...::S...:ub=---------------··----·-·-· ·---- ·----------------------·-------
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Public Sub Betta_TC(Sl1 As Double, 512 As Double, tz As Double, del As Double, 
Nt As Long, Lambda() As Double, N As Long, 
Kst As LClng, Nst () As Long, St () As Double, Yc1 As Double, 
Jcs As Long) 

Betta TC 
The c>:.;:.lculaLion of th.e au q:r:tp P.SF f'.)r: t.he tc11Jt.h cr..:.~:ntcur- wag::::J.e't.:-ic 

f1eld at s1ngle slotted ccJre. It is based en using of the PSP-funct:on 
for 't-he e\· .. Ef! and ndct n!a~~rnr't:.lc fields in the rect~angn.la1-:- s.1.o't .. 

The contour could be a:e:}n::n:!et.rlcal. The RSP-function is calc=J.ls.t.ed 
c,nl~/ f=~r t.t.e nonzero \·-alut~s. 

Thia fur1ct.lcn is we:r: e (~or:rect fer the ccr_;_t:..ours T;Jl1.:.-ll b z > 3 ?:delta 
1)->z - toot;:h r,-r:dth 1 de - b:!:- gap). ln ~.he othe:c c:ases th:Ls f:.lnct:lcn 

g1ves approximate results 

Exte~nctl linf'..:s: s·ubn:.rutines Bett& sc and Cy~cle. 

Input data: 

Sll - slot open1ng width of the left slot; 
Sl2 - slot open~ng vid~h of che right slot; 

tz - slot p:tch; 
del - a:ix J]ap;. 

Nt - R :t:n.rr(!}:u::.r: of the dL~cretu:::at.ion st.eps for the P.:OF-func:.ion. 

The .sr:.ep is -=:qual tc t:/ (2"t"!Jt,) o::- 1n the :rer iEit. sys-sern 1/Nt 

0-ut put. dat.a: 

La:rnbda. - a '~lector urith. t.h~~ ·values of the p::::P-:func:-t ~c:n for :::on::.our field. The si:::e: [2 ·-~N+l]. 

(a rr1ert1Dry is ezt-::a.ct.ed inside the subrout.~ne 
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N - a ntuober of doW:; Le int.er-;.rals o:.t a segyr:ent dr~.-'"1810118 on l>ib.J.ch the }:;::p-fun:::t.J.on is QT"~.ren 

The RS?-func:"t. tc;:n 1.2 c:a.l cu.l.-7-~t:.ed. 3..3 A."t, t.he- edi]"es, so A.~. t.he n1i.dd.l e C"1f t, he r:-lonl:-1 l e in"t.~rvs.ls 

Kst - a ntmiber =Jf difft:rent st:eps of t.he dcn .. :t.ble inter"~ ... ~als 
:~Jst 1 :3t: - v·ectors r_,rith di!r:~.:nsion Kst .. The -::lemen.t N:::T (I) :;.:: eq=x:tl to a m.1.rnber of t:.he 

inteL""l.::tl..=:: r;rhic·h . .:.re follor,Jing J.n a :r-ol.J &nd which ha.""le ':he S51te 5tep ::::r: ::i) 

Yc·l - a coordin-ette ir.. :.:-espe:ct t.o colJ.t.our ax is, r;;hich :;..s eq~J.al :-o t.h.e Larnbdc. :; l := 

Jcs po:3ses3 the ¥._,"alw.:: 1 :f t.he c.·on~OlJ.r 1.::: r:o3~'lmnetrical one (:::11 <> 51:2); 
2 - if the: c:ont.o·.:u.::- is S~ll®Jetr ica.l one ( ~311 = :312 := . In ,:::s_c:e of t.hE: s-:,:'Yar,~e:tr ic:a.l c:ontoll.r 
t.be P.~3P~fun~t LH1 is calculated =Jnly on the segrt"1ent [Ycl,. C], 
1n case . .:Jf the a.::y"ll':!trE:tr·lcal (Jne - [Yel; ·{c:-;:;J, -r.=Jhlcb is I"~lat.ed t.c t-he lr .. t.:.e:t:?al 

uhere magnetic field of the contour is present. 

1 NC,TF.: t.he c~oorch:nat.e Yc.~1 ::7t::d st.r.ps Sr-. (:i.J 1.2 b~ing de.f.j.necl :in :pe.~~ un1t. sy::::t.en; 

The base is tz 1 2=1. 

Dim Ya1 As Double, Ya2 As Double, Yz As Double 

Dim n1 As Long, n2 As Long, nz1 As Long, nz2 As Long 

Dim Bs() As Double, Be() As Double 

Jcs = IIf(Sl1 = 512, 2, 1) 

1 -------------The calculation of the Bs and Be for thE fi.rst (left) slot 

Call betta_sc(Sl1 I del, 511 

Ya1 = CDbl(n1) I CDbl(Nt) 
Yc1 = - (1# + Ya1) 
St(1) = 2# I Nt 

N = n1 + 1 
ReDim Lambda(1 To 2 T N + 1) 

tz, Nt, Bs, Be, nl) 

Call Cycle(1, n1 + 1, n1 + 2, 1#, n1 + 2, 2 T n1 + 1, n1, Lambda, Bs, Be) 
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If (Jes = 2) Then 
! --~------- ~3!_,."111lt1etrical. contcur: 

If (n1 ~ Nt) Then 
~ ------~--------- Symrr:etr:i.cal r;:ride 

N • n1 + 1 
NE~t(1) = n1 
Nst(2) = 1 
Kst = 2 
St(2) = 1#- Ya1 
Lambda ( 2 ~ N) 1# 
Larnbda(2 ~ N + 1) = 1# 

Erase Bs, Be 
E>:i1: Sub 

Elseif (n1 Nt) Then 
N = n1 
Nst(1) = N 
Kst = 1 
ReDim Preserve Lambda(1 To 2 * N + 1) 
--------~--- Erase: roetnory 

Erase Bs, Be 
Exit Sub 

Else 
1 
---------------- :.::yrnrc,etrical n.arrot;r cont-out~ 

N = (n1 + Nt) I 2 
Nst(1) = N 
Kst = 1 

ReDim Preserve Larnbda(1 To 2 ~ N + 1) 

Erase Bs, Be 
Exit Sub 

End If 

Else 
A:=:::,1ltiJtlet r: :LC".'il uid.e coritour 
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.... ------·-------·------·"-""The calculatio:tl of t.bz: E::: for the Znd (righ-t) slc:Jt. 
Call betta_sc(Sl2 I del, Sl2 I tz, Nt, Bs, Be, n2) 

Ya2 CDbl(n2) I CDbl(Nt) 
nz1 n1 + n2 - 2 • Nt 

If (nz1 ~ 0) Ther. 
1 -------~--------- _t:ws~nf!lnetl:'i<:::al v,ride con::.our 

N = n1 + n2 + 1 
ReD im Preserve Lambda ( 1 To 2 ~ N + 11 

Nst(1) • n1 
Nst(2) = 1 

Nst(J) = n2 
Kst = 3 
St(2) = 2#- Ya1- Ya2 
St(3) St(1) 

Lambda(2 • n1 + 2) = 111 

Call Cyele(2 • n1 + 3, 2 • n1 + n2 + 3, 2 • n1 + n2 + 4, -1#, 
2 • n1 + n2 + '1, 2 • (n1 + n2 1 + 3, 7 n1 + n2 + 2, 
Lambda, Bs, Be) 

1
------------ Erase ~emory 

Erase Bs, Be 
Exit Sub 

Elseif (nz1 • 0) Then 
nz1 n1 
nz2 = n2 + 1 

Else 

Yz (Sll - Sl2) I (2 • tz) 
nz1 = Int((1# + Yz) • Nt) + 1 
nz2 = Int((1# Yz) • Nt) + 1 

contour 

If ((nz1 + nz2) > (2 • Nt + 1)) Then nz2 
If ((nz1 + nz2) ~ (2 ~ Nt + 1)) Then nz2 

End If 

nz2 - 1 
nz2 + 1 
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N = (nl + n2) I 2 + Nc 
ReDim Preserve Lambda(l To 2 * N + 1) 

Nsc(l) N 
Ksc = 1 

Call Cycle(n1 + nzl + 1, nl + nzl + nz2, nl + nz1 + nz2 + 1, -1#, 
n1 + nzl + nz2 + 1, n1 + nz1 + nz2 + n2, nl + nz1 + nz2 - 1, 
Lambda, Bs, Be) 

End If 

End Sub 

Privace Sub :becca_sc(Sld As Double, Slc As Double, Nc As Long, 
Bs () As :Double, Be() As Double, N As Long) 

Beeta sc -----·-------------------------------------------
':'he cedculat.icr~ of t.he R5:;. :for e."\ten and odd ltJagnet ic f::Leld un the 

:-he ::::xnoot.£:1 (~lctl~::ss} core under r€s:ct.z,._n,Jul>;tr slot, tceans 

of the (:art.~rs 1 s fcl::::wulet;;; ~~rhlch ar_·e :::.:·~·t:.r: le\'ed fn::w: etJ.r .. fo::.:·mal 
transformation of the rec·:angular 

ratio 
a r .. ur;J;~r of the: 

st.ep 1s equal t.c 

'~n eo, half p leme. 

vo:::-::.or: =Jf -::.:J::-e FSP-fu:nctiou \/alr.te:s fen: ;::.he odd .rnagnetl:.:.~ fit:.:.:i 
ve·:;"::.cn: of ::.he FSP-function ·values for th-:: e~.ren ltF:tgnetlc:: flEl·j 

Bs::1) and Bc(1) ~ .:;;.r'e '\.radues o::t the PSF 5:.t. ;;::lot axl>e 

nuHiber of -ch~ inter~-.r-3.1::: on T;!hlc!:.. e1:l.9eS P:::.P-fucrl'tic,ne $-t:t::e def1ned 

Dim Step As Double, DyDbs As Double, Sld2 ~~ Double, C As uouble, yf As Double 
Dim yO As Double, y1 As Double, yk As Double, BsO As Double, Bsl As Double 

Dim i As Long, J As Long, nO As Long, nj As Long 
Const PI As Double = 3.14159265, BsMax As Double 

Sld2 0.5 • Sld 
c = 2# • Slt I PI 

0.999, EPS As Double 0.00001 
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yf = C • (IJorksheetFunction.lltan2 (1, Sld2 • BsMax) + 0,5 • IJorksheetFunction.Ln( (l# + BsMax) I (l# 
nO Int(yf • Nt) + 1 
N = nO 

If (Mod2 ( (Nt + N), 2) <> 0) fhen N 

ReDim B5(1 ToN+ 1), Bc(1 ToN+ 1) 

Oil Bs (1) 
Be (1) 
Bs(N) 
Bc(N) 

111 I Sqr ( 1 + Sld2 • :Hd2) 
= 1# 
= 1# 

Bs (N + 1) 
Be (N + 1) 

Step l# 

yO = yf 
BsO = BsMax 
nj = nO + 2 

l# 
111 

Nt 

For i To nO 

j = nj i 

N + 1 

.. at :he ::::let ax~s 

I\SP 

BsMax)) I Sld2) 
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yk Step • (j - 1) 

Do Ulhile True 
DyDbs = C ~ (Sld2 I (1# + (Sld2 ~ BsO) ' 2) + 1# I (Sld2 ~ (1# 
Bs1 = BsO + (Vk - yO) I DyDbs 

BsO • BsO))) 

y1 = C • (1JorksheetFunction.Atan2(1, Sld2 * Bs1) + 0.5 • 1JorksheetFunction.Ln((1# + Bs1) I (1#- Bs1)) I Sld2) 
yO = y1 
BsO = Bs1 
If (Abs(l#- yl I yk) <= EPS) Then Ex~t Do 

Loop 

Bs (j I 
Be (j) 

Next i 

End Sub 

Bs1 
Sqr ( (l + (Sld2 • Bs1) ' 2) I (1 + S1d2 • Sld2)) 

Public Sub testBSC() 

Di~ Lambda() As Double, N As Long, Kst As Long, Nst(3) As Long, St(3) As Double 
Di~ Yc1 As Double, Jcs As Long 

Call Betta_TC(S, 6, 10, 1, 50, Lambda, N, Kst, Nst, St, Ycl, Jcs) 

---------··---·----------
Public Sub testCv() 

Dim Lambda() As Double, N As Long, Kst As Long, Nst(3) As Long, St(3) As Double 
Dim Yc1 As Double, Jcs As Long 

Call Betta_TC(S, 6, 10, l, SO, Lambda, N, Kst, Nst, St, Ycl, Jcs) 
End Sub 
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Appendix G. Calculation of the winding arrangement factor (MathCad 
code listing. File: 'Winding arrangement.mcd') 

Definition of Gtop and Gbot 

Gtop and Gbot - are the vectors of armature winding coil sides of top (left) layer and bottom 
(right) layer, respectively. 

Each of these vectors has a size of ZPer• where ZPer =Z/NPer- number of stator slots per 
period; 

Z - number of stator slots per whole machine; 
NPer- number of spatial periods per machine 

The rules for defining these vectors are the following: 

Gtop = +-1' ... , +-m1 Gtop = + -1 ' ... ' + -m1 

where m1 - number of phases 

For instance: 

Gtopi = -1 - in top layer of the slot "i" lies a coil side "-A" 

Gbot· = 3 - in bottom layer of the slot "i" lies a coil side "C" 
1 

i = 0 .. ( zp er - 1) 

Calculation of winding arrangement factor karr 

The angles which limits one phase belt: 

1t 
angl :=-

3 

2·11 
ane-.2 :=-

3 
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Winding arrangement factor: 

karr(zPer) := k_ew ~ 0 

for ieO .. ZPer-1 

k_top ~ Gtopi 

k_bot ~ Gbot. 
1 

k_topA ~ lk_topl 

k_botA ~ ik_botl 

sngTB ~ sign(k_top·k_bot) 

if k_topA = I 
k_ew ~ k_ew + 1 

k_ew ~ k_ew + cos[ang2 (k_botA 1))·sngTB if k_botA :53 

k_ew~ k_ew + cos[ang1·(k_botA- 3)]·sngTB otherwise 

if k_botA = 1 

k ew 

k ew~k ew+ 1 - -
k_ew ~ k_ew + cos[ang2-(k_topA- l))·sngTB if k_topA !S 3 

k_ew~ k_ew + cos[angl·(k_topA- 3)J·sngTB otherwise 

Example of the Gtop• Gbot and karr calculation for the machine with the following 
parameters: 
SPM CW motor with the number of stator slots Z=9; number of pole pairs p=4 
and number of spatial periods NPer=1 

1 

2 -1 

-2 -2 

2 2 

0 top := 3 0bot:= -2 

-3 -3 

3 3 

1 -3 

-1 -1 

1t 2·11 
ang1 ':= ang2:=-

3 3 

Number of slots per period 2Per := 9 
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karr(zPer) := k ew ~ 0 

for i e 0 .. ZPer- 1 

k_t.op <- Gtopi 

k_bot <- Gbot 
l 

k_top.A ~ lk_top J 

k_botA ~ lk_botl 

sngTB ~ sign(k_top·k_bot) 

if k_topA = 1 

k_ew ~ k_ew + 1 

k_ew ~ k_ew + cos[ang2 (k_bot.P.- l)J·sngTB if k_botA ~ 3 

k_ew ~ k_ew + cos[ang1 (k_botA- 3)]

if k_botA = 1 

k ew ~ k ew+ 1 - -

otherwise 

k_ew ~ k_ew + cos[ang2·(k_topA- 1)]-sngTB if k_topA ~ 3 

k_ew ~ k_ew + cos[angl·(k_topA- 3)lsngTB otherwise 

k_ew 
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Appendix H. Description of the finite element model. Iron and magnet 
losses prediction 

H.1. Finite element model 

FLUX 2D software [30] is used to make FE analysis of the open circuit and rated load modes, 

including FW operation points. The model geometry, meshing and armature winding are created by 

applying a BPM Overlay module of the FLUX 2D, which allows very quickly built the model by using 

a user-friendly interface. In this module the geometry data corresponds with SPEED format [31]. A 

sample of FE model of a PM synchronous machine is shown in Fig. H-1. 

(b) 
Fig. H-1. FE model of a PM synchronous motor: 

(a)- model of half a geometry utilizes the anti-periodic conditions; 

(b) - more closer look on the mesh in the air gap 
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The main assumptions of the model: 

• the fringing effect through the stator outer surface is neglected; 

• end effects are not taken into account; 

• eddy currents in the PM are neglected; 

• iron losses are not directly reproduced in the model; 

• currents in the armature winding contain only fundamental harmonic; 

• distribution of the current across the coils is uniform; 

• skin effect in the armature winding is neglected 

The FE model provides a time-stepping non-linear analysis of the motor. The actual steel BH

curve is adjusted to equivalent one in order to take into account the laminations' stack factor, as follows: 

Beq (H)= B(H)(ks + __!!__ · l'o · (1- k )) , 
B(H) s 

(H.l) 

where Beq(H), B(H) - equivalent and real (given) BH-curves of the steel; ks - stator and rotor 

stack factors. In (H.l) flux intensity in real BH-curve and equivalent one is accounted to be the same. It 

means that a drop of the magnetomotive force across the cores remains the same. 

In order to make easier the post-processing of the FEA results the electrical circuits are coupled 

to the FEM. These electrical circuits are shown in Fig. H-2. 

0 0 

'\ le ~21~ /A 
/ . ·' R1 

Ba 
I . 

[]sA Be 

~ 
~Be ~~ B, 

l ~L-• rs Lowe 

I 

l l l _, ~ < 

L__L_e_w_e-------+~---L-ew-A---~ 
LewB 

(a) (b) 

Fig. H-2. The electrical circuits used for the FEA: 

(a)- for an open circuit; (b)- for a rated load 

j 
I 

l 
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I 
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I 
~ 

~ LewB ,-· 
I 
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l 
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In Fig. H-2 the following designation is used: 

• BA, Bs, Be- stranded coils of the phases A, Band C, which are coupled with FE models 

of the armature winding. This circuit elements also contain the resistances of the coils; 

• LewA, LewB, Lewc - end winding inductances; 

• R1, R2, R3 - the resistors with very high resistance values to simulate open circuit 

conditions; 

• h Is, lc - independent current sources, which introduce into the coils fundamental 

harmonic of the current. 

In FLUX 2D version 9.3, which is used in the project, the motor periodicity is taken into 

account automatically. Number of turns in coils, end winding inductances, etc. should be entered into 

the model only for the represented part. For instance, in the considered FEM (Fig. H-1) the total number 

of winding turns should be equal to half of an actual one. 

H.2. Iron losses calculation 

Iron losses in the motor are calculated during post-processing usmg modified Steinmetz 

equations [17]. These losses are defined with taking into account the real waveforms of the flux 

densities in each finite element of the steel regions. 

The specific iron losses of the element i caused by a vth harmonic per kilogram, p;v, are 

estimated by the following equation: 

Piv = Phiv + Peiv' (H.2) 

where Phiv- hysteresis losses, [W /kg]; Peiv- eddy current losses, [W /kg]. 

The hysteresis component, Phiv, and eddy current component, Peiv, are defined as: 

(H.3) 

= C . 1"2. B 2 
P eiv e J v miv ' (H.4) 

where Ch, C - hysteresis and eddy current losses coefficients, [W/kg]; fv - frequency of the 

harmonic v; ah, bh - hysteresis factors; Bmiv - magnitude of flux density of the harmonic, v, in the 

element i, [T]. 

The coefficients, Ch and C, and factors, ah and bh, are extracted from measured iron losses data 

[4], [25] by the method which is described in [17]. 

The Bmiv is the real flux density in the element i which is recalculated from the equivalent one 

by the following formula: 
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B. B . = m1v_eq 

m1v k 
s 

1-k 
-H ·II· s 

miv ro k 
s 

(H.5) 

where Bmiv_eq- equivalent flux density which is directly retrieved from the results of FEA, [T]; 

Hmiv- flux intensity in the model, [ A/m]. 

Total specific iron losses in element i, p 1;, yield: 

(H.6) 
v 

Total iron losses in a core, P1, could be expresses as follows: 

N 

~ == /1 'ks 'LPri 'Ai, (H.7) 

where 11 - stack length of the core, [ m ]; N- a number of finite elements of the core model; A;

area of element i, [ m2
]. 

The calculation of the iron losses is organized as follows: 

• A period of the flux density waveform is defined (for the stator core this is a period of 

the fundamental harmonic, for the rotor it depends on the harmonic distortion of the 

armature reaction field and differs from the motor configuration); 

• The flux density waveform for each element is retrieved from the FEM; 

• By means of fast Fourier transformation the harmonic components are calculated; 

• Using (H.2) ·· (H.4) the specific losses in each element is calculated; 

• Then (H.6) summarizes iron losses caused by each harmonic; 

• Finally, the total iron losses are computed by (H.7). 

H.2. Prediction of magnet losses 

Magnet losses are produced by the eddy current losses which are induced in the permanent 

magnets due to airgap flux variation. The time-averaged specific eddy current losses caused by 

/h harmonic, Pmm•, per cubic meter of a magnet could be predicted, assuming infinite length, analytically 

by the following equation: 

2 2 

- B2 . _.!!3:_. wmp 
Pmov - mv(av) 

24 
, 

PmoT 
(H.8) 

where Bmv(avJ- magnitude of the average flux density of the harmonic, v, in the magnets, [T]; Wv 

- cyclic frequency of the v0
' harmonic, [1/s]; Wmp - width of the magnet piece, [m]; PmoT- magnet 

resistivity at operating temperature, [Ohmm]. 

The cyclic frequency, Wv, is defined as: 
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where .fv frequency of the v1
h harmonic, [Hz). 

The Wmp is expressed as follows: 

w 
W =--m

mp N ' 
mp 

(H.9) 

(H.lO) 

where Wm- average width of the magnets per one pole, [m]; Nmp- a number of magnet pieces 

per one pole. 

The total eddy current losses in the motor could be found by the following equation: 

pme - /m W m · hm · I P mav , (H.ll) 
v 

where lm- length of the magnets in axial direction (usually is equal to the stack length /1), [m]; 

hm- magnet height, [m]. 

In practice, the main component of the magnet flux density waveform is produced by changing 

the air gap under each magnet because of the stator slots. Usually, this harmonic is called as a 'tooth 

harmonic' and its frequency is defined as follows: 

z 
f·

p' 
(H.l2) 

where f- frequency of the fundamental harmonic, [Hz]; Z number of stator slots; p - number 

of pole pairs. 

It could be assumed that the total magnet losses are equal to the losses caused by this tooth 

harmonic only. It does not lead to significant errors since the losses are still calculated with the 

assumption of the infinite length of the motor. End effects diminish the eddy current losses and (H.8) 

gives conservative assessment of them. 
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Appendix I. Description of the thermal and hydraulic analyses 

The thermal and partially hydraulic analyses are done by means of the Motor-CAD software 

[32]. This program uses geometry and winding data, and losses as the input information. The cooling 

system, including the considered water jacket, could be chosen in the Motor-CAD. The screen-shot of 

one of the several sections with input parameters is shown in Fig. 1-1. The motor dimensions in the 

radial cross section are entered here. 

Fig. 1-1. Screen-shot of the Motor-CAD program with radial cross section of the motor 

The dimensions in the axial cross section of the motor active parts, water jacket, stator housing , 

etc. are defined in the Motor-CAD program in the section of the same name, shown in 

Fig. 1-2. The water jacket (WJ) is the cylindrical body which covers the stator laminations and contains 

spiral channels for the coolant circulation. 

The detail on the armature winding design is entered in section 'Winding editor', as shown in 

Fig. 1-3. The main winding parameter which should be an input here is the net slot fill factor kf Also the 

assumed size of wires it is necessary to define here. There is some data about insulation, such as 

impregnation goodness, linear thickness, which are not known at the moment of the concept design and 

can be left equal to default values. 
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Fig. I-2. Screen-shot of the section with axial cross section of the motor 

Fig. I-3. Screen-shot of the section with armature winding details 
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The motor losses, fluid data of the coolant, the data of the ambient conditions and materials are 

entered in the section of ' Input Data', which contains several subsections, main of them are shown in 

Fig. 1-4 and Fig. 1-5. 

I 

r sr.e (la/2 •lb • lcJ 

········--! 

Check Data 
It 

Fig. 1-4. Screen-shot of the section with losses of the motor 
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Fig. 1-5. Screen-shot of the section fluid data used in the water jacket 
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The input data for the hydraulic analysis IS retrieved from the Motor-CAD and 

summarized in Table 36. 

Table 36: Fluid data and WJ dimensions 

Symbol Description Unit 

Nch Number of flow channels -

Gfp Number of parallel flow paths -

hw; WJ channel height m 

bw; WJ channel width m 

hw;L Thickness of the WJ between stator laminations and channels m 

Qf Fluid volume flow rate m3/s 

Re Reynolds number -

Y! Coolant density kg/m3 

Vj Fluid velocity rn/s 

The hydraulic analysis is done by means of analytical method described in [23]. The main 

assumptions of the applied method are the following: 

• Pressure drop in water tubes between pump and water jacket is neglected; 

• Pressure drops in the inlet and outlet of the WJ are neglected; 

• The water jacket channels are with smooth surfaces that does not increase a friction. 

The length of the spiral generating circle, [ m]: 

lspc = ;r(DoD + 2hWJL + hw;) · 

Frame length, [m]: 

/ fr =/tot· 

Spiral pitch (Fig. I -6) , [ m]: 

/ fr 

tsp = N . afp. 
ch 

Average length of one spiral tum, [ m] 

(I.l) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 
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Fig. 1-6. Schematic of the water jacket with two parallel paths 

Average length of one flow path, [m): 

f -[ . Nch 
fpav - spav 

alP 

Channel cross section area, [m2
]: 

Ach = hwJ · b.WJ · 

Channel hydraulic diameter, [m]: 

dch bwJ · 

Friction factor: 

A =-0.316 
fr VRe · 

Friction resistance coefticient: 

R -A [fj;av 
fr-''fr · 
. . dch 

Friction hydraulic resistance of one flow path, [kg/m7
]: 

=R·~ 
jr 2·A2 • 

ch 
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(1.5) 

(1.6) 

(I.7) 

(1.8) 

(I.9) 

(1.1 0) 
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Friction hydraulic resistance of the WJ, [kg/m7
]: 

zw 
Zw;=-

aw 

Coolant pressure drop inlet-outlet (Fig. 1-6), [Pa] : 

Ma =ZwJ ·Qf. 

Friction losses in the WJ, [W]: 

Required electrical power of the pump, [W]: 

~P = T/p ·PI, 

where l]p- efficiency of the pump. It could be assumed equal to 0.5. 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

(1.13) 

(1.14) 

As a result of the hydraulic analysis the fluid data (Fig. I-5) can be controlled in order to have 

required pump power in the constraint range. 

The Motor-CAD analyses thermal equivalent circuit (TEC), which is shown in Fig. I-7. All 

parameters in this circuit are calculated automatically and solution process of the steady-state thermal 

regime as well. The motor temperatures are shown in Fig. I-8. 

Ptni Ofll~ 

r:-,....,~ 
l r. [B , ....... _ 
!f"'rt-.. ~· . 
ir
i·r tt 

Fig. I-7. Screen-shot of the section with TEC 
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Fig. 1-8. Screen-shot of the section with output data of the Motor-CAD 
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Appendix J. Details on the motor concept design with p=7 

The details on the motor concept design with p=7 are given in this Appendix. 

Table 37: Calculated phase back-emf, voltage and current waveforms 

@800rpm @4500rpm 

(} E. VI 11 (} E. VI II 
el.deg. v v A el.deg. v v A 

0.00 177.92 328.24 148.90 0.00 1000.78 82.75 148.90 
11.25 203.23 300.96 175.09 11.25 1143.17 80.88 175.09 
22.50 213.31 265.42 194.55 22.50 1199.86 40.15 194.55 
33.75 217.88 219.58 206.53 33.75 1225.59 -47.64 206.53 
45.00 218.32 180.08 210.58 
56.25 217.88 146.02 206.53 
67.50 213.31 111.38 194.55 

203.23 80.84 ! 175.09 

45.00 1228.07 -156.341210.58 
56.25 1225.59 -241. 
67.50 1199.87 -277. 
78.75 1143.16 -302.39 175.09 

90.00 177.92 48.18 • 148.90 90.00 1000.78 -351.14 148.90 
101.25 138.48 -0.92 116.99 101.25 778.93 -414.65 116.99 
112.50 101.24 -68.87 80.58 112.50 569.50 -445.85 80.58 
123.75 52.12 -161.36 41.08 123.75 293.19 -447.28 41.08 
135.00 0.00 -259.53 0.00 135.00 0.00 -372.84 0.00 
146.25 -52.12 -319.20 -41.08 146.25 -293.19 -275.57 -41.08 

157.50= -101.24 -337.85 -80.58 
168.75 -138.48 -341.27 -116.99 
180.00 -177.92 -328.24 -148.90 

157.50 -569.50 -216.54 -80.58 
168.75 -778.93 -130.50 -116.99 
180.00 -1000.78 -82.75 -148.90 

191.25 -203.23 -300.96 -175.09 191.25 1143.16 -80.94 -175.09 
202.50 -213.31 -265.42 -194.55 202.50 -1199.87 -40.14 -194.55 
213.75 -217.88 -219.58 -206.53 213.75 -1225.59 47.64 -206.53 
225.00 -218.32 -180.08 -210.58 225.00 -1228.07 156.34 -210.58 
236.25 -217.88 -146.02 -206.53 236.25 -1225.59 241.34 -206.53 
247.50 -213.31 -111.38 -194.55 247.50 -1199.87 277.15 -194.55 
258.75 -203.23 -80.84 -175.09 258.75 -1143.16 302.39 -175.09 
270.00 -177.92 -48.18 -148.90 270.00 -1000.78 351.14 -148.90 
281.25 -138.48 0.92 -116.99 281.25 -778.93 414.65 -116.99 
292.50 -101.24 68.87 -80.58 292.50 -569.50 445.84 -80.58 
303.75 -52.12 161.36 -41.08 303.75 -293.19 447.27 -41.08 
315.00 0.00 259.53 0.00 315.00 0.00 372.84 0.00 
326.25 52.12 319.20 41.08 326.25 293.19 275.57 41.08 
337.50 101.25 337.85 80.58 337.50 569.50 216.54 80.58 
348.75 138.47 341.27 116.99 348.75 778.92 130.56 116.99 
360.00 177.92 328.24 148.90 360.00 1000.78 82.75 148.90 
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Fig. J-5. Rotor lamination and magnets 
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Fig. J-6. Stator lamination: 

(a)- full view; (b)- detail view on slot and tooth regions 
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Fig. J-7. Draft of the axial cross section of the PM motor 

(the draft is not in the scale format) 
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Fig. J-8. Draft of detail view on end winding zone 

(the draft is not in the scale format) 
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